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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
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Constraint Satisfaction Problems
by Sunil Kumar Mohan, Ph.D.
Dissertation Director: Prof. Thomas Ellman
Finite Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSPs) involve assigning values to a nite
set of variables from their nite domains to satisfy a nite set of constraints. Scheduling is a common application. All general CSP solution procedures use combinatorial
enumeration of variable bindings as a basis for search. CSPs, however, are NP-hard,
and general-purpose search algorithms are slow. This research explores the application
of decomposition to construct faster CSP solvers. The solution techniques developed
in this thesis can be used on general nite n-ary CSPs.
There are three major components to this research:

 Bottom-up solution, a framework for solving a CSP through its decomposition. It
is aimed at handling decompositions with interacting subproblems, and has been
implemented on top of the basic Backtrack and Forward-Check search algorithms.

 Two problem decomposition algorithms aimed at reducing redundant constraint
checks. These algorithms seek to reduce arti cial dependencies in search, an
artifact of combinatorial enumeration. The resulting decompositions can be solved
using bottom-up solution.

ii

 Global constraint decomposition, used to transform a CSP into an equivalent hierarchical CSP in which the global constraint has been replaced by a conjunction
of smaller arity constraints. This improves the potential for early pruning of
combinatorially explosive search.
The problem decomposition techniques are evaluated on random problems and on
some sample application domains. They are shown to be generally more bene cial for
harder problems. Global constraint decomposition is demonstrated on some sample
application domains, and shown to signi cantly reduce search e ort.
The primary contribution of this research is in the form of new problem solving
methods for general constraint satisfaction problems which signi cantly improve performance, particularly for harder problems. It also extends the current understanding
of what makes constraint satisfaction problems dicult to solve and where search algorithms spend their e ort. On the more general side, this thesis promotes a deeper
understanding of the application and bene ts of problem decomposition as a problem
solving strategy.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This is a report on research into applying decomposition to aid the solution of constraint
satisfaction problems. The decomposition techniques described here are aimed at improving problem solving performance, are automatable, and are applicable to problems
with constraints of arbitrary arity, a superset of the much studied class of binary constraint satisfaction problems. This chapter introduces this thesis and its motivation,
and gives an overview of the research.

1.1 Constraint Satisfaction Problems
1.1.1 Finite CSPs
A ( nite) Constraint Satisfaction Problem (commonly abbreviated as CSP) consists of
a nite set of variables, a domain of a nite set of legal values for each variable, and a
nite set of constraints expressed on the variables. A solution requires the assignment
of a value to each variable, selected from the corresponding domain, such that the
set of constraints is satis ed. Constraint satisfaction problems have found application
in design (e.g. [52, 39]), planning and scheduling (e.g. [12, 36]). Job-shop scheduling,
graph coloring and satis ability ([24]) are some examples of CSP applications that have
also been of considerable theoretical interest through the years.
In job-shop scheduling, for example, the variables are operation start times, and
the constraints represent restrictions on resource capacities and operation precedences.
In graph coloring, each variable represents a node in the graph, its domain the set of
legal colors for that node, and constraints restrict adjacent nodes from taking the same
color.
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1.1.2 Constraint Satisfaction and Constrained Optimization
The signi cance of constraint satisfaction problems can perhaps best be understood
by comparing it with the well known and related class of optimization problems. The
main di erence between Constrained Optimization Problems (abbreviated as COPs)
and CSPs is the requirement in the former that the solution be optimal with respect
to some objective function. Discrete constrained optimization problems further require
their solution to be selected from a set of discrete values. The subclass of nite discrete
COPs, also called ( nite) Integer Programming or IP, is directly related to the class of
nite CSPs as de ned above. Discrete optimization problems, particularly those with
non-linear constraints, are also the most dicult type of optimization problem to solve
([53]). Often the only solution procedure is to simply enumerate all the solutions and
then select the optimal. A user may choose to formulate an application as a CSP rather
than a COP when

 There is no optimality requirement. In this case any solution satisfying the constraints is sucient.

 The optimality requirement is inexpressible. The user may then want to inspect
several or all solutions to the CSP.

 The optimization problem is too dicult to solve. The user may then be satis ed
with selecting a sub-optimal solution from a small set of solutions to the CSP,
such as those produced within a set time.

1.1.3 Types of CSPs
Constraint satisfaction problems can be divided into subclasses using several criteria
based upon the classi er's interest. There are two such criteria important to this thesis:
1. Constraint Arity. Problems where each constraint restricts only up to two variables are called Binary CSPs. Several problem solution techniques and heuristics
take advantage of this property (e.g. [18, 10, 47]). The problem solution methods
proposed in this thesis are more general and so we shall consider problems not
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restricted on the arity of their constraints. These problems are popularly referred
to as `n-ary CSPs'.
2. Number of Solutions. Using constraint satisfaction techniques to solve optimization problems usually requires the generation of several solutions. A satis ability
problem, on the other hand, is considered solved when any one solution is found.
The decomposition techniques proposed in this thesis will usually provide greater
bene t when several or all solutions to a problem are called for. Some situations
when this might be necessary are described in section 1.1.2.

1.1.4 An example: Simple oorplanning
To help introduce the ideas in this thesis, we now take a look at an example application.
A simple oorplanning problem requires the placement of two rectangular rooms, each
of a speci ed minimum area, into a house represented as a rectangle of speci ed length
and width. The room sides are to be parallel to the house sides so we can represent each
room with the coordinates of its bottom-left and top-right corners. The dimensions of
the house then de ne the domain for each corner coordinate, and we will restrict the
values to be integral. Four variables are needed to represent the two corners of each
room, requiring a total of 8 variables.
House dimensions = L  W
Room i = (ri :x1; ri:y1); (ri:x2 ; ri:y2)

ri:xj 2 f0 : : :Lg
ri :yj 2 f0 : : :W g
The constraints require that the rooms not overlap, and each room to be of a certain
area. To avoid repeated generation of the same room, we insert additional constraints
restricting the top-right corner of a room to be above and to the right of its bottom-left
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corner.

RightOf-r1(r1:x2; r1:x1 )
RightOf-r2(r2:x2; r2:x1 )
Above-r1(r1:y2 ; r1:y1 )
Above-r2(r2:y2; r2:y1 )
HasArea-r1(r1:)
HasArea-r2(r2:)
DontOverlap(r1:; r2:)
We use the informal notation ri : to refer to all four variables for room ri . DontOverlap
has 8 arguments, four for each room, HasArea has four arguments for a room's four
corner coordinates, and Above and RightOf are each of arity two. In the complete
problem, there are two instances of each of the HasArea, Above and RightOf constraints,
one for each room. We indicate this with a sux of the room number on the constraint
name. Our problem thus has a total of eight variables and seven constraints. One of the
constraints, DontOverlap, is global. (An expanded version of this problem is formally
described in Chapter 6).
The constraint satisfaction problem then is to nd the members of the set Pf 2.
Figure 1.1 shows an instance of the general problem Pf 2 and a sample oorplan layout,
with a house of length 9 and width 6, and minimum room areas of 20 each. For the
rest of this chapter, references to the problem Pf 2 will be to this particular instance of
the parameterized two-room oorplanning problem.

Pf 2 = fhr1:; r2:i : RightOf-r1 ^ Above-r1 ^ HasArea-r1

^ RightOf-r2 ^ Above-r2 ^ HasArea-r2
^ DontOverlapg
In our sample application, we shall assume that the designer of the house will select
a oorplan on consulting the buyer and other inexpressible and aesthetic constraints.
So the oorplanning problem solver is required to produce all solutions.

1.2 Constraint Satisfaction Problems are Dicult
1.2.1 CSPs and in-tractability
The 3-SAT satis ability problem, the K-colorability of a graph, and the job-shop
scheduling problem are all NP-Complete ([24]). The class of constraint satisfaction
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r2
r1

Problem Pf 2 :
House L = 9; W = 6
Area(r1)  20
Area(r2)  20

Figure 1.1: The two-room oorplanning problem Pf 2 and a solution.

problems includes all of these, and is NP-Hard. Not surprisingly, every general algorithm for solving CSPs is a clever form of enumerating, or searching through the space
of, possible solutions.
Certain types of CSPs have been found to be easily solvable, e.g. systems of linear
equations, and arc-consistent graphs of width 1 ([18]). On the other extreme, for
example, a CSP with a single (n-ary) constraint expressed on all n variables, each with
a domain of size d, is likely to require the enumeration of all dn candidates to nd all
solutions. In this thesis, we look at problems in the middle, which are hard, but can
bene t from clever search.
There has been some recent interest in identifying particularly hard problem regions,
e.g. in graph colorability ([7]) and satis ability problems ([43]). For our purposes, hard
problems have larger, and therefore bushy search trees (see also Chapter 2). The
proposed solution techniques try to take advantage of this feature.

1.2.2 Serialized search leads to redundant computation
Most general CSP solving algorithms search for a solution by systematically enumerating the set of possible variable bindings. While di erent algorithms use di erent
mechanisms for avoiding unnecessary computation, what they share in common is the
serial order in which variables are selected for binding, and constraints for evaluation.
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The algorithm Backtrack, for example, selects at each step the next variable and
binds a new value to it. As soon as all of a constraint's arguments are bound, it is tested.
If a constraint fails, or a variable's domain is exhausted, the algorithm backtracks to the
last variable from which it can proceed forward again. Backtrack avoids enumerating
the complete set of variable bindings (the cartesian product of the variables' domains)
when employed on a suitable order of variables in which constraints can be tested early
in the serial control order. When a constraint fails, there is no need to extend the current
set of bindings since they will not lead to a solution. A more detailed description of
Backtrack is given in Chapter 2.
In such enumerative or constructive algorithms, the number of times a constraint
may be tested depends not only on the number of unique bindings of the variables
occurring as its arguments, but on a possibly expanded set including other variables
also bound and rebound before the constraint gets tested. The result is redundant
evaluation of constraints on repeated argument bindings. This arti cial dependency of
a constraint on variables not directly a ecting its evaluation result is a direct outcome
of the serialized nature of combinatorial enumeration.
The degree of arti cial serial dependencies in an algorithm instantiation depends
upon the problem's constraint topology, coupled with the particular algorithm and the
control sequence of variables and constraints. The resulting amount of redundant computation also depends upon the number of solutions to each constraint in the problem,
and their interaction along the selected control sequence.
The combinatorial enumeration of variable bindings can be viewed as a tree in which
each node represents a binding to a subset of variables, and the children of a node extend
that node's bindings to one more variable. The constraints limit the bushiness of this
search tree. As problems get harder, a larger number of variable bindings get explored
by the search algorithm, and this search tree gets larger and bushier. If a particular
problem constraint topology, coupled with an algorithm and control, exhibits arti cial
serial dependencies, then the likelihood of redundant constraint checking increases as
the speci c problem gets harder.
Arti cial dependencies and redundant constraint checks are discussed in more detail
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in Chapters 2 and 3. We now take a look at the occurrence of this phenomenon in our
simple oorplanning example.

1.2.3 Solving the simple oorplanning example
The following control sequence can be used with Backtrack to solve our oorplanning
problem:

Cf 2 = h r1:x1 r1:x2 RightOf-r1
r1:y1 r1:y2 Above-r1 HasArea-r1
r2:x1 r2 :x2 RightOf-r2
r2:y1 r2:y2 Above-r2 HasArea-r2 DontOverlap i
This control sequence rst generates a valid rectangle for room r1, then a valid rectangle
for room r2, and then ensures that the two rooms do not overlap.
Notice here that the second instances, for room r2, of the constraints RightOf, Above
and HasArea are arti cially dependent upon the variables for room r1 . For example,
the constraint RightOf-r2(r2:x2; r2:x1 ) depends only upon the variables fr2:x2 ; r2:x1g.
However, the four variables for room r1, fr1:x1 ; r1:y1 ; r1:x2; r1:y2 g are also bound before
this constraint is evaluated. Figure 1.2 shows all the arti cial dependencies in the
control sequence Cf 2.
Artificial Dependencies

r1 x 1 r1 x 2

RightOf

r1 y 1 r1 y 2

Above

HasArea

r2 x 1 r2 x 2

RightOf

r2 y 1 r2 y 2

Above

HasArea

DontOverlap

Figure 1.2: The control sequence Cf 2 sets up arti cial dependencies between constraints
and preceding independent variables.
There are 198 solutions to the problem instance Pf 2 of gure 1.1. Applying Backtrack to the control sequence Cf 2 to solve this problem requires 369,342 constraint
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checks, over 94% of which are redundant ( gure 1.3). Almost all of the redundant
constraint checks occur due to the arti cial dependencies of room r2 constraints on
variables of r1 .
Constraint #Checks #Redundant % Redundancy
RightOf-r1
81
0
0.00
Above-r1
1,620
1,584
97.78
HasArea-r1
945
0
0.00
RightOf-r2
10,692
10,611
99.24
Above-r2 213,840
213,804
99.98
HasArea-r2 124,740
123,795
98.24
DontOverlap
17,424
0
0.00
Total 369,342
349,794
94.71
Figure 1.3: Run statistics for Backtrack and control sequence Cf 2 on the problem Pf 2.

The reason for the redundant computation in this example can be graphically
demonstrated by gure 1.4. This gure shows two possible positions for room r1 explored by Backtrack. The gray area in the gure represents the possible placements for
room r2 that are common to both positions of r1, thus denoting the area of redundant
computations of the above constraints. Each placement of room r2 in the gray area is
repeated after the second position of room r1, and the corresponding tests of constraints
RightOf-r2, Above-r2 and HasArea-r2 are redundant.

1.3 The Thesis: Problem Decomposition
1.3.1 Problem decomposition interrupts serial control
We have seen above that arti cial serial dependencies can be a signi cant source of
ineciency in solving constraint satisfaction problems. The thesis in this research is that
problem decomposition can be used to reduce redundant computation by interrupting
the serial control order that leads to arti cial dependencies.
An extreme case of the applicability of decomposition is in a CSP composed of two
completely independent subproblems. This means that the variables of the problem can
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House

W
First position of r1
r1

Second position of r1
Common positions of r2 after r1
L

Figure 1.4: Redundant computation due to arti cial serial dependencies in the oorplanning example.
be partitioned into two non-trivial disjoint sets such that no constraint in the problem
has arguments from both sets. Any Backtrack control order for this problem will set up
arti cial serial dependencies between the constraints of one partition and the variables of
the other; and if the problem is hard, this will cause a signi cant amount of redundant
constraint checking. If the two independent subproblems are solved separately and
their solutions cached, generating complete solutions is simply a matter of taking the
cartesian-product of the two solution sets, without any further constraint checking. In
practice, this `join' operation can be merged with the solution of the second subproblem.
This idea can be extended to CSPs that are not decomposable into completely
independent subproblems. The general procedure proposed in this thesis is as follows:
1. Extract one or more independent subproblems from the given CSP, leaving behind
a residual subproblem whose constraints may depend upon the variables of the
other subproblems.
2. Solve the independent subproblems using your favourite algorithm, and cache
their solutions.
3. Solve the residual subproblem while recalling the cached solutions such that all
the problem's variables get instantiated in this step. The solutions of this step
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are the solutions to the original CSP.
Small arity constraints near the end of a long control sequence are likely to have
a high degree of arti cial dependence on preceding variables, with a correspondingly
higher potential for redundant computation. Small subproblems, with their smaller
control sequences, can greatly reduce the redundant testing of their constraints. When
the procedure reaches step 3, several of the problem constraints have already been
solved. It is now easier to select a control sequence for the residual that avoids high
arti cial dependencies in the remaining constraints.
Chapters 3 and 5 of the thesis describe some procedures to use in step 1 to decompose
a CSP. Chapter 3 also describes a framework, named bottom-up solution, for subproblem
solution caching and ecient solution of the residual subproblem. This framework can
also be combined with other decomposition methods.
We will defer discussion of the bottom-up solution framework and a detailed description of the decomposition techniques to later chapters. Instead, we now demonstrate the
e ectiveness of some of these decomposition techniques on our oorplanning problem.

1.3.2 The independent-set decomposition
On examining the oorplanning problem in the previous section, we observed that
arti cial dependencies led to signi cant amounts of redundant computation of the constraints Above-r1, RightOf-r2, Above-r2 and HasArea-r2. When selecting subproblems
to extract from this CSP, an obvious choice then is to solve each of these constraints
as independent subproblems, thus eliminating their redundant computation. However, they are not all independent, as the constraint HasArea-r2 shares variables with
Above-r2 and RightOf-r2. Since smaller subproblems are cheaper to solve, we select the
constraints Above-r1, RightOf-r2 and Above-r2, along with their argument variables, to
form the independent subproblems. This yields the bottom-up control sequence Cis(f 2)
shown below.

Cis(f 2) = h ( r1:y1 r1:y2 Above-r1 )
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( r2:x1 r2:x2 RightOf-r2 )
( r2:y1 r2:y2 Above-r2 )
( r1:x1 r1:x2 RightOf-r1

r1 :y10 r1 :y20 HasArea-r1
r2 :x01 r2:x02 r2:y10 r2:y20 HasArea-r2 DontOverlap ) i
The control sequence Cis(f 2) contains four components, delimited by parentheses,
for the four subproblems obtained after decomposition. The last component is for the
residual subproblem in which the cached solutions of the rst three subproblems are
recalled. This regeneration of values for the cached variables is indicated in the control
sequence by a prime in front of the variable names.
This type of decomposition, which we will call an Independent-set Decomposition,
extracts a set of constraints from the CSP that show high arti cial dependencies, and
are independent with respect to their arguments. Solving each one individually as a
separate subproblem eliminates any redundant testing of these constraints. Figure 1.5
demonstrates how an IS-decomposition removes arti cial dependencies on the extracted
independent-set of constraints.
The run statistics for the bottom-up solution of Cis(f 2) using Backtrack are shown
in gure 1.6. The total amount of redundant constraint checks is reduced by 225,999,
reducing the total cost of solving the problem by over 61%. Notice that this decomposition of the problem does not a ect the redundant computation of the constraint
HasArea-r2.

1.3.3 The degree-of-independence based decomposition
We noted in the previous section that in the oorplanning problem, the room r2 constraints RightOf-r2, Above-r2 and HasArea-r2 are all arti cially dependent upon all
four r1 variables in the Backtrack control sequence C . A large number of valid r1
placements will result in a large amount of redundant evaluation of these constraints.
The run statistics in gure 1.3 con rm that most of the redundant computation is in
these constraints.
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Artificial Dependencies

r1 x 1 r1 x 2

RightOf

r1 y 1 r1 y 2

Above

HasArea

r2 x 1 r2 x 2

RightOf

r2 y 1 r2 y 2

Above

r2 y 1 r2 y 2

Above

HasArea

DontOverlap

HasArea

DontOverlap

The Independent Set

r1 y 1 r1 y 2

Above

r2 x 1 r2 x 2

Solution
Cache

r1 x 1 r1 x 2

RightOf

r1 y 1 r1 y 2

RightOf

Solution
Cache

HasArea

r2 x 1 r2 x 2

Solution
Cache

r2 y 1 r2 y 2

Figure 1.5: An IS-decomposition of Cf 2 eliminates arti cial dependencies on a selected
set of mutually independent constraints showing high arti cial dependencies in Cf 2.
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The independent-set decomposition Cis(f 2).
Constraint #Checks #Redundant % Redundancy
RightOf-r1
81
0
0.00
Above-r1
36
0
0.00
HasArea-r1
945
0
0.00
RightOf-r2
81
0
0.00
Above-r2
36
0
0.00
HasArea-r2 124,740
123,795
99.24
DontOverlap
17,424
0
0.00
Total 143,343
123,795
86.36
The degree-of-independence based decomposition Cdoi(f 2).
Constraint #Checks #Redundant % Redundancy
RightOf-r1
81
0
0.00
Above-r1
1,620
1,584
97.78
HasArea-r1
945
0
0.00
RightOf-r2
81
0
0.00
Above-r2
1,620
1,584
97.78
HasArea-r2
945
0
0.00
DontOverlap
17,424
0
0.00
Total
22,716
3,168
13.95
Figure 1.6: Run statistics for the Bottom-up Backtrack solution of problem Pf 2 after
decomposition.
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A simple decomposition technique that breaks this arti cial dependency in Cf 2
of r2 constraints on r1 variables is to cut the control sequence at a point between
the two rooms. The r1 portion then becomes the independent subproblem, and the
remaining portion forms the residual subproblem. This division allows the placement of
the recalled variables in the residual after the r2 constraints, where they do not cause any
arti cial serial dependencies. The resulting control sequence Cdoi(f 2) is shown below,
and the reduction in arti cial dependence is demonstrated graphically in gure 1.7.

CDOI(f 2) = h ( r1:x1 r1:x2 RightOf-r1 r1:y1 r1:y2 Above-r1 HasArea-r1 )
( r2:x1 r2:x2 RightOf-r2 r2:y1 r2:y2 Above-r2 HasArea-r2

r1:x01 r1:x02 r1:y10 r1 :y20 DontOverlap ) i
The idea behind this type of decomposition is to divide a given control sequence at
a point where it will break the largest number of arti cial dependencies ( gure 1.7).
We will therefore call this technique the Degree-of-independence based decomposition.
Artificial Dependencies

r1 x 1 r1 x 2

RightOf

r1 y 1 r1 y 2

Above

HasArea

r1 x 1 r1 x 2

RightOf

r1 y 1 r1 y 2

Above

HasArea

r2 x 1 r2 x 2

RightOf

r2 y 1 r2 y 2

Above

HasArea

r2 x 1 r2 x 2

RightOf

r2 y 1 r2 y 2

Above

HasArea

DontOverlap

Solution
Cache

r1 x 1 r1 x 2 r1 y 1 r1 y 2

DontOverlap

Figure 1.7: DOI-decomposition of Cf 2 cuts the sequence at a point where the largest
number of arti cial dependencies are broken.

CDOI(f 2) proves to be the most e ective Backtrack control sequence for problem Pf 2
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( gure 1.6). The nal cost for nding all solutions comes down from over 369,000 to
merely 22,716 constraint checks, of which only about 14% are redundant!

1.3.4 Global constraint decomposition
We noted earlier that constraints are used during search to limit the bushiness of the
search tree. Clever search algorithms employ various means to take advantage of the
constraints in a problem early in the search process in order to reduce the number of
nodes explored. A constraint however can only be tested when all of its arguments
are instantiated. Consequently, algorithms are unable to take advantage of global constraints.
The second part of this research extends the work on problem decomposition to the
decomposition of global (or high-arity) constraints. The procedure is analogous to the
decomposition procedure described earlier. A constraint's syntactic formulation is decomposed into subexpressions and a residual combining expression. The subexpressions
can then be used to construct smaller arity constraints. Global constraint decomposition produces an abstraction of the original problem. The abstraction can be used
with any hierarchical search strategy, such as top-down breadth- rst search, and also
combined with one of the decomposition techniques described earlier in a bottom-up
solution scheme.
We now demonstrate global constraint decomposition on a slightly modi ed version
of the oorplanning problem. To Pf 2 we add another global constraint that requires
the two rooms to completely ll the house. Since the rooms are already restricted
against overlapping, the new requirement is met by simply constraining the total area
of the two rooms to equal the house area. The syntactic expression of the constraint
uses the function Area which computes the area of a room. We will call the modi ed
oorplanning problem Pf 2 :
0

Area(ri :) = (ri:x2 ri :x1)  (ri:y2 ri :y1)
FillHouse(r1:; r2:)  Area(r1:) + Area(r2:) = L  W
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HasArea-ri(ri :)  Area(ri:)  Ai
The HasArea constraints can also be expressed in terms of the function Area and the
problem parameter Ai denoting the minimum area for room ri.
The addition of the FillHouse constraint actually allows a very easy solution of
the two-room oorplanning problem which takes advantage of the problem's geometric
properties. This thesis is however about general, so called `weak' problem solving
methods.
The control sequence Cf 2 can be extended for Pf 2 by simply adding the FillHouse
constraint at the end, just before the DontOverlap constraint. This will not change
the number of nodes explored, but slightly increase the number of constraint checks
required to nd all solutions. The modi ed problem Pf 2 , with the same parameter
values as used in Pf 2, has 6 solutions. It takes Backtrack running on the extended
control sequence Cf 2 370,034 constraint checks to nd all of these solutions. The
degree-of-independence based decomposition can also be similarly extended into the
control sequence CDOI(f 2 ) by adding the FillHouse constraint at the end. Again, this
proves to be a very ecient decomposition ( gure 1.8).
Consider the decomposition of the FillHouse constraint obtained by abstracting each
room to just its area. We introduce two abstract variables z1 and z2 which represent
the areas of the rooms r1 and r2, respectively, and rewrite the FillHouse constraint in
terms of these variables:
0

0

0

0

RC-Z1  z1 = Area(r1:)
RC-Z2  z2 = Area(r2:)
FillHouse-ac  z1 + z2 = L  W
The new FillHouse-ac constraint, now completely in terms of the abstract variables,
can be viewed as an abstract constraint, and the two constraints RC-Z1 and RC-Z2
relating the abstract and original variables can be viewed as re nement constraints.
Replacing the FillHouse constraint in problem Pf 2 with the two new variables and the
0
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Backtrack and Bottom-up Backtrack.

Cf 2

CDOI(f 2 )

0

0

Constraint #Checks #Redundant #Checks #Redundant
RightOf-r1
81
0
81
0
Above-r1
1,620
1,584
1,620
1,584
HasArea-r1
945
0
945
0
RightOf-r2
10,692
10,611
81
0
Above-r2 213,840
213,804
1,620
1,584
HasArea-r2 124,740
123,795
945
0
FillHouse
17,424
0
17,424
0
DontOverlap
692
0
692
0
Total 370,034
349,794
23,408
3,168
Bottom-up solution of the hierarchical problem Pf 2 h using CHSS-4(f 2 h) .
Constraint #Checks #Redundant % Redundancy
RightOf-r1
81
0
0.00
Above-r1
1,620
1,584
97.78
HasArea-r1
945
0
0.00
RC-Z1
310
0
0.00
RightOf-r2
81
0
0.00
Above-r2
1,620
1,584
97.78
HasArea-r2
945
0
0.00
RC-Z2
310
0
0.00
FillHouse-ac
225
0
0.00
DontOverlap
692
0
0.00
Total
6,829
3,168
46.39
0

0

Comparing the size of the explored search space.
Control Sequence Number of Nodes Run-time (mSec)
Cf 2
263,340
960
CDOI(f 2 )
33,264
80
CHSS-4(f 2 h)
6,645
30
0

0

0

Figure 1.8: Run statistics for the problem Pf 2 , comparing Backtrack, DOI Decomposition and Global Constraint Decomposition.
0
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above three constraints yields the hierarchical problem Pf 2 h .
0

Pf 2 h = Find fhr1:; r2:; z1; z2i : RightOf-r1 ^ Above-r1 ^ HasArea-r1
0

^ (z = Area(r :))
^ RightOf-r2 ^ Above-r2 ^ HasArea-r2
^ (z = Area(r :))
^ FillHouse-ac ^ DontOverlapg
1

1

2

2

Several problem-solving strategies can be employed to solve this hierarchical problem. We will demonstrate what is described in Chapter 5 as hierarchical solution
strategy number 4 (HSS-4), which implements a bottom-up solution of the hierarchical
structure. The control sequence CHSS-4(f 2 h) takes advantage of the mutual independence of the two re nement constraints RC-Z1 and RC-Z2 to construct two independent
subproblems. Since the re nement constraints are equality relations, their role is inverted into actually computing the value of the abstract variables.
0

CHSS-4(f 2 h)
0

= h ( r1:x1 r1 :x2 RightOf-r1 r1:y1 r1:y2 Above-r1 HasArea-r1 [z1 = Area(r1:)] )
( r2:x1 r2:x2 RightOf-r2 r2:y1 r2:y2 Above-r2 HasArea-r2 [z2 = Area(r2:)] )
( z10 z20 FillHouse-ac r1: 0 r2: 0 DontOverlap ) i
The residual subproblem (the last component) in CHSS-4(f 2 h) takes advantage of the
special subproblem solution caching scheme used in the bottom-up solution framework
(see Chapter 3). In this case, the cached solutions to the rst two subproblems are
indexed on the values of z1 and z2 respectively. The early testing of FillHouse-ac in the
nal component of this control sequence lters out rooms whose total area is too small
to ll the house. This greatly reduces the rooms on which DontOverlap gets tested.
The run statistics for CHSS-4(f 2 h) are shown in gure 1.8. Its performance is even
better than the degree-of-independence decomposition because of its clever ltering of
room areas. The e ectiveness of this strategy is demonstrated in the small size of
its explored search space, which is only about 2.5% that of running Backtrack on the
original problem!
0

0
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1.3.5 Repeated structures
A natural extension of the use of the bottom-up solution framework's ecient subproblem solution caching scheme is in problems where repeated components can be
identi ed. Problem Pf 2 requires the generation of two rooms which, except for the
DontOverlap constraint, are otherwise completely identical. This makes it possible to
generate all possible rooms that satisfy the Above, RightOf and HasArea constraints,
and simply reuse as valid r1 and r2 placements. This application of the bottom-up
solution framework is left out of this research as an area for future study.

1.4 Research Claims and Proposed Evaluation
To summarize, this research proposes some new solution techniques for general constraint satisfaction problems, motivated by the following problems:

 Redundant constraint checks are a signi cant source of ineciency in present
search algorithms.

 Existing CSP preprocessing and solving techniques are unable to handle or take
advantage of general global constraints.
It is the general thesis of this research that decomposition techniques can be applied
to CSPs to address these concerns. Speci cally, the thesis proposes the following three
techniques:
1. A bottom-up solution framework for the ecient solution of CSPs in their decomposed form.
2. Two problem decomposition techniques | Independent-Set (IS) decomposition
and Degree-of-Independence based (DOI) decomposition | that partition the set
of problem constraints to reduce redundant constraint checks.
3. A global constraint decomposition technique that produces a new equivalent problem in which the global constraint is replaced with a conjunction of smaller arity
constraints.
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The general research claim is that these problem solving techniques are useful and
e ective in improving problem solving eciency. The speci c research claims are given
below.
1. Decomposition by Constraint-Set Partitioning and Bottom-Up Solution:
Claim 1.1. The IS and DOI decomposition techniques, when used with Bottom-Up
solution, improve the performance over the basic search algorithm, when looking for all
solutions.
Claim 1.2. The IS and DOI decomposition techniques are applicable to a wide and
interesting range of problems.
Claim 1.3. The IS and DOI decomposition algorithms are automatable and fast.
The bene t of applying these techniques tends to be greater for problems with a
higher potential for redundant computation.
2. Global Constraint Decomposition:
Claim 2.1. Global constraint decomposition is useful in improving problem solving
performance beyond basic search.
Claim 2.2. The constraint decomposition procedure is automatable and fast.
Claim 2.3. Global constraint decomposition is applicable to some interesting problems.
Global constraint decomposition is generally applicable only on problems where an
intensional representation of its constraints is available. However like the constraint set
partitioning techniques, it o ers possibilities for improved problem solving performance
where none has been available.
The problem decomposition techniques are evaluated on random problems and on
some sample application domains. Global constraint decomposition is demonstrated on
some sample application domains ( oorplanning, corporate decentralization and ship
bulkhead design), and shown to signi cantly reduce search e ort.
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1.5 Structure of the Thesis
Each chapter in the rest of the thesis has a brief introduction and summary, giving a
precis of the main themes and contributions of that chapter.
Chapter 2 sets the foundation and motivation for the rest of this thesis. Constraint
Satisfaction Problems are formally introduced there, some well known solution techniques are described, the problem of arti cial dependencies and redundant constraint
checks, and the diculty in solving high-arity constraints are discussed in more detail.
Chapter 3 describes the bottom-up solution framework and two problem decomposition algorithms aimed at reducing the number of redundant constraint checks.
Chapter 4 presents an empirical evaluation of the ideas of chapter 3 on random
constraint satisfaction problems.
Chapter 5 describes the procedure for constructing and solving hierarchical problems
by applying decomposition to global constraints.
Chapter 6 describes three sample application domains, and discusses how their
particular characterisitcs are suited to the problem solving techniques proposed in this
thesis.
Finally, chapter 7 summarizes the main contributions of this research, and puts it in
the context of other research on problem solving and constraint satisfaction problems.
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Chapter 2
Constraint Satisfaction Problems
This chapter sets the foundation and motivation for the rest of this thesis. Constraint
Satisfaction Problems are formally introduced, some well known solution techniques are
described, the problem of arti cial dependencies and redundant constraint checks, and
the diculty in solving high-arity constraints are discussed. The notation that will be
used in the rest of the thesis is also introduced here.

2.1 Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSP)
2.1.1 De nition
A Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) involves nding one or more values for a xed
nite set of variables (Y ), chosen from a xed nite domain (Domain(Y )), such that
they satisfy a xed and nite set of constraints (R).

P
Y
Domain(Y )
R
Ti (Yi)
Yi

=
=
=
=

Find fy 2 Domain(Y ) : R(y )g

hX ; : : :; XN i
Domain(X )      Domain(XN )
T (Y ) ^    ^ TK (YK )
 Domain(Yi)
 Y
1

1

1

1

Figure 2.1: The general model for a Constraint Satisfaction Problem.
Here the CSP P has N variables, whose values are restricted by a conjunction of K
constraints (also referred to as tests). Each test constrains the values of arbitrary
subsets of the variables Y . A solution to the CSP is a binding to each variable in Y
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that satis es all the constraints.
The domain of the variable set Y (or any subset thereof) is a cartesian product of
the domains of the individual variables in the set. The domain of the set of variables
of a CSP is also referred to as the problem's search space.
Each constraint Ti is a relation on some subset Yi of the set of variables Y for the
problem. We will refer to Yi as the set of argument variables (argument set, for short)
of the constraint, and the domain of the argument set will also be referred to as the
domain, or search space, for the constraint. A constraint with an argument set of size
two is called binary, and if the argument set is the entire set of variables in the problem,
it is called a global constraint.
Binding to a variable a value from its domain is also called a labeling. Correspondingly, the problem of constraint satisfaction is also referred to as the Consistent Labeling
Problem ([30, 56]).
Several types of Constraint Satisfaction Problems can be identi ed. The most commonly studied class is that of nding one solution to the CSP ([49, 18] and a summary
in [10]). We will also be devoting considerable attention in this thesis to the problem
of nding all solutions ([31]). Nadel ([56]) also identi es the problems of counting the
number of solutions, and of determining solvability. Others have looked at the issue
of partial constraint satisfaction ([20, 23]) in which the attempt is to satisfy as many
constraints in the problem as possible.
Another distinguishing criterion classi es CSPs according to the arity of its constraints. Again, the most commonly studied class is that of Binary CSPs, in which
each constraint is on exactly two variables. This thesis was motivated by the special
issues encountered in dealing with higher arity constraints.
Satis ability problems, like the famous 3-SAT ([24]), are CSPs with two values in
the domain of each variable. The K-Colorability problem of coloring regions in a map
(ibid.) is also expressible as a constraint satisfaction problem. CSPs are also NP-Hard
([31]).
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2.1.2 An example CSP
Figure 2.2 shows a CSP with ve variables and ve binary constraints. This CSP has
243 solutions.

P1 = Find fy 2 Domain(Y ) : R(y )g
where Y = hX1; X2; X3; X4; X5i
Domain(Xi) = fa, b, c, dg
R(Y ) = T13(X1; X3) ^ T14(X1; X4) ^ T24(X2; X4)
^ T35(X3; X5) ^ T45(X4; X5)
and the constraints Tij represent the following relations:

T13 = T14 = T24 = T35 = T45 = fa; b; cg  fa; b; cg
Figure 2.2: Example 1: A simple Constraint Satisfaction Problem.

2.2 Backtrack Search
2.2.1 The Backtrack algorithm
The most well known algorithm for solving a Constraint Satisfaction Problem is Backtrack [27, 55]. Given an ordering of variables and constraints for a problem, at each
step it either picks a new value binding for the current variable, or evaluates the current
constraint on the already bound (or instantiated) variables. If it runs out of values, or
a constraint fails, it backtracks to the last variable in the supplied order, binds it to
the next value, and proceeds forward again. If it is successful in generating a value for
the current variable or evaluating a constraint, it then proceeds to the next item in the
supplied ordering.
We will refer to the `ordering' as a control sequence of nodes, where each node is
either a generator for a variable, or a tester for a constraint. The backtracking method
described above is called Chronological Backtracking. This algorithm, in reference to
its architecture, is also sometimes called Generate-and-Test with Chronological Backtracking.
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For the problem P , a control sequence C may be denoted by a tuple of N + K nodes

C = hS1S2 : : :SN +K i
where each node Si is either a variable generator (brie y just variable, or generator)
for Xi ; 1  i  N , or a constraint tester (brie y, constraint) for the constraint Tj ; 1 
j  K . The Backtrack algorithm, given in gure 2.3, takes a valid control sequence as
argument. A control sequence is valid if all variables referred to by a constraint in the
sequence are instantiated by generators occurring before the constraint in the sequence.
In this thesis, all the control sequences will be assumed either to be valid, or part of a
larger control sequence that is valid.
The algorithm of gure 2.3 is started by the initial call Backtrack(C, no-bindings,
1). The algorithm as shown looks for all solutions. Changing line (5) to EXIT will
transform it to stop after nding the rst solution.
Backtrack is the most common and simplest algorithm for solving CSPs. It requires
the least amount of memory, compared to the usually faster algorithms Backmark and
Forward-Check [31]. Furthermore, it does not require the domains of its variables to
be explicitly listed. A variable's generator may actually be a function that calculates
the values in its domain.

2.2.2 The search tree
The search space of partial variable bindings explored by Backtrack can be represented
in the form of a tree. Each level in the tree corresponds to one of the problem variables,
and the N levels are ordered according to the order of variables in the control sequence.
A path from the root to a node at level i in the tree represents a particular binding of
values to the rst i variables in the control sequence. Descendants of the node extend
this binding to other variables.
The Backtrack algorithm executes a Depth-First Search of this search tree. It invokes constraints on partial bindings (internal nodes) as soon as all argument variables
are bound. When a constraint fails, Backtrack avoids further exploration of that branch.
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Backtrack(C[1 : : :N + K ], x, i)
(1) if i < 1 then
(2)
EXIT (no more solutions)
(3) else if i > N + K then
(4)
Output current bindings x for X as a solution
(5)
GoBack(C, x, i)
(6) else case Type( C[i] )
(7)
Generator for variable Xi :
(8)
xi = next value from Dom(Xi )
(9)
if no more values then
(10)
Reset Generator for Xi
(11)
GoBack(C, x, i)
(12)
else Backtrack(C, x, i + 1)
(13)
Tester for constraint Ti :
(14)
Evaluate Ti (x) on current bindings x
(15)
if Ti fails then
(16)
GoBack(C, x, i)
(17)
else Backtrack(C, x, i + 1)

end

GoBack(C[1 : : :N + K ], x, i)
(1) if i <= 1 then
(2)
EXIT (no more solutions)
(3) else Let 1 <= j < i be the index of the last variable Generator before i
(4)
Backtrack(C, x, j )

end

Figure 2.3: The Backtrack algorithm for nding all solutions.
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At each level, only the branches that satisfy all evaluable constraints are further expanded.
A complete search tree lists all the possible bindings. Clever search algorithms
try to reduce the number of nodes actually explored by avoiding as early as possible
paths that do not lead to a solution. Di erent techniques are used to detect dead-end
branches, e.g. [31, 62, 10].

2.2.3 The cost of search
Both space (memory) and time requirements of a search algorithm are useful measures
of its eciency. The memory used by most popular search algorithms is bound by a
polynomial function on the number of variables and sizes of their domains [31]. Since
Constraint Satisfaction Problems are NP-hard, time is usually the more important cost
parameter.
When evaluating and comparing di erent algorithms, the time cost is usually estimated by counting the number of events in a search algorithm. Various researchers
have reported on the number of search tree nodes explored, the number of constraint
checks, and even the number of backtracks. In the most popular models of CSPs, the
domains for each variable are explicitly listed, and the constraints are boolean valued
expressions. As such, the evaluation of a constraint is computationally signi cantly
more expensive than generating a value for a variable. Hence counting the number of
constraint checks has come to be the most popularly accepted estimate of the time cost
of an algorithm. This is also the primary cost parameter used in this thesis.
Usually, each CSP has several valid control sequences, with di erent associated
costs. An optimal control sequence for the CSP of gure 2.2 is

C1 = hX4X5T45X3 T35X1 T13T14X2T24i
This problem was specially contrived to make it easy to calculate the cost of its
solution. Each variable has a four element domain, and each constraint has nine solutions. The cost of running Backtrack on C1 to nd all solutions, in terms of the number
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of constraint checks, can now be calculated:
Cost(C1) = Checks(C1)
= ChecksC 1 (T45) + ChecksC 1 (T35) + ChecksC 1 (T13)
+ ChecksC 1 (T14) + ChecksC 1 (T24)
= 16 + 36 + 108 + 81 + 324
= 565
Note that there are 243 solutions to the problem, so the cost has to be greater than
243, since T24 alone is tested at least that many times.

2.3 The Problem of Redundant Constraint Checks
A constraint check, occurring during the course of searching for solutions, will be de ned
redundant if that particular constraint has been evaluated earlier on the same argument
values (same bindings for its argument variables). This is a source of ineciency in the
search procedure, and the rst part of the thesis (chapter 3) focuses on some techniques
to reduce redundant constraint checks. Redundancies are a well known source of ineciency in the solution of CSPs. For example, [62] identify the \redundant discovery of
incompatibilities and the redundant elimination of possibilities" as \two major sources
of ineciency in chronological backtracking". The de nition of a redundant constraint
check used in this thesis is more general, and includes constraint checks that succeed,
in addition to those that fail.
Consider the example CSP P1 of gure 2.2, and the backtracking control sequence

C1
C1 = hX4 X5 T45 X3 T35 X1 T13 T14 X2 T24i
Let the order of generation of values from each variable's domain be fa; b; c; dg. The
rst solution found by Backtrack is hX4; X5; X3; X1; X2i = ha; a; a; a; ai. After all the
values of X2 are exhausted, the rst backtrack to X1 occurs. The value b is bound to
X1, which satis es the constraints T13 and T14. Each extension of the new bindings
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ha; a; a; bi to a binding for X results in a redundant check of the constraint T , since
the value of variable X has not changed since before the backtrack to X .
This redundant testing of the constraint T is a result of the particular serial order
implemented in the control sequence C . The order in which the variables are bound
and constraints tested in C sets up an arti cial serial dependency of the constraint T
on the variables X , X and X . So besides changes in the value of X , changes in the
values of X and X will also cause redundant testing of T , and their e ect, at least
in problem P , is combinatorially large.
2

24

4

1

24

1

1

1

3

3

5

24

5

1

24

1

Clearly di erent control sequences will exhibit di erent degrees of arti cial dependencies. The phenomenon however is not limited to Backtrack. All general (and complete) search algorithms are based on a combinatorial and serial enumeration of variable
bindings. It is this serial aspect of the enumeration that sets up arti cial dependencies.
We can actually calculate the number of redundant constraint checks in this example. Constraint T45 does not have any redundant checks. As there are three values
each of X4 and X5 that satisfy T45, and there are four values in the domain of X3,
the constraint T35 is evaluated redundantly (3 1)  (3  4) = 24 times. Similarly,
there are nine bindings for hX4; X5i that satisfy T45 ^ T35. For each of these bindings, T13 is executed 12 times. All but the rst set of 12 are redundant, resulting in
(9 1)  12 = 96 redundant checks of T13. Similarly there are 72 redundant checks of
T14, and (27 1)  12 = 312 redundant checks of T24. The total number of redundant
checks in C1
Redundant-Checks(C1) = 24 + 96 + 72 + 312 = 504
Considering that the total number of constraint checks during execution of C1 only
amounts to 565 (see previous section), this is an astonishingly high gure.
Alternatively, we can calculate the number of unique constraint checks. The constraint T45 has 16. Since X5 gets ltered by T45, and the domain size for X3 is four,
there are 3  4 = 12 unique constraint checks for T35. The same holds for constraints T13
and T24. Constraint T14 gets both its arguments ltered by other constraints, resulting
in only 9 unique checks. The total number of unique (non-redundant) constraint checks
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= 16 + 12 + 12 + 9+ 12 = 61. The number of redundant constraint checks is, therefore,
565 61 = 504.
Let us de ne the context at a node during the execution of a control sequence as
the variable bindings present when that node is invoked during search. We will talk
about a variable, or a sequence of nodes, establishing a context, and of nodes and in
particular constraints occurring within a context established by (or of) another portion
of the control sequence. Note then that in static search algorithms like Backtrack, the
portion of the control sequence succeeding a variable occurs within the context of that
variable. Let us also de ne a variable and a constraint to be independent of each other
if the variable is not an argument to the constraint. A constraint (say T35 in C1) then
gets tested redundantly during search if it occurs within the context of an independent
variable (e.g. X4 ). We will use this notion of context later to analyze the degree of
redundant testing of a constraint.

2.4 Advanced Search Techniques
Researchers have developed clever search algorithms that avoid some of the ineciencies
of Backtrack. We now look at two of these algorithms. Forward Check is a `lookahead' search algorithm, and popular for its speed. Dynamic Backtrack is an `intelligent
backtracking' algorithm that has generated some renewed interest.

2.4.1 The Forward-Check algorithm
We saw that although the example CSP's control sequence C1 described above is an
optimal control sequence for Backtrack, it still does a lot of unnecessary work. For
example, when constraint T24 fails for the rst time on the bindings hX4; X2i = ha; di,
the algorithm backtracks and generates a new binding for X1, and then eventually
proceeds to test T24 on hX4 ; X2i = ha; di again. A form of look-ahead search called
Forward-Check, described below, avoids this kind of ineciency.
The Forward-Check algorithm shown in gure 2.4 is adapted from [31]. The basic
principle of Forward-Check is best described by focusing on the ordering of variables
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in a control sequence. At each variable in the sequence, a set of future variables is
de ned, whose values are restricted in conjunction with the current variable through
one or more constraints. At each level (of recursion of LookAheadTreeSearch), when a
new value is bound to the current variable, future variables get their domains trimmed
by removing values incompatible with the current bindings. Usually, only a single-level
look-ahead is performed (by CheckForward in the algorithm of gure 2.4), meaning that
each future single variable, together with the current and past variables, completes the
set of arguments for some constraint.
LookAheadTreeSearch( varsRemaining, bindings, domains )
(1) var = next variable from varsRemaining
(2) for each value in domains[var]
(3)
bindings[var] = value
(4)
if var is not last remaining variable then
(5)
newDomains = CheckForward( var, bindings, domains )
(6)
if newDomains is not EMPTY-ROW-FLAG then
(7)
LookAheadTreeSearch( varsRemaining { var,
bindings, newDomains )
(8)
else Solution found: bindings
end LookAheadTreeSearch
CheckForward( var, bindings, domains )
(1) for each forward-checkable variable fwdVar
(2)
newDomains[fwdVar] = Empty
(3)
for each value in domains[fwdVar]
(4)
bindings[fwdVar] = value
(5)
test all forward-checkable constraints on bindings
(6)
if all constraints pass then
(7)
add value to newDomains[fwdVar]
(8)
if no values added to newDomains[fwdVar] then
(9)
Return EMPTY-ROW-FLAG
(10) for each variable nfwdVar that is not forward-checkable
(11)
newDomains[nfwdVar] = domains[nfwdVar]
(12) Return newDomains
end CheckForward
Figure 2.4: The Forward-Check algorithm for nding all solutions.

The initial call to LookAheadTreeSearch is made with varsRemaining as an ordered
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sequence of all the variables in the problem, domains as the provided domains for those
variables (after reduction through any unary constraints), and bindings empty. The
algorithm is static if it always picks the rst variable in the ordering varsRemaining at
each level. Dynamic versions of the algorithm use di erent criteria to select the next
variable to process.
LookAheadTreeSearch recurses to as many levels as there are variables in the problem. At each level, a new set of domains is generated for the remaining variables. This
can require up to N (N 1)d additional locations in memory, for a CSP of N variables,
the domain size of each variable bound by d. At the cost of this additional memory
requirement, the look-ahead action of Forward-Check often yields a signi cant speed
improvement over Backtrack and most other algorithms (e.g. [31]). However sometimes
the memory requirement can be too high, and Backtrack the only feasible algorithm.
For this reason, and the simplicity of the algorithm, Backtrack is still widely used, with
a lot of techniques devised to improve its performance. Before we look at some of these,
we we take a look at the occurrence of redundant constraint checks in Forward-Check.

2.4.2 Redundant constraint checks within Forward-Check
The look-ahead in Forward-Check goes a long way to reduce extra work done by Backtrack, and thus reduces the amount of redundant constraint checks. We can see this by
applying Forward-Check to the CSP of Example 1 ( gure 2.2). While the same control
sequence C1 is also valid for Forward-Check, it is more instructive to inspect a more explicit representation of the Forward-Check control. We construct an equivalent control
sequence using the format fVariable | Forward-Variable1 Forward-Constraint1 ; : : :g.
This format makes it easier to analyse the degree of arti cial dependence of constraints
under Forward-Check:

C1FC = fX4 X5T45; X1T14; X2T24g

fX
fX
fX

5

X3 T35g

3

X1 T13g

1

g

33

fX

2

g

Notice that due to look-ahead, constraints get tested at shallower levels in the control
sequence, consequently occurring in much smaller contexts. This reduces both the
overall cost, as well as the amount of redundant checking. The cost of C1FC is 157,
with only 96 redundant constraint checks.
The small proportion of redundant constraint checks in C1FC is a consequence of the
constraint topology in the problem. Consider Example 2 of gure 2.5. The subscripts
on the constraints indicate their argument variables.

P2 = Find fy 2 Domain(Y ) : R(y )g
where Y = hX1; X2; X3; X4; X5i
Domain(Xi ) = fa, b, c, dg
R(X ) = T12 ^ T13 ^ T14 ^ T23
^ T25 ^ T34 ^ T45
where the constraints Tij (Xi ; Xj ) represent the following relations:

T12 = T13 = T14 = T23 = T25 = T34 = T45
= fa; b; cg  fa; b; cg
Figure 2.5: Example 2: Another Constraint Satisfaction Problem.
The control sequence C2FC has a total cost of 427 constraint checks, of which 348
are redundant. The higher cost comes from additional constraints tested at deeper
levels in the control.

C2FC = fX1 X2 T12; X3T13; X4T14g

fX
fX
fX
fX

2

X3 T23; X5T25g

3

X4 T34g

4

X5T45g

5

g

34

2.4.3 Dynamic Backtracking
Consider again the example problem P1 (2.2), and its backtracking control sequence
C1. When T24 fails and the domain of X2 is exhausted, control backtracks to X1. A
new value for X1 is generated, and eventually T24 is tested again. However, the values
bound to its argument variables X2 ; X4 have not changed, so until control backtracks
all the way back to X4, T24 will continue failing. Each test of T24, after the rst run
through the domain of X2, and until X4 is bound to a new value, is redundant.
Dependency-directed Backtracking ([64]) avoids exactly this type of ineciency, by
identifying X4 as the culprit variable after X2 is exhausted, and backtracking directly
back to X4 . The ideas of backtracking to culprit variables, and the recording of incompatible bindings as \no-goods" to avoid retesting the same bindings (ibid.), were
further developed and presented in an algorithm for solving CSPs, called Intelligent
Backtracking ([4]). This was yet further generalized into the Dynamic Backtracking algorithm ([26]). See also [62] for a good description of the historical development of the
ideas of selective backtracking and con ict recording, and their application to solving
CSPs and theorem proving. We will only look at some of the main points in Dynamic
Backtracking here, and for a detailed description defer to [26].
Dynamic Backtracking contains two key ideas. Whenever a constraint fails, or a
variable runs out of new values to generate, a culprit is chosen as the backtracking
target. When control jumps back to the culprit variable, the values bound to other
variables are not retracted. After selecting a new binding for the culprit variable, the
control jumps back (forward) to the point at which the initial failure had occurred.
The e ect of this is to make the control sequence a dynamic ordering. On failure at a
node in the sequence, a culprit node is identi ed, moved forward in the sequence to a
position immediately preceding the node that failed, and then invoking chronological
backtracking to the culprit node. Various heuristics can be used to pick the most
suitable culprit node. In its most general form, after retracting the current binding to
the culprit variable, any unbound variable can be picked for generating a new binding.
The second key idea in Dynamic Backtrack is the maintaining of an eliminating
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explanation, for each value in a variable's domain that was found to be an incompatible
extension to the other current bindings. A value bound to a variable is retracted when
it fails to satisfy a constraint evaluated downstream, and the variable was identi ed as
a culprit by the dynamic backtracking mechanism. When this happens an explanation,
for the elimination of this value from further consideration, is added to the set of
eliminating explanations for that variable. The explanation is (possibly a subset of)
the current set of bindings (with which the eliminated value has been identi ed as
being incompatible). A value with an eliminating explanation will not be considered
as a possible binding to its variable, as long as future search actions do not retract
a binding occurring within that explanation. On backtrack, when the binding for a
variable is retracted, in addition to adding explanations for values for that variable,
all other explanations (for all other variables) that refer to the retracted binding, are
discarded, and those previously eliminated values become available again.

Culprit variables are selected from the eliminating explanations. When a solution
is found, to look for more solutions, an eliminating explanation for the last variable
bound, containing all the other bindings, is generated. This action mimics the presence
of an imaginary global constraint that rejects the solutions found so far.
Dynamic Backtrack techniques can be superimposed onto any basic static search
algorithm. This includes both Backtrack and Forward-Check.

2.4.4 Redundant constraint checks within Dynamic Backtrack
We saw earlier in this chapter that the occurrence of constraints in the context of
independent variables was the cause of redundant constraint checks. The dynamic
nature of backtracking and jumping forward in Dynamic Backtrack reduces the e ective
context of variables, and thus the potential for redundant constraint checks.
Retaining eliminating explanations in a variable's domain prevents the regeneration
of values that had previously lead to a backtrack action. This device further reduces
the potential of redundant checks.
There are, however, situations in which redundant constraint checks can still occur
in Dynamic Backtrack. Intelligent Backtracking algorithms generally do not attempt
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to avoid retesting constraints on bindings that have previously been tested and found
to succeed. An eliminating explanation records information about a con ict, and the
value it is attached to will not be generated and tested again. However, when one of
the current bindings that also occurs in the explanation is retracted, that explanation
is discarded. This is perfectly logical, however it now does make that value available as
a possible future binding.
The dynamic context of a variable in Dynamic Backtrack is controlled by the culprit
identi cation mechanism. Good mechanisms will prevent the failure of a constraint
from causing a backtrack to an independent variable. However, when a higher arity
constraint fails, there is the potential for searching its entire domain for solutions. The
context of at least one variable in the constraint's argument set is then at least as large
as the entire argument set. If there are other smaller arity constraints whose argument
sets are subsumed by that of the higher arity constraint, they will be tested within the
context of independent variables.
This means that with Dynamic Backtrack, the potential for redundant constraint
checks is higher in the presence of mixed arity constraints. In particular, remember that
Dynamic Backtrack e ectively treats the problem of nding all solutions as if there was
a global constraint in the problem. Thus every CSP in this situation has the potential
for redundant constraint checks. Other situations where redundant constraint checks
can occur in Dynamic Backtrack are discussed in the next chapter.
This ends our discussion of Dynamic Backtrack. In the rest of the thesis, we will
only consider Backtrack and Forward-Check where knowledge of the particular basic
search algorithm is required. Dynamic Backtrack is a new algorithm, and even its
earlier variations have not been studied and experimented with as much as Backtrack
and Forward Check. For the purpose of this thesis, we stop at the point of establishing
the presence of redundant constraint checks, and identifying high arity constraints (both
real and virtual) as the culprit.
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2.5 Other Advanced Processing Techniques
Backtrack and Forward-Check are well established algorithms, and researchers have
devised several techniques and heuristics for extracting performance from these algorithms. We examine two such techniques, and how they fare in the presence of high
arity constraints.

2.5.1 Control sequence variable ordering
Di erent control sequences for a CSP can produce di erent performances in both Backtrack and Forward-Check. Even assuming that constraints are tested as soon as all their
argument variables are bound, di erent variable orderings can have di erent associated
costs. Several heuristics have been devised for selecting a good ordering. Among the
more well known are the following:
Variable ordering based on connectivity. There are two established heuristics in this
class. One counts the number of other variables each is connected to, and orders them
in decreasing count ([64]). This heuristic fails, for obvious reasons, in the presence of
a global constraint. A similar heuristic minimizes the width of the ordering (see next
section for de nition) ([19]), and fails for the same reason, as with a global constraint
all orderings have the same width.
Another variable ordering heuristic, shown to perform well on graph coloring problems, selects an ordering that minimizes the largest constraint bandwidth ([71]). The
bandwidth of a constraint in a control sequence is the number of variables that have
to be bound, after and including the binding of its rst argument variable, before it is
evaluable. The largest bandwidth for a CSP with a global constraint will always be N
(the number of variables in the problem), so this heuristic will not be able to distinguish
between di erent orderings.
Variable Ordering based on Domain Size ([3, 31]). In this heuristic, variables are
ordered in increasing domain size. In the absence of any constraints, this ordering
will produce a search tree with the smallest number of internal nodes. However, in
the presence of constraints of mixed arity, pathologically bad orderings can be selected
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where constraints do not become testable until deep levels in the search tree. For
example, this will happen when the smaller domain variables do not complete the
argument set of any constraint.
Variable ordering based on domain size is also used as a dynamic ordering heuristic
with Forward-Check. This works for binary CSPs, where because of the look-ahead,
each constraint is evaluable as soon as one of its argument variables is bound. However
the presence of higher arity constraints is e ectively ignored by the heuristic. Thus the
variable ordering strategy fails to include the early solution of higher arity constraints
as a goal.

2.5.2 Network consistency and variable clustering
A constraint satisfaction problem can be represented by a Constraint Network ([49]).
In the general form, a constraint network is a constraint (hyper-)graph ([59]), where
for each CSP variable there is a node in the graph, and for each constraint a hyperarc connecting the nodes in its argument set. Binary CSPs like example problem P1 of
gure 2.2 are represented by a simple constraint graph, where each arc connects at most
two nodes ( gure 2.6-a). A non-binary CSP can also have a simple graph representation,
called a primal constraint graph, by replacing each hyper-arc of the constraint graph
with a set of simple arcs between each pair of nodes in the constraint's argument set
([11]).
Mackworth ([40]) identi es some network preprocessing techniques, called consistency techniques, which when used before searching for solutions, could help reduce the
search by removing some incompatibilities between subsets of the CSP variables. For
example, arc-consistency removed values from each variable's domain that could not be
extended to a solution to some constraint in the problem. Such consistency processing
techniques only remove some non-solutions by reducing the domains of the variables.
While this can be e ective, the reduced problem still has the potential for signi cant
amount of redundant constraint checks for the reasons discussed earlier. Furthermore,
the cost of arc consistency rises exponentially on the arity of the constraints.
The network consistency techniques developed for binary CSPs can be applied to
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Figure 2.6: Network representations for Example 1: (a) Constraint Graph, (b) Dual
Constraint Graph.
higher arity CSPs by transforming the CSP into an equivalent dual constraint graph
[11]). In the dual graph, each constraint is represented by a node (called a c-variable),
and there is a simple arc between nodes that share variables in their argument sets.
The dual graph for example 1 is shown in gure 2.6-b. The cost of the techniques is
then dominated by the number of tuples in the domain of each c-variable, and the cost
of generating these tuples. For a c-variable associated with a high arity constraint, this
cost can be very high.
Before we look at the next level of development in the employment of network
consistency techniques, we need to introduce some de nitions and preliminary results.
The width of a node in an ordered constraint graph is the number of nodes preceding
it in the ordering that it is connected to by some constraints. The width of an ordering
is the largest width among its nodes, and the width of a CSP is the minimal width over
all its orderings.
Freuder generalizes the notion of consistency to k-ary consistency, in which consistency is performed on sets of k variables. Arc-consistency is then a 2-ary consistency.
Dechter and Pearl further develop this into directional consistency [10].
Freuder ([18]) demonstrates that a tree-shaped constraint graph, after performing
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arc-consistency, does not require any backtracks to nd the rst solution. A generalization of this result requires the execution of a level of directional strong consistency along
an ordering that is greater than the width of the ordering, for then using that ordering
to nd the rst solution without backtracks ([11]). The drawback, however, is that the
cost of directional consistency is exponential in the level of consistency required, which
depends upon the largest arity of a constraint in the CSP. The width of a CSP with a
global constraint is N (the number of variables).
Another set of techniques seek to take advantage of the backtrack-free properties
of tree-shaped constraint graphs by restructuring the given problem. A tree-shaped
constraint graph can be induced for non-tree shaped CSPs by partitioning the variables
into clusters, and looking at the arcs between these clusters. For non-binary CSPs, the
primal constraint graph is used for this step. Consistency techniques performed on the
clustered graph, by treating each cluster as a single variable, will render the network
backtrack-free. Two examples of such clustering techniques are described in [11] and
[28]. For these techniques to work, there should be at least one variable cluster that
completely subsumes the largest arity constraint in the problem. And since the cost of
consistency is exponential in the size of the cluster, high arity and global constraints
present a serious problem for these techniques.

2.6 Analysing the Cost of Backtrack
We observed earlier in the chapter how a control sequence completely determines the
operation of Backtrack. We now develop a cost model for solving a CSP using Backtrack. Determining, and even estimating the cost of Backtrack a-priori is a very dicult
task, and in most cases perhaps impossible ([38, 58]). The purpose of the cost model
described here is mostly analytical, to be used in reasoning about di erent control
sequences in later chapters.
Before delving into the model itself, we rst formally de ne some notation. We shall
use the following symbols to refer to various components of a CSP:

Y; Yi = a set or tuple of variables
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X; Xi = a variable
R; Ri = Set of constraints
T; Ti = a constraint
We will use the model of describing a CSP of gure 2.1. The problem P has N variables
(Xi) and K constraints (Ti ). Sometimes, Y will be used to denote the set of variables
of the CSP P , and R its set of constraints. Such speci c usage will be obvious from its
context.

Y = fX1; : : :; XN g
Yi  Y
R = fT1; : : :; TK g
Ri  R
To help us de ne the problem's search space and its solutions, we de ne the following:
Domain(Y ) = Set of legal values for variable(s) Y
Dom(Y ) = jDomain(Y )j
Solnset(P ) = fy 2 Domain(Y ) : R(y )g
Numsol(P ) = jSolnset(P )j
The Domain of a tuple or set of variables is the cartesian product of the domains of the
component variables. Thus Dom(X1X2) = Dom(X1)  Dom(X2).
We shall also use the de nition of a valid control sequence introduced in section 2.2.1,
and assume that C is a valid control sequence for the problem P . We can now talk
about the solution-set of a sequence as being equivalent to the solution-set to the
corresponding CSP.
Solnset(C ) = Solnset(P )
Numsol(C ) = Numsol(P )
We will often need to look at the behaviour of various portions of a control sequence. We
shall denote a control sequence as a concatenation of its components, e.g. C = hCaCbi,
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or C1 = Ca XTCb (sometimes leaving out the angled brackets for brevity). Note that
all complete control sequences will be assumed to be valid, i.e. assumed to bind all
argument variables before they are required to test a constraint. Also note that the
pre x of any valid control sequence is also a valid sequence.
Finally, we de ne the following additional functions:
Args(C ) = The set or tuple of variables occuring as arguments
to constraints in the control sequence C
Vars(C ) = The set or tuple of variables generated
or bound in control sequence C
The cost model developed below is an extension of the cost model described in [63],
modi ed to account for CSPs where the cost of a constraint depends upon the size of
its search space, and not on the number of its solutions.

2.6.1 Number of solutions of a CSP
Let us de ne Numsol(Cb ; Ya = y ) to represent the number of solutions to the control
sequence Cb when the variable set Ya is bound to the tuple y . In this way, we can talk
about the number of solutions to any subsequence Cb of a control sequence, supplying
a binding in the second argument for all the variables required by Cb but not bound
by Cb . When none of the variables Ya occur as generators in the sequence Cb, we refer
to the binding Ya = y as a context for the sequence Cb, established by the variables Ya
(presumably bound in a preceding portion of a complete control sequence). The number
of solutions of a control sequence C = hCa Cbi, Vars(Ca) = Ya , can be determined as
Numsol(Ca Cb ) =

X

y2Solnset(Ca )

Numsol(Cb; Ya = y )

Let us now de ne the conditional solution size AvgNumsol(Cb ; Ca) to be the number
of solutions to control sequence Cb , in the presence of a set of bindings that solves the
sequence Ca , averaged over all solutions to Ca.
AvgNumsol(Cb; Ca) =

Avg
Numsol(Cb; Ya = y )
y2Solnset(Ca )
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where

Ya = Vars(Ca)

The number of solutions to a control sequence can now be rewritten as
Numsol(Ca Cb ) = Numsol(Ca)  AvgNumsol(Cb; Ca)
The following identities are de ned:
AvgNumsol(hi; C ) = 1
AvgNumsol(C; hi) = Numsol(C )
The smallest possible valid control sequence is a single variable. The number of solutions
to a variable generator is simply the size of its domain. An empty control sequence will
have no solutions.
Numsol(x) = Dom(x)
Numsol(hi) = 0
For a constraint T , a variable binding either solves the constraint, or it does not.
We de ne the solution density of a constraint to be the average number of solutions per
element in its search space.
Solution Density of T = AvgNumsol(T; Y )
= Numsol(hY T i)=Dom(Y )
where

Y = Args(T )

The solution density for any constraint will be at most one, this high gure achieved
when every member of its search space solves the constraint.
We can also talk about the average number of solutions of a constraint in some
context. The conditional solution density of a constraint T with respect to a context is
de ned as AvgNumsol(T; C ) when T occurs within the context established by C .
AvgNumsol(T; C ) = Numsol(hCT i)=Numsol(C )
The solution density is then a special case of the conditional solution density, where
the context is established by generators for its argument variables.
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A variable generator is a static quantity and does not change its behaviour with
context. The average number of solutions of a variable generator is again simply the
size of its domain.
AvgNumsol(X; C ) = Dom(X )
Two control sequences will be said to be independent when constraints in either
sequence do not refer to variables generated in the other. If C2 is independent of C1 ,
Args(C2) \ Vars(C1) = ;
then
AvgNumsol(C2; CC1) = AvgNumsol(C2; C )
Furthermore, if C1 is also independent of C2 , (and both are valid), i.e.
Args(C1) = Vars(C1)
Args(C2) = Vars(C2)
Args(C1) \ Vars(C2) = ;
Args(C2) \ Vars(C1) = ;
then
AvgNumsol(C2; C1) = Numsol(C2)
Numsol(C1C2) = Numsol(C2C1)
= Numsol(C1)  Numsol(C2)
Notice that to actually calculate the number of solutions to a problem using this formulation, we will rst have to pick a valid control sequence, and then require knowledge
of several conditional solution-set sizes or conditional constraint solution densities.
The number of solutions to a set of constraints is independent of the order in which
the constraints are evaluated. Similarly, the number of solutions for a problem is
independent of which valid control sequence is used to solve the problem. The same
is also true of valid permutations of a portion of a control sequence, as every valid
subsequence can be said to de ne a subproblem of the original CSP.
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2.6.2 Cost of Backtrack
The cost of running Backtrack to nd all solutions, on a control sequence C of M
constraints and variables,
C = hS1 S2 : : :SM i
can be expressed in terms of the cost incurred in each node as follows:
Cost(C ) = Cost(S1 ) + Numsol(S1 )Cost(S2 ) +    + Numsol(S1    SM 1 )Cost(SM )
Let the sequence C be the concatenation of two sequences C1 and C2, and let the
variables occurring in C1 be Y1 . If we use Cost(C; Y1 = a) to be the cost of solving C
under variable bindings Y1 = a then

C = hC1C2i
Cost(C ) = Cost(C1) +

X
8a2Solnset(C1 )

Cost(C2; X1 = a)

= Cost(C1) + Numsol(C1)  AvgCost(C2; C1)
where AvgCost(C2; C1) is de ned to be the cost of solving sequence C2 given a solution
to C1, averaged over all solutions to the sequence C1 . We will often drop the mention
of the variables X1 in the second argument to Cost where they are understood from
the context, thus writing Cost(C2; a) instead of Cost(C2; X1 = a).
AvgCost(C2; C1) =

Avg
Cost(C2; a)
a2Solnset(C )
1

Clearly if C1 and C2 are independent, the average cost of C2 is the same as its normal
cost.
We will assume that the cost of generating the domain of a variable X , Cost(X ),
is a product of the number of values in the domain, and the cost of generating a single
value from that domain. We will further assume that this unit generating cost is the
same for all variables and domains, and denote it with the symbol kG . Thus for a
variable X ,
Cost(X ) = Dom(X )  kG
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In general, each sequence is at least responsible for the cost of the solutions it
produces. If we assume the unit cost of all testers to be at least as high as the unit
generating cost, then for a control sequence C ,
Cost(C )  Numsol(C )  kG
In some cases we may assume that the average cost of testing any constraint once
is the same for all constraints. We will represent this unit testing cost with kT . We
may also sometimes nd it convenient to assume that there is no di erence in cost of
evaluating a constraint under di erent variable bindings. For a constraint T ,
AvgCost(T; C ) = Cost(T ) = kT
The main di erence between this cost model and that developed by Smith [63] is
that here the cost of solving a constraint includes the cost of generating its search space,
whereas in Smith's model the cost of solving a conjunct is proportional to the number
of its solutions.
As noted above, researchers usually restrict the measure of the cost of solving a
CSP to the number of constraint checks required. This is equivalent to choosing the
unit costs kG = 0 and kT = 1.

2.6.3 Projections
We will sometimes need to look at the bindings to only a subset of the variables in a
solution set. We de ne C jY as the the solution set for C projected onto the variables Y .
It is the set of all bindings to the variables Y that form a part of a complete solution
to C . When used as argument in Numsol(C jX ), the function denotes the size of the
solution set for sequence C projected onto Y . Let the variables of the control sequence
C consist of two disjoint sets Y1 and Y2 . The number of solutions to C can then also
be calculated as follows:
Vars(C ) = Y1 [ Y2
Numsol(C ) = Numsol(C jY1)  AvgNumsol(C jY2; C jY1)
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A similar statement can also be made for the number of solutions for constraints.
Args(R) = Y1 [ Y2
Numsol(R) = Numsol(RjY1)  AvgNumsol(RjY2; RjY1)
The expression AvgNumsol(RjY2; RjY1) denotes, in a set of solutions to the constraints R, the average number of bindings to Y2 that extend a Y1 binding to complete
solutions. Since every value RjY1 is a partial solution, it is a part of at least one
complete solution:
AvgNumsol(RjY2; RjY1)  1
The same is also true if R was a valid control sequence and Y1 ; Y2 its variables.
The average number of solutions to a constraint set R1, given a solution to a second
set of constraints R2, only depends upon the variables of the second set also shared
by the rst. Let Y1 = Args(R1) and Y2 = Args(R2), such that Y1 \ Y2 = Y2a and
Y2 = Y2a [ Y2b . Then
AvgNumsol(R1; R2) = AvgNumsol(R1; R2jY2a)
This ends our general discussion of the cost of running Backtrack for a CSP. We
will use this notation, developed for evaluating the number of solutions and the cost of
solving a Constraint Satisfaction Problem (using Backtrack), to support the intuitions
motivating the solution procedures proposed in the following chapters, and for deriving
heuristics for the application of these procedures to problems.

2.7 Summary
In this chapter we introduced Constraint Satisfaction Problems, and the well known
and widely used Backtrack and Forward-Check algorithms for searching for solutions.
We identi ed redundant constraint checks as a major source of ineciency in both
algorithms, and linked them to the testing of constraints in the context of independent
variables.
We then looked at some advanced search techniques, and the situations where these
too were susceptible to the same source of ineciency. These situations usually involved
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the presence of high arity constraints. We saw that some of the advanced processing
techniques, particularly the variable ordering and clustering schemes, fail completely to
be useful for CSPs with a global constraint.
Finally we introduced an analytic cost model for running Backtrack to nd all
solutions to a problem.
In chapters 3 and 4, we look at some decomposition techniques speci cally aimed
at reducing redundant constraint checks. Then in chapters 5 and 6, we look at the use
of abstractions for solving some global constraint CSPs.
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Chapter 3
Decomposition and Bottom-Up Solution of CSPs
In chapter 2 we observed that redundant constraint checks were a major source of ineciency in the search for solutions to constraint satisfaction problems. This chapter
describes two problem decomposition techniques aimed speci cally at reducing redundant constraint checks, and a `bottom-up' solution framework for solving a problem
through its decomposition. The decompositions are produced by partitioning the problem's set of constraints.

3.1 When do Redundant Constraint Checks Occur
We observed in previous chapters how control sequences for search algorithms set up
arti cial dependencies of constraints on independent variables, leading to redundant
testing of those constraints. We now take a closer look at this phenomenon, using
primarily static Backtrack as the search paradigm.

3.1.1 Within the context of independent variables
Consider again the example CSP P1 of gure 2.2, and its associated control sequence

C1 = hX4 X5 T45 X3 T35 X1 T13 T14 X2 T24i
In the last chapter we saw that when Backtrack is applied to this control sequence to
look for all solutions, 504 of the 565 constraint checks are redundant. Remembering
that each constraint in the problem restricts its argument variables to three (fa; b; cg)
of the four possible values, the constraint T35 in C1 will get tested 3  3  4 = 36
times, once for each value of the tuple hX4 X5X3i satisfying T45. In these, there are
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only 3  4 = 12 unique values for the actual arguments of T35. Thus 36 12 = 24 of
the tests must be redundant.
As already discussed, the redundant tests of T35 occur because of the presence of
the variable X4 preceding the constraint in the control sequence; a variable that this
constraint is actually independent of. We de ned the constraint T35 as occurring within
the context of independent variables in the control sequence, causing it to be arti cially
serially dependent upon that variable.
We can determine the number of redundant constraint checks for T35 as follows:

C1h = hX4X5T45X3i
Redundant-Checks C 1 (T35)
= Numsol(C1hjX4X5 X3) Numsol(C1hjX5X3)
= (AvgNumsol(C1hjX4; C1hjX5X3) 1)  Numsol(C1hjX5X3)
= (3 1)  12
= 24
And in general for a constraint T (YT ), the number of redundant checks in the sequence
hCT i, where the variables generated (and possibly tested) in C are YI [ YT , is
CheckshCT i(T ) = Numsol(C )
Redundant-CheckshCT i(T ) = (AvgNumsol(C jYI ; C jYT ) 1)  Numsol(C jYT )
From this exposition it is clear that the amount of redundant checking of a constraint
T depends upon the number of variables independent of T in whose context it occurs,
and the restriction of their values by any other constraints preceding T .
Let us de ne the size of the context at a node in a control sequence as the number
of values of the preceding bound variables that are active when search control reaches
that node. Note that when searching with static control sequences, the size of a context
is also the number of solutions to the portion of the control sequence establishing
that context. The number of redundant constraint checks of a constraint in a control
sequence is then directly proportional to the size of the independent portion of its
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context (i.e. the context at that constraint). This is formally de ned by the last
equation above.
While we have only considered Backtrack here, the last chapter also discussed the
e ect of independent variable contexts in other search algorithms like Forward-Check
and Dynamic Backtrack.

3.1.2 When backtracking reassigns independent variables
When constraints occur in the context of independent variables in a control sequence,
it is a good preliminary indication of the possibility of redundant constraint checks.
The actual degree of redundancy, as we saw above, is controlled by how tightly the
values of those independent variables are constrained before the embedded constraint
is tested in the control sequence. When instead of all, only one or a few solutions are
needed, additional factors come to a ect the degree of redundancy. This is because to
nd the rst solution, not all values of those independent variables might be needed.
We now look at another topological property of the control sequence that can serve as
an indication of the potential for redundant constraint checks, even when the search
algorithm does not look for all solutions.
To extend the analysis to `one-solution' situations, we have to consider the backtrack
behaviour of the search algorithm. In the trivial case where the right value is generated
for each variable the rst time each generator is invoked, there are no backtracks, and
no redundant constraint checks. On the other extreme is the case where each constraint
is satis ed on only one of the bindings it gets tested on. There is some backtracking,
but no redundant constraint checks (and the problem has only one solution). It is in
the middle that hard problems lie, and where redundant constraint checks occur.
Backtracking is caused by the failure of a set of variable bindings to satisfy a constraint. The portion of the control sequence that control must then backtrack to resolve
the failure depends upon the argument variables to the failing constraint. Let us de ne
the scope of a constraint as that smallest portion of the control sequence immediately
preceding the constraint, that contains generators for all the constraint's argument variables. For simplicity, we will restrict ourselves to the Backtrack algorithm, though this
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argument can easily be extended to other search algorithms.
When a constraint fails, control may have to backtrack all the way to the beginning of the constraint's scope to search for a solution to the constraint. If this scope
contains another constraint, and preceding that some variables that are independent of
this embedded constraint, then the potential for redundant checking of this embedded
constraint is introduced.
Figure 3.1 shows the scope of the constraint T14 in the control sequence C1. The
inner box shows the scope of the constraint T13, which in this case is completely contained within the larger scope of T14. The important point here is that preceding T13
in the scope of T14 are the variables X4 ; X5, which are independent of the contained
constraint T13. In general, for redundant constraint checks caused by the scope of a
constraint, the embedded constraint's scope need not be completely contained. All that
is needed is the presence of independent variables preceding the embedded constraint,
and contained within the scope of the later constraint.

X4 X5 T45 X3 T35 X1 T13 T14 X2 T24
Figure 3.1: T13 occurs in the scope of T14 in sequence C1.

When two constraints interact, the resulting combined constraint can often be much
tighter than the individual constraints. For instance in C1, there is the potential for
interaction between T35 and T13. This interaction acts like a virtual ternary constraint
T135, placed after the later constraint in the sequence:

hX X T X T X T T135 T X T i
4

5

45

3

35

1

13

14

2

24

In this way, an interaction between constraints can result in a scope larger than that of
either constraint. Constraint T13 again occurs embedded within this scope, and in the
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context of the embedded independent variable X5 .
When all solutions to a CSP are required the search behaves as if there is a virtual
constraint, positioned at the end of the control sequence, that rejects every N -tuple it
is tested on, with the side-e ect of printing the tuples that solve the CSP. Since this
virtual constraint is a global constraint, every constraint of the original CSP occurs in
its scope. In general, looking for the rst solution requires far less search than looking
for all solutions, and the degree of redundancy is also smaller.
The situations described above in which redundant constraint tests occur can also be
found in other search algorithms besides Backtrack. The look-ahead nature of ForwardCheck reduces the scope of constraints by eliminating the forward variable from the
scope (see Chapter 2). Binary constraints get their scope trivially reduced to a single
variable. This is why some dynamic ordering heuristics work particularly well for Binary CSPs in Forward-Check [47]. However, higher arity constraints, and constraint
interactions, can still have extended scopes, and contain other constraints with the
potential for redundant constraint checks.
One of the aims of Dynamic Backtracking is to reduce the scope of a failing constraint
to only its argument variables ([26, 64]). This removes the possibility of situations like
that in the control sequence C1, where the constraint T35 is embedded within the scope
of the constraint T14, even though their argument sets do not intersect. However, when
two constraints do have some argument variables in common, one must still occur
within the scope of the other. Thus when the outer constraint causes a lot of search,
the potential for redundant evaluations of the inner constraint is introduced. The larger
the argument set of a constraint, the greater the number of constraints embedded within
its scope, and the greater the likelihood of redundant constraint checks. In addition,
the same argument for interacting constraints also holds true for Dynamic Backtrack.

3.2 Two Techniques for Reducing Redundant Constraint Checks
We have argued above that redundant constraint checks in a control sequence depend
upon the size of the independent portion of the context at each constraint. The number
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of variables in a constraint's context that are independent of the constraint provides
a crude but readily evaluable measure of this size. We now introduce two techniques
that decompose the control sequence (and the corresponding CSP) in order to reduce
these independent variable contexts, and thus improve the eciency of the basic search
algorithm. They are based on two di erent algorithms for partitioning a problem's
constraint set.
The decomposition methods are brie y introduced in this section by applying them
to the CSP of Example 1 ( gure 2.2). Later sections then describe each technique in
more detail.

3.2.1 Bottom-Up solution of decomposed CSPs
The job of a problem decomposition method does not end after decomposing a problem
into subproblems. It must also suggest a procedure for combining the solutions to
the subproblems and handling any interactions, so that the solutions to the original
problem can eventually be produced. We start this section by introducing the bottomup solution framework aimed at eciently handling this role. All the decomposition
techniques presented in this thesis are targeted at this framework.
The decomposition techniques described later in this chapter decompose a CSP into
a set of one or more mutually independent subproblems, and a residual subproblem.
The problem's constraints, along with their argument variables, get divided between the
rst set of subproblems, with any remaining constraints and variables allocated to the
residual. The residual subproblem contains all the interactions between the solutions
of the former set that need to be handled to produce solutions to the original problem.
In the Bottom-Up Solution Framework, each subproblem is solved individually, and
its solutions are cached. The residual subproblem is solved last, and is responsible for
producing the actual solutions to the CSP. It must therefore generate all the variables
in the CSP. Those variables that it shares with other subproblems are generated from
the corresponding cached solution sets, such that only the cached solution bindings are
generated.
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This bottom-up solution strategy is conveniently represented in a nested or multilevel control sequence, consisting of control sequences for each individual subproblem,
delimited by parentheses. For example, the multi-level sequence C10 below represents a
decomposition of the problem P1 of Example 1 into two subproblems.

C1 = hX5X4T45X3T35X1 T13T14X2T24i
C10 = h(X5X4T45X3T35) (X1X30 T13X40 T14X2T24X50 )i
The variables X5, X4 and X3 are rst instantiated and their solutions to the constraints
T45 and T35 saved in the rst subproblem. In the second subproblem, which in this case
is also the residual, these solutions are recalled to solve constraints T13; T14 and T24.
The variables in the second subproblem used to generate the cached solutions of the
rst are denoted by a prime superscript (e.g. X30 ).
We will refer to variables of the type X30 used to recall values saved at a previous
subproblem as cached variables. In the general framework, any subproblem besides the
residual may also refer to the saved solutions of another. These solution cache references
can involve several levels, inducing a partial order on the subproblems. In the control
sequence
C = h(X1 X2 T1) (X3 X4 T2)
: : : Level1
(X10 X20 X5 T3 )
: : : Level2
(X200 X300 T4 X500 X6 T5 X100 X400)i : : : Level3
there are three levels, the rst containing two subproblems. The levels in a multilevel control sequence are denoted by the number of primes on the cached variables
of the control sequences in each level. The rst level will have none, and the residual
subproblem will always be in the last level. The subproblems within a level can be
solved in any order, or even in parallel. A decomposition strategy must specify the
level each subproblem belongs in, which is then used to de ne a partial order for the
execution of the subproblems. The decomposition strategies presented in this thesis
always generate only two levels.
We shall sometimes refer to the rst level as the top level in the level hierarchy, and
the last level as the bottom or base level. The levels below the top level will then be
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called lower levels.
The generators for cached variables are di erent from those of ordinary variables.
Cached variables must be bound to only those values from their domains that are
actual solutions to the cached subproblem. Thus X30 in C10 is restricted to those values
that form part of a solution to the rst subproblem. When control reaches X40 , only
those values for it are valid that actually extend the current binding of X30 towards a
solution to the rst subproblem of the sequence. It is the role of the bottom-up solution
framework to handle these type of generators eciently. Section 3.3 describes in more
detail how this is accomplished.
So far, no mention has been made of the search algorithm used to solve each subproblem. The reason for this is very simple { any search algorithm may be used. The
caching scheme described later in this chapter, used for saving and regenerating the
solutions to a subproblem, requires that the algorithm used to solve a subproblem containing cached variables maintain the relative order of those cached variables in the
control sequence. So long as this restriction is satis ed, any algorithm may be used
to solve the subproblems, and indeed di erent algorithms may be used for di erent
subproblems. In this thesis however, we shall only consider the use of the same search
algorithm for every search problem in a multi-level control sequence. We shall refer
to this search algorithm as the basic search algorithm. When a basic search algorithm
like Backtrack is coupled with bottom-up solution, we shall refer to the overall solution
procedure as bottom-up Backtrack.
Through the rest of this chapter, unless speci cally mentioned otherwise, we will
restrict ourselves to improving upon the performance of Backtrack, when employed to
search for all solutions to a CSP, by using bottom-up Backtrack. Thus Backtrack will
be used for solving each subproblem.

3.2.2 An example of the independent set decomposition
In chapter 2, we looked at the cost and number of redundant checks incurred when
employing Backtrack to nd all solutions to the problem P1 of Example 1, using the
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control sequence C1.

C1 = hX4X5T45X3 T35X1T13T14X2T24i
Checks(C1) = 16 + 36 + 108 + 81 + 324 = 565
Redundant-Checks(C1) =

24 + 96 + 72 + 312 = 504

We also noticed that the the 96 redundant checks of T13 occur because it is placed
within the context of the independent variables X4 and X5 .
The rst decomposition technique, applied to the sequence C1, reduces the number
of redundant checks of the constraint T13 by simply removing it from its independent
context, and solving it separately. This produces the two-level control sequence

C1a = h(X3X1T13) (X4X5T45X30 T35X10 T14X2T24)i
Remembering that the size of the domain of each variable in P1 is 4, the number of constraint checks required to solve T35 is reduced from 108 to 16. The second subproblem
is the residual, and regenerates the cached solutions of the rst by including X10 and X30
in its control sequence.
For the bottom-up solution of C1a to be cheaper than C1, we need a solution caching
and regeneration scheme that does not (signi cantly) add to the cost of running Backtrack on each subproblem. Such a scheme is implemented in the bottom-up solution
framework introduced above, and described in more detail in section 3.3. Here, we will
simply assume the employment of such a scheme when determining the cost (in number
of constraint checks) of solving a decomposed control sequence.
The sequence C1a can be further improved by also removing the constraint T24 from
the residual and solving it separately. This then yields the sequence Cis(1):

Cis(1) = h(X3X1T13) (X2X4T24) (X40 X5T45X30 T35X10 T14X20 )i
Checks(Cis(1)) = (4  4) + (4  4) + (3  4 + 9  3 + 27  3)
= (16) + (16) + (12 + 27 + 81)
= 152 : : : (reduced from 565)
To calculate the cost of the decomposed problem, we simply add the costs of solving each
subproblem. Computing the cost of the residual is complicated by the fact that it has
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cached variables. These variables are restricted to generating the solutions to the cached
subproblems. The CSP P1 has been specially contrived to make this computation easy.
Each constraint in the problem restricts each of its argument variables to the same 3
of the 4 domain values. Thus there are nine 2-tuple solutions to each constraint.
The dramatic reduction in the cost of solving the problem, from 565 to only 152
constraint checks after decomposition, comes mostly from the reduction in the number
of redundant constraint checks of the constraints extracted into separate subproblems
in the rst level. The original costs of these constraints in the sequence C1 were 108
and 324 for the constraints T13 and T24 respectively. The total cost of solving these
constraints in Cis(1) is 16 + 16 = 32, yielding a savings of 400 constraint checks. A
further savings of 13 constraint checks resulted from the rearrangement of the contexts
in the residual subproblem.
This decomposition strategy is called Independent Set Decomposition because the
subproblems in the rst level must be independent of each other (i.e. not share any variables). This is needed for ecient use of the solution caching scheme, and is discussed
in more detail later in this chapter.

3.2.3 An example of the degree of independence based decomposition
The Degree of Independence based Decomposition (DOI-Decomposition) also reduces
the context at embedded constraints, in this case by solving the pre x establishing
the context in a control sequence as a separate subproblem. Consider once again the
constraint T13, embedded within the context of the independent variables X4 and X5
in the control sequence C1 . These variables occur in a pre x of C1 preceding the
constraint. DOI-decomposition extracts this pre x into a separate subproblem control
sequence, using the remainder of the sequence to build the residual. This yields the
two-level sequence CDOI(1) :

CDOI(1) = h(X4X5T45X3T35) (X30 X1 T13X40 T14X2T24X50 )i
In the residual, the variables cached in the rst subproblem are recalled after the
originally embedded constraints, thus reducing their independent context. In CDOI(1),
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the constraint T13 no longer has an independent variable context. The contexts of the
constraints T14 and T24 are reduced by one independent variable (X5). We can calculate
the cost of the new sequence as before:
Checks(CDOI(1)) = (4  4 + 9  4) + (3  4 + 9  3 + 27  4)
= (16 + 36) + (12 + 27 + 108)
= 199 : : : (reduced from 565)
The savings here come from the reduction of the redundant constraint checks for
the constraints T13 (total checks reduced from 108 to 12, a factor of 9 representing the
number of solutions to the variables X4; X5 at T13 in C1), T14 (total reduced from 81
to 27) and T24 (total reduced from 324 to 108).
The next section contains a description of the solution caching scheme, and in
the following two sections we take a closer look at the two decomposition techniques
introduced here.

3.3 Solution Caching and Bottom-Up Solution
The purpose of decomposing a CSP into multiple levels is to rst solve simple subproblems and then eciently combine these solutions to solve problems at the next
level. The solution caching scheme is responsible for ecient storage and recall of the
subproblems' solutions. As was noted earlier, it is important that this storage scheme
involve a minimal amount of overhead for the decomposition and bottom-up solution
to be useful.

3.3.1 The solution cache tree data structure
We rst look at the ecient recall requirements of a solution cache. In the model of
Constraint Satisfaction Problems used here, the domain for each variable is presented
as a list of values. The list also indicates the order in which the values are generated.
A generator then simply steps down the list and produces the next value each time it
is invoked, at the same time keeping track of its position in the list relative to the end.
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For our cost model where constraint checks dominate the computational search time,
the generation of solutions from a cache structure must closely match the operation of
ordinary generators. At the same time, the generator for a cached variable must be
aware of the set of solutions it is generating from. Furthermore, to avoid generating
non-solutions, it must also be aware of the bindings of other variables from the same
solution cache.
The Backtrack search algorithm executes a depth- rst traversal of a search tree in
which the levels are ordered according to the order of the variables in the given control
sequence. The solutions to a CSP (subproblem) can also be represented as a search tree
( gure 3.2-(a)), though with fewer branches and leaves. When these cached variables
are generated in the same order in a later subproblem, the order of generation will also
be a depth- rst traversal of the solution tree. This suggests the use of a list structure
mirroring this depth- rst order to store the solutions of a subproblem.
An example of such a solution cache is shown in gure 3.2. The solution tree in
gure 3.2-(a) stores the solution set

hX ; X ; X i 2 fha; a; ai; hb; a; ai; hb; a; bi; hb; c; cig
3

4

5

The corresponding solution cache structure is shown in gure 3.2-(b). We will refer to
this data structure as the solution cache tree, or just solution cache or solution tree for
short. Generating bindings for variables from a solution cache is simply a matter of
following the pointers, provided the variables are generated in the same order as they
are cached. The cost of such an operation is about as expensive as generating values
from an explicitly enumerated list stored as an array.
In the gure, the solution cache facilitates recalling the variables in the order
X3; X4; X5. In the second level of the control sequence, after generating value a for
variable X30 , the only legal value for X40 is a.

3.3.2 Building the solution cache tree
During bottom-up solution, the solution tree for each subproblem is built from scratch,
growing as each solution is produced during execution of the subproblem. A new
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Figure 3.2: Caching the solutions of a subproblem: (a) The solutions in a search tree,
(b) Depth- rst traversal Solution Cache Tree.

solution is added to the solution tree by rst locating the largest path from the rst
level down that matches a portion of the new solution. In the rst level below this path
a new node is inserted into the sibling nodes chain for the new value for that variable
in the new solution. Any remaining variable values are then added by dropping new
nodes below this node. To facilitate the locating of a matching path, the sibling nodes
are kept in sorted order (in a linked list).
Since the solution cache stores the variable bindings for the solution set in a depthrst order for later generation, the order in which the variables will be regenerated (in
a later subproblem) must be known before building the cache.

Theorem 3.1 For a CSP (sub)problem of n variables and s solutions, the cost of
building the solution tree is bound by O(s2 + sn), and the size of the solution tree is
O(sn) nodes.

Consider a solution tree containing r solutions. The rst step in adding a new
solution is to locate a partially matching path starting from the rst level. This is done
by consulting each node in the rst level until a matching node is found. This node
will point to its children. These nodes are consulted next; and so on until a level is
reached where no matching node can be found. At this point, new nodes are added to
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the solution tree.
Each node consulted and eliminated eliminates one solution whose path passes
through that node. As there are only r solutions in the tree, at most r nodes can
be consulted.
Each solution consists of n values, one for each of the n variables in the subproblem.
Thus at most n new nodes can be added to the solution tree with each solution. As
there are s solutions, there will be at most sn nodes in the nal tree.
The cost of adding a new solution is then at most r + n. The total cost of building
P
the solution tree is at most sr=01 r + n = s(s 1)=2 + sn which is O(s2 + sn). 2
Of the operations involved in building the solution tree, the closest in cost to a
constraint test is the consultation of a tree node to check if it is on the path for a new
solution. This consultation requires simply comparing the binding of a variable in the
new solution with the binding in the tree node. Of the total cost (s(s 1)=2 + sn) of
building the solution tree, there are at most s(s 1)=2 node-value comparisons. These
value comparisons are, in general, far simpler than the computation of a constraint
expression, which latter could be quite large and complex. Therefore when measuring
the cost of a multi-level control sequence employing the solution cache tree to store
solutions, we ignore the cost of building the tree as well as the cost of generating from
the solution cache tree. However for CSPs where the cost of variable generation needs
to be taken into consideration, the cost of building the solution tree might also be
signi cant, depending upon the number of solutions being stored.
An alternative storage scheme can eliminate the cost of node consultations during
solution tree construction, albeit at an increase in storage requirements. In this scheme,
each node is really a composite structure containing a d-sized vector of pointers, where
d is the size of that variable's domain. Figure 3.3 shows an example. The top level in
the tree, corresponding to the rst variable (X3 in the gure), contains one node. If
the j -th value for that variable is present in the solution cache, the j -th element in the
node's vector points to a node at the next level, otherwise it contains a \null" entry.
Nodes at the bottom level in the tree indicate the presence of a value (along the path
from the root) by a dummy pointer. Using an array instead of a linked list to store
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sibling values in the solution cache tree allows testing for the presence of the j -th value
in a set of siblings at constant cost irrespective of j and the size of the tree. This
decreases the cost of adding a solution to a tree already containing r solutions down to
n steps. The total cost of building a solution tree of s solutions then becomes O(sn).
However the upper bound on the size of such a tree will be dsn instead of just sn for
the linked-list structure. As the number of solutions approaches the maximum possible
number (cartesian product of he domains), the vector-node data structure begins to be
more ecient, as it does not need to actually store the domain values in each node,
unlike the linked-node implementation.
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Figure 3.3: An alternative data structure for the solution tree of gure 3.2. Each node
contains a domain-sized vector. Shaded elements indicate presence of that value and
point to the next level.

If space is not a problem, e.g. for small subproblems or for a subproblem with
a relatively small number of solutions, the vector-nodes provide a much more ecient
structure for building a solution tree. On the other hand, the cost of generating solutions
( gure 3.5) from the solution tree will be almost the same for both data structures (see
section 3.6). Unless speci cally mentioned, in the rest of the thesis we will assume that
the solution tree uses the linked-list structure of gure 3.2-(b).
The size of a solution tree may be compared with the storage overhead required for
Forward-Check. At each of N 1 levels in an N variable CSP, Forward Check requires
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additional storage for the domains of the remaining variables. If the domain size for
P
each variable is bound by d, Forward Check will need up to ( rN=11 rd) = N (N 1)d=2
memory locations.
Finally, we note that this solution caching scheme does not provide for two solution
caches sharing variables. If two subproblems do indeed share variables, they cannot be
solved in parallel. Furthermore, the solution of the second subproblem must result in a
solution tree containing both subproblems' variables. This is a ected by regenerating
all the variables from a solution tree referred to by a subproblem, even if the constraints
in the second subproblem do not require all the variables. The partial control sequence
h: : : (X1X2T1) (X20 X3T2X10 ) : : :i demonstrates how this is accomplished.
As we have seen above, some cost is incurred each time a solution cache is built.
While this cost, like the cost of variable value generation, can be ignored compared
to the number of constraint checks, when the number of these cheap operations becomes very large, the total starts becoming signi cant. In the decomposition strategies
proposed below, such overlapping subproblems are avoided, resulting in only two level
decompositions, with the residual subproblem forming the second level.

3.4 Decomposition into Maximal Independent Constraint Set
3.4.1 Reducing the independent context at embedded constraints
We now take a closer look at the rst of the two decomposition techniques. As has been
noted above, the degree of redundant testing of a constraint depends directly upon the
size of the independent portion of the context at that constraint in the control sequence.
The Independent Set Decomposition (IS-decomposition) reduces the independent context at a constraint by simply removing the constraint from the control sequence and
solving it as a separate subproblem. Only the extracted constraint's argument variables
are included in the new subproblem, thus avoiding any arti cial dependencies. Figure 1.5 gives a graphical depiction of the reduction in arti cial dependencies achieved
by IS-decomposition.
While solving a constraint as a separate subproblem avoids any redundant testing,
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it also prevents other constraints from pruning the domains of its argument variables,
possibly requiring the constraint to be tested on values it would not have been in the
original control sequence. So only those constraints must be extracted where the savings
in redundancy more than compensates for any increase in their e ective search space.
Clearly, the more constraints that can be extracted and solved separately, the greater
the total savings. A further savings may also be realized in the residual problem,
composed of the unextracted constraints, when the cached variables can be rearranged
so as to reduce the independent contexts at those remaining constraints. The ISdecomposition of C1 for example problem P1 (see section 3.2) does indeed achieve
savings both in the extracted constraints as well as in the reduced executions of the
residual constraints, though the former in this case dominates.
Employing the solution cache tree to store the solutions of each subproblem will
avoid their regeneration from adding to the cost of solving the decomposed problem.
However, as observed in section 3.3, it is generally helpful to keep the number of levels
in a decomposition small. For simplicity, we restrict the IS-decomposition to produce
only two subproblem levels. Since the residual problem must be in the second subproblem level, all the extracted constraints get placed in the rst subproblem level. They
therefore need to be variable-independent of each other. This is why the decomposition
is called an Independent Set decomposition, borrowing the graph-theoretic notion of
an independent set of vertices. In the dual graph representation of a CSP (chapter 2,
and [11]), constraints are represented by vertices, and extracting an independent set of
constraints corresponds directly to selecting an independent set of these vertices.

3.4.2 Selecting a suitable independent constraint set
We noted above that the more constraints that can be extracted, the greater the potential for improving search performance by the decomposition. The problem of nding
the largest independent set of a graph is NP-hard ([24]). However the controlling size
parameter in the cost of constructing an independent set is the size of the dual constraint graph. This is usually so much smaller compared to the cost of solving the CSP,
as to be relatively insigni cant.
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Since bottom-up solution of a decomposed problem is an enhancement over basic
search algorithms, it is natural to expect decomposition to improve upon the performance of a selected control sequence for the problem. Accordingly, we shall assume
that one such sequence has been selected as a proposed optimal sequence for the basic search algorithm (e.g. Backtrack), and use that sequence as the basis for further
improvement.
Selecting the best set of constraints to extract is not just a matter of selecting the
largest independent set. Since most of the cost improvement by this decomposition is
expected to come from the reduction in redundant testing of the extracted constraints,
we can look for the set of constraints that maximizes the sum of this quantity over the
extracted set. Since the extracted constraints must be independent of each other, any
choice of a constraint to extract can limit the choice of other constraints that can be
extracted along with it. For a CSP with constraint set R and chosen control sequence C ,
the ideal extracted set will optimize the following quantity over all possible independent
sets
X Checks (T ) Dom(Args(T )))
max (
C
Ind Set RI R T 2RI
The parameters required to evaluate this formula are not generally available before
actually solving the given control sequence. If they can be cheaply estimated to a
sucient accuracy, then this formula will yield the best independent set. However, for
most situations this is not likely to be feasible, so we look for heuristic procedures.
In general, lower arity constraints are the most likely candidates for extraction. They
will be independent of a larger number of preceding variables in the control sequence,
and therefore likely to incur a larger amount of redundant testing. In addition, with
a smaller number of argument variables, the search space of each extracted constraint
will be smaller, yielding cheaper subproblems.
As we have also seen in our analysis of the example CSP P1 , the rst constraint in
the control sequence will never have any redundant checks. Constraints deeper in the
control sequence will tend to occur in larger independent contexts, especially in hard
problems, due to the larger number of variables preceding them. The procedure ISB
for extracting constraints ( gure 3.4) incorporates these heuristics.
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ISB( C [1 : : :N + K ], MaxArity ( = N Default) )

(1) iset = empty
(2) e = N + K + 1
(3) repeat
(4)
Let j = index of last constraint in C before e
(5)
if j not found then Return(iset)
(6)
Let i = index of last variable in C before e
(7)
Find smallest r s.t.:
(8)
i < r  j,
(9)
Arity(C [r])  MaxArity
(10)
Arity(C [r])  Arity(C [t]); 8t; i < t  j
(11)
C [r] is independent of each constraint in iset
(12)
if r found then iset = iset [ C [r]
(13)
e = i
(14) end

end

Figure 3.4: The ISB procedure for extracting an independent set.
To use ISB, we rst use whatever heuristics and techniques we might have to select
a good backtracking control sequence (C ). This is then used as a base, and ISB tries
to improve upon its performance. ISB steps backwards along the control sequence,
selecting constraints to add to its growing independent set, making an attempt to
pick smaller arity constraints. An optional cap may be supplied to the procedure
on the largest arity constraint to include in the independent set. ISB also tries to pick
constraints occurring earlier in a consecutive subsequence of constraints, as these would
tend to get invoked more often in C .
A complete scan of the control sequence will produce an independent set that is
maximal (without necessarily being the largest), and will tend to include constraints
occurring at deeper levels in the given control sequence, and speci cally excluding the
very rst constraint of the sequence. To complete the decomposition process, each
extracted independent constraint is used to form a subproblem, and the remaining
constraints are used to form the residual.
Each extracted constraint's subproblem consists of generators for its argument variables, followed by a tester for the constraint. If the argument variable set of any of the
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residual constraints is a subset of that of an extracted constraint, that residual constraint is added to the extracted constraint's subproblem. Finally, the same ordering
heuristics used to build the original control sequence C may now be employed to order
the variables and constraints in each of the subproblems.
For the example CSP P1 ( gure 2.2), the control sequence C1 is optimal for Backtrack. Giving this as input to ISB produces the control sequence Cis(1). The performance of this IS-decomposition was analyzed in section 3.2.

C1 = hX4X5T45X3T35X1 T13T14X2T24i
Cis(1) = h(X3X1 T13) (X2X4T24) (X40 X5T45X30 T35X10 T14X20 )i

3.4.3 Analysis of the decomposition procedure
The IS-decomposition of a CSP is not guaranteed to improve performance over a simple
Backtrack application to the problem. However, we can identify some situations in
which the performance is improved. When running Backtrack, each constraint in the
consecutive series of testers in the tail of the sequence must be invoked at least as many
times as number of solutions produced. This gives an obvious clue to the problem classes
where ISB can produce a useful decomposition. Before we look at such a problem class,
note that in a binary independent set, all the constraints in the independent set are
binary (have two arguments).

Theorem 3.2 A decomposition induced by a binary independent set of size m, as extracted by the ISB procedure outlined above, will be more ecient (in the number of
constraint checks) than the original control sequence when the CSP has more than md2
solutions, where d is the size of the largest variable domain
ChecksBT (Cis ) < ChecksBT (C ) when Numsol(C ) > md2
when every variable in the given CSP has at least one binary constraint restricting its
values.

We will prove this theorem in two parts: rst showing that the cost of the extracted
independent set is lower in the decomposition, and then establishing that the number
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of constraint checks invoked in the residual in the decomposition is no greater than the
number of times those constraints would be tested in the original sequence.
Let Cis = hCi Cr i, where Ci consists of the independent-set subproblems, and Cr is
the sequence for the residual. Then under Backtrack,
Checks(Cis ) = ChecksCis (Ci) + ChecksCis (Cr )
Part 1. Since each constraint in the independent set is binary, and the size of each
variable domain is at most d, the cost of solving the m subproblems in Ci , corresponding
to the independent set of constraints, is md2.

ChecksCis (Ci ) = md2
Since ISB was used to extract the independent set, one of these constraints (say
Tt) must occur in the tail of the control sequence C from which the independent set
was extracted. As the problem has more than md2 solutions, this constraint is invoked
at least md2 times in the original sequence. Using ISB(C ) to represent the set of
independent constraints extracted by the ISB procedure,

9Tt 2 ISB(C )s. t.ChecksC Tt  md

2

The cost of solving the independent set in the decomposed sequence is therefore cheaper
than its cost in the original sequence.
ChecksC (ISB(C ))  ChecksC (ISB(C ))
0

Part 2. We now prove that the residual base level does not increase the cost of the
remaining constraints.

Let T be any one of the extracted independent constraints, with arguments Xa and
Xb . We will prove that extracting T from C does not increase the cost of testing the
remaining constraints. Without any loss of generality, we can rewrite C as follows

C = hC1XaC2Xb C3TC4i
where the Ci are possibly empty subsequences of C . Extracting T from C yields the
nested sequence C 0 for the decomposition

C 0 = h(XaXbT ) (C1Xa0 C2Xb0 C3 C4)i
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We need to show that under Backtrack,
ChecksC (C1C2 C3C4)  ChecksC (C1C2C3C4)
0

Clearly the decomposition does not a ect the pre x C1,
ChecksC (C1) = ChecksC (C1)
0

Furthermore, since Domain(Xa0 )  Domain(Xa) and Domain(Xb0 )  Domain(Xb ), the
number of times backtrack control will reach C2 (and C3) in C 0 will be at most the
same as in C . Therefore,
ChecksC (C2)  ChecksC (C2) and so
0

ChecksC (C3)  ChecksC (C3)
0

Our subproblem solution caching and variable recall strategy ensures that decomposition does not alter the number of solutions of a problem. Therefore
Numsol(C1Xa C2Xb C3T ) = Numsol(C1Xa0 C2Xb0 C3)
from which we can deduce that
ChecksC (C4) = ChecksC (C4)
0

We can then conclude that
ChecksC (Constraints(C ) ISB(C ))  ChecksC (Constraints(C ) ISB(C ))
0

and therefore
ChecksBT (Cis )  ChecksBT (C )

2.
The total size of the solution cache trees for m extracted binary constraints, each
tree holding upto s solutions, is 2ms < 2md2. For a problem with N variables, the
size of the largest independent set is at most N=2 (each constraint connects at least
two variables). This presents an additional bound on the size of the solution cache of
a binary independent set: 2ms  m(d2 + d)  N (d2 + d)=2 and 2ms  Ns. As a
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comparison, Forward Check requires N (N 1)d=2 memory locations. For CSPs with
large number of variables and a smaller domain size, the Backtrack-based bottom-up
solution of an IS-decomposition of the problem could present a viable alternative to
plain Backtrack, with less memory overhead than Forward-Check.

3.4.4 Discussion
In general, the suitability of an IS-decomposition depends upon the following factors:

 The number of constraints (the size of) in the independent set.
 The degree of redundant execution of the extracted constraints in the original
control sequence.

 The increase in the number of tests of the extracted constraints when tested
independently, out of context of the original sequence.
The last two items are also a ected by the number of solutions after which search stops.
One general conclusion we can draw from the theorem above is that the larger the
number of solutions to the CSP (when looking for all solutions), and the larger the size
of the independent set extracted by the ISB procedure, the greater the potential for
improving performance over Backtrack.
It is also obvious from the same theorem that the ISB procedure may not be suitable
for CSPs with a small number of solutions, or where only one or a few solutions are
needed. We can de ne a variant of the ISB algorithm, which we will call the ISF procedure for extracting an independent set, which builds its independent set by scanning
forward along the given control sequence. We shall see in the experimental results of
the next chapter that this procedure produces better independent set decompositions
for problems with or requiring a small number of solutions.
Finally, although we have only concentrated on Backtrack, as discussed earlier, indeed any basic search algorithm may be used in the bottom-up solution of a decomposed
problem. The solution caches are built according to the order of the cached variables
in the residual. The search algorithm used to solve the residual must maintain this
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relative order of the cached variables for each solution cache, while no particular order
is required between variables from di erent caches. In fact, since the subproblems in
the rst level are independent, they can even be solved in parallel.

3.5 Decomposition by Maximizing Degree of Independence
3.5.1 The decomposition strategy
We have seen that the context at a constraint in a control sequence, is de ned by the
variables and constraints in the pre x portion of the control sequence ending at the last
node before the constraint in question. We then observed that the amount of redundant
testing of a constraint depends upon the size of the independent portion of its context.
There are two obvious ways to reduce a constraint's context by decomposing a control
sequence: one is to remove the constraint from the o ending context into a separate
subproblem. This was used in the IS-decomposition. The alternative is to deal directly
with the o ending context. We shall now explore this decomposition technique.
In DOI-decomposition, a pre x of the given control sequence is selected and extracted into a separate subproblem. The remaining constraints are used to form the
residual subproblem. Cached variables are inserted into an ordering of the residual's
variables and constraints in positions where they minimize the independent contexts of
the residual constraints. This reduces the degree of arti cial serial dependence of constraints in the residual subproblem, and results in a savings in the redundant executions
of these constraints. The resulting decomposition has two levels, and two subproblems.
Figure 1.7 gives a graphical demonstration of the reduction in arti cial dependencies
obtained by DOI-decomposition.

3.5.2 Selecting a decomposition
The issue then is how to select the best control sequence pre x to yield the most bene cial decomposition. Since the solution-cost improvement comes from the reduction
of independent contexts of the constraints in the residual subproblem, there are two
factors to maximize:
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 The number of variables in the pre x. Larger number of variables will include
larger portions of the independent contexts of remaining constraints.

 The number of constraints in the tail. Larger number of residual constraints that
get their independent contexts reduced, the greater the reduction in redundant
constraint checks.
These two factors oppose each other, since a pre x with a larger number of variables
also leaves a smaller tail, with fewer constraints. The best decomposition must nd an
ideal balance between the two factors. Note that the pre x also contains constraints,
and the decomposition does not yield any improvement in their performance. This is
because we do not reorder the pre x control sequence after decomposition, based upon
the assumption that the original control sequence was selected as optimal for the basic
search algorithm, and so its pre x would also be an optimal ordering.
The optimal DOI-decomposition of a control sequence is induced by a division of
the sequence into a pre x and a sux which maximizes the reduction in the number of
redundant constraint checks for constraints in the residual subproblem formed from the
sux. For simplicity, we will assume that the relative order of constraints in the sux
is maintained after decomposition. Then for each sux constraint, the reduction in its
redundant testing after decomposition is exactly the size, in the original sequence, of
that independent portion of the context at the constraint consisting of variables from
the sux.
We can determine this contribution of a control sequence's pre x to the redundant
testing of a constraint in the remaining sux as follows. Let Cp be a pre x of the control
sequence C , and let T be a constraint in the resulting sux, such that C = hCp Ca T Cbi.
In addition, let YT be the argument set of T , and Yp the variables bound in Cp. The
contribution by Cp to the independent context of T comes from the variables in the
set Yp YT . However, some of these variables may be required by the constraints of
Ca. We shall use Yat to denote the arguments of those constraints. We now de ne the
Degree of Independence DOIC (T; Cp) of the constraint T in the control sequence C from
its pre x Cp, as the number of redundant tests of T in C directly attributable to the
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portion of the context established by the pre x Cp that is independent of the portion
of the sequence hCa T i following Cp and including T .
With the de nitions

C = hCp Csi = hCp Cs1 T Cs2 i
Yp = Vars(Cp)
YT = Args(T )
Yat = Args(Ca)
and
ChecksC (T ) = NumsolC (Cp Cs1)
Redundant-ChecksC (T ) = ChecksC (T ) NumsolC (Cp Cs1 jYT )
we can express DOIC (T; Cp), the degree of independence of T from Cp in C , as
DOIC (T; Cp)
= (AvgNumsolC (Cp Cs1jYp YT Yat ) 1; Cp Cs1 jYT )  NumsolC (Cp Cs1jYT )
DOIC (Cs; Cp)
=

X (AvgNumsol

T 2Cs

C (CpCs1 jYp

YT Yat ; CpCs1jYT ) 1)  NumsolC (CpCs1 jYT )

The ideal DOI-decomposition of the control sequence C will then maximize the combined degree of independence DOIC (Cs; Cp) of the sux Cs from the pre x Cp .
Again, while easy to formally specify, the degree of independence is not easy to
evaluate, or even estimate. So once again, we resort to heuristic procedures.
First, note that it is generally more useful for the pre x Cp to end in a constraint
and the sux Cs to begin in a variable. If Cs should begin in a constraint, its argument
variables would be bound in Cp, and the corresponding residual will need to recall
these variables at the beginning of its sequence, thus defeating the purpose of the
decomposition. The objective is to build a residual such that recalled variables occur
as deep in its sequence as possible, thus reducing the independent contexts of shallower
constraints. Adding constraints to the end of the corresponding pre x Cp will also help
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reduce the size of the solution cache. This means that a control sequence can only be
divided at points between a cluster of constraints and a cluster of variables. With K
constraints in the problem, a sequence of N + K nodes can be divided in at most K 1
places.
Having restricted our space of possible decompositions, we must now evaluate the
suitability of each candidate decomposition. Since the actual combined degree of independence, of a control sequence sux from the corresponding pre x, is too dicult
to determine, we resort to heuristic estimates, and select the decomposition that maximizes this estimate. Three levels of approximation suggest themselves, and are given
below in increasing order of precision. We shall continue to use the above model of
C = hCp Ca T Cb i, where the candidate decomposition extracts the pre x Cp as the
subproblem.
1. Arti cial Variable Dependencies. A crude estimate of the degree of independence
of a constraint T from a control sequence Cp is to simply count the number of
variables in Cp that T is independent of. We will call this measure the degree of
arti cial serial dependence, or, the arti cial variable dependence (AVD(T; Cp)),
of the constraint T from the control sequence Cp . We must not, however, forget the portion Ca of the control sequence occurring between T and Cp. The
DOI-decomposition procedure recalls the cached variables of the extracted subproblem, formed from the pre x Cp, into the residual problem formed from the
control sux hCa T Cb i. The e ective reduction in the arti cial dependence of
the constraint T after DOI-decomposition is tempered by the cached variables
needed for the evaluation of constraints in Ca. The approximate combined degree
of independence reduced by a candidate DOI-decomposition, DOI0C (Cs; Cp), can
be calculated by
DOI0C (T; Cp) = AVD(T; Cp) jYat j = jYp Yat YT j
DOI0C (Cs ; Cp) = AVD(Cs ; Cp) =

X

T 2Cs=hCa TCbi

AVD(T; Cp Yat )
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We can also use arti cial variable dependence as a crude estimate of the potential
for redundant computations in a control sequence:
AVD(C ) =

X

T 2C =hCp TCsi

AVD(T; Cp)

Note that arti cial variable dependence is truly a measure only of the topology
of the total ordering of a problem's constraint network induced by the control
sequence. It does not actually estimate the actual number of redundant constraint
checks, for which an estimate of the size of the independent portion of the context
at a constraint would be needed. However, it is also a very easy measure to
calculate. The next two heuristics attempt to measure the actual number of
redundant constraint checks of a constraint.
2. Sizing the domains of the independent variables. A more precise estimate of a set
of independent variables' contribution to the redundant checking of a constraint
can be made by taking the domains of the independent variables into account.
For instance, we can use the combined domain size of the independent variables
in the pre x as the estimated degree of independence of a sux constraint from
the pre x. This is similar in spirit to the popular variable ordering heuristic
used in Backtrack and Forward-Check, selecting a control that orders variables in
increasing domain size.
DOI0C (T; Cp) = Dom(Yp Yat YT )
DOI0C (Cs ; Cp) =

X

T 2 C =hCp TCsi

Dom(Yp Yat YT )

3. Using estimates of constraint tightness. The precision of the previous approximation can be further improved by reducing the domain size of the independent
variables by a factor that estimates the ltering of those domains be all the constraints preceding T in the control sequence C . Elaborate methods to produce
this approximation can use Monte Carlo techniques to estimate each constraint's
solution density (proportion of a constraint's domain that satis es the constraint).
As an example, we now analyze the three possible decompositions of C1, the Backtrack control sequence for the example problem P1 of gure 2.2. We shall use arti cial
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variable dependence as the heuristic estimate of the degree of independence reduced by
decomposition. The four possible DOI-decompositions are:

C1 = hX4X5T45X3T35X1 T13T14X2T24i
ChecksC = 16 + 36 + 108 + 81 + 324 = 565
1

AVD(C1) = 0 + 1 + 2 + 2 + 3 = 8
AVDavg (C1) = AVD(C1)=jRj = 8=5 = 1:6

CDOI(1) = h(X4X5 T45) (X50 X3T35X1T13X40 T14X2T24)i
1

DOICDOI

(1)1

 AVD(hX T X T T X T i; hX X T i)
3 35

1

13 14

2

24

4

5

45

= 1+1+0+0 = 2
ChecksCDOI(1) = (16) + (12 + 36 + 81 + 324) = 469
1

CDOI(1) = h(X4X5 T45X3T35) (X30 X1T13X40 T14X2 T24X50 )i
2

DOICDOI

(1)2

 2+1+1 = 4

ChecksCDOI(1) = (16 + 36) + (12 + 27 + 108) = 199
2

CDOI(1) = h(X4X5 T45X3T35X1T13T14) (X40 X2T24X50 X30 X10 )i
3

DOICDOI

(1)3

 3

ChecksCDOI(1) = (16 + 36 + 108 + 81) + (12) = 253
3

In this case, this approximation works well, and gives a ranking of the actual costs
of the three decompositions. The second decomposition is also the sequence CDOI(1)
discussed in section 3.2 above.
The DOI-decomposition CDOI of a control sequence C = hCp Cs i can be seen to
reduce the arti cial dependencies present in C by reducing the arti cial variable dependencies of constraints in a sux portion (Cs ) of C . This reduction may be a result of not
only the degree of independence of the sux Cs from the pre x Cp, now eliminated by
the decomposition. Rearrangement of nodes in the sux Cs when building the residual
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subproblem may yield further reductions in arti cial dependence. Therefore,
AVD(C ) AVD(CDOI )  AVD(Cs; Cp)
We will use the function AVDr to denote the reduction or di erence in AVD between
two control sequences
AVDr(C 0; C ) = AVD(C ) AVD(C 0)
Often when comparing di erent decompositions of a sequence C , we will drop the second
argument for brevity.

3.5.3 Analysis of the decomposition procedure
The degree of independence based decomposition strategy divides a control sequence
into a pre x and a sux. The pre x is solved as the rst subproblem, followed by
the residual subproblem formed from the sux. While di erent divisions of the given
control sequence will result in di erent bottom-up solution costs, the next theorem
establishes an interesting property of the DOI-decomposition solution strategy.

Theorem 3.3 Decomposing a Backtrack control sequence using DOI-decomposition
will never increase the number of constraint checks. That is (using BT to denote
Backtrack), ChecksBT (C 0)  ChecksBT (C ) for any DOI-decomposition C 0 of C , when
searching for all solutions.

Consider a control sequence C = hCp Cs i, resulting in the DOI decomposition C 0 =
h(Cp) (Cs0 )i, where the residual Cs0 contains the constraints from Cs. We will assume
that the solution cache tree is used to store the solutions of the rst subproblem (Cp).
The cost of the decomposition is the sum of the cost of solving the two subproblems.
Checks(C 0) = Checks(Cp) + Checks(Cs0 )
The cost of solving C can also be similarly broken down (see Chapter 2).
Checks(C ) = Checks(Cp) + Numsol(Cp)  AvgCost(Cs ; Cp)
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Clearly then the di erence in the costs between the two control sequences is incurred
in the solution of the constraints of the sux Cs . To prove the theorem, we just have
to establish that decomposition does not increase this cost component.
We now consider the cost incurred at a constraint T embedded in the sux Cs ,
before and after decomposition. The residual Cs0 is formed by maintaining the same
order of variables and constraints as in Cs , and inserting variables cached in the rst
subproblem immediately before the constraint that needs them to be bound. Let T be
the rst constraint in Cs to depend upon some variables bound in Cp. We can then
write the argument set of T as Args(T ) = YTp [ YTs , where the variables YTp are the
ones bound in Cp . We can now represent the two control sequences as

C = hCp Cs1 T Cs2i
C 0 = h(Cp) (Cs1 YTp0 T Cs0 2 i
where all the variables in the arguments YTs of T are bound in Cs1 . We will use the
0 to denote that these are really cached variables, restricted
primed superscript in YTp
to generating the corresponding portions of the solutions to the rst subproblem (Cp).
Thus
0 ) = Dom(Y 0 ) = Numsol(CpjYTp)
Numsol(YTp
Tp
The number of tests of T in C 0 is then
0 ; Cs1)
ChecksC (T ) = NumsolC (Cs1)  AvgNumsolC (YTp
0 )
= Numsol(Cs1)  Numsol(CpjYTp
0

0

0

where Cs1 is a self-contained valid control sequence, with no inter-dependence with Cp.
Similarly, the pre x Cp is also a self contained valid control sequence, whose solution
set does not depend upon whether it occurs in C or in C 0. These facts also help in
developing an expression for the number of tests of T in C .
ChecksC (T ) = NumsolC (Cp)  AvgNumsolC (Cs1; Cp)
= Numsol(Cs1)  Numsol(Cp)
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The size of the projection of a set of tuples onto some of its component variables can
never exceed the size of the unprojected set, i.e.
Numsol(Cp)  Numsol(CpjYTp) where YTp  Vars(Cp)
This yields
ChecksC (T )  ChecksC (T ) and also
0

0 T )  NumsolC (Cp Cs1T )
NumsolC (Cs1YTp
0

(3.1)

Clearly if we include the possibility that T above may not depend upon any of the
variables of Cp , making YTp an empty set, the above propositions will still hold true.
Having established the basis, we now take the inductive step. Consider now the constraint T embedded anywhere in Cs and possibly depending upon some of the variables
of Cp. We can now represent the two control sequences as follows

C = hCp Cs1 T Cs2i
C 0 = h(Cp) (Cs0 1 YTp0 T Cs0 2 i
this time de ning the argument set Args(T ) = YTp [ YTs , where the variables YTp are
those arguments of T that are bound in Cp, and not occurring as arguments to any
constraints in Cs1 . In the decomposed sequence, the residual pre x Cs0 1 represents Cs1
with cached variables inserted as required by the constraints in Cs1, according to the
rule for building the residual subproblem described in the beginning of this proof. Then,
ChecksC (T ) = NumsolC (Cp Cs1 )

and

0 ; C0 )
ChecksC (T ) = NumsolC (Cs0 1)  AvgNumsolC (YTp
s1
= NumsolC (Cs0 1)  NumsolC (CpjYTp)
0

0

0

0

0 )  NumsolC (Cp Cs1) based upon
Making the inductive assumption NumsolC (Cs0 1YTp
the above result 3.1, where YTp  Vars(Cp),
0

ChecksC (T )  Numsol(Cp Cs1 )
0

 ChecksC (T )
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2.
Note that the proof depends upon the particular ordering chosen for the nodes of
the residual subproblem after decomposition. In general, however, if available heuristics
can produce a better ordering, it should be used.

3.6 Cost of using the Bottom-Up framework
The two decomposition techniques described in this chapter are both aimed at reducing
the number of redundant constraint checks during solution, and rely on the Bottom-Up
solution framework to achieve this. While the natural implication is that this approach
is best suited for problems in which the cost of testing constraints dominates, other
problems can also bene t. (Chapter 6 describes some sample applications where the
cost of a constraint test is comparable to the cost of generating a value for a variable.)
In this section, we take a closer look at the implications of using DOI and IS decomposition with Bottom-Up solution on run-time and memory usage.

3.6.1 Run-time
There are two ways in which the Bottom-Up solution framework adds to the run-time
of solving a CSP: the time needed to build the solution caches for each independent
subproblem, and the time required to generate cached variables (in the residual subproblem, in the case of DOI and IS decomposition).
In section 3.3.2 we measured the cost, in number of steps, of building the solution
cache. To summarize, caching s solutions for a subproblem of n variables requires
O(s2 + sn) steps for the linked-list data structure of gure 3.2, and O(sn) steps for the
vector-node based data structure of gure 3.3. In either case, it is useful to keep the size
(number of variables) of each cached subproblem and the number of such subproblems
small. This means that when using IS decomposition, it is better to extract low arity
constraints in the independent set, and when using DOI decomposition, it is better to
select relatively shallow \cuts".
A primary goal in selecting a data structure for the solution cache was to keep the
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Generate( v, backtrack- ag )
fNormal generation from an array Domaing
(1) if not backtrack- ag
(2) then NextValueIndex(v ) = 1
(3) if NextValueIndex(v )  Dom(v )
(4) then newValue = Domain(v )[ NextValueIndex(v ) ]

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

end

NextValueIndex(v ) += 1

return newValue

else NextValueIndex(v) = 1
return FAIL

GenerateFromCache-LL( v, backtrack- ag )
fGenerates from the Linked-List cache of gure 3.2g
(1) if not backtrack- ag
(2) then CurrValueNode(v ) = NIL
(3) if CurrValueNode(v ) == NIL
(4) then u = PreviousVariableInCache(v )
(5)

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

end

CurrValueNode(v ) =
NextVariableFirstValueNode( CurrValueNode(u) )
return Value( CurrValueNode(v) )
else CurrValueNode(v) = NextNode( CurrValueNode(v) )
if CurrValueNode(v) 6= NIL
then return Value( CurrValueNode(v) )
else return FAIL

GenerateFromCache-VN( v, backtrack- ag )
fGenerates from the Vector-Node cache of gure 3.3g
(1) if not backtrack- ag
(2) then CurrValueNode(v ) = NIL
(3) if CurrValueNode(v ) == NIL
(4) then u = PreviousVariableInCache(v )
(5)

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)

end

CurrValueNode(v ) =
NextVariableNode( CurrValueNode(u) )[ NextValueIndex(u) - 1 ]
NextValueIndex(v ) = 2
return Domain(CurrValueNode(v))[ 1 ]
elseif NextValueIndex(v)  DomainSize(CurrValueNode(v))
then newValue = Domain(CurrValueNode(v))[ NextValueIndex(v) ]
NextValueIndex(v ) += 1
return newValue
else CurrValueNode(v) = NIL
return FAIL
Figure 3.5: Procedures for generating a variable's value.
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cost of generating values from the cache low. The algorithms for generating a value
from a variable's (original and cached) domain are shown in gure 3.5.
The argument backtrack-flag is TRUE if the procedure is invoked as a direct result
of backtracking in the search control. This argument and the rst two lines in each
procedure can be omitted if the search algorithm uses chronological backtracking. Initialization for Generate requires NextValueIndex(v ) to be set to 1 for all variables; for
GenerateFromCache-LL and GenerateFromCache-VN, CurrValueNode(v ) should be set
to NIL, except in the case of the rst variable in each solution cache it should be set to
the root node for that cache.
The procedure Generate, for generating from an ordinary domain available as an
array of values, is the simplest of all three. GenerateFromCache-VN is almost identical,
with the addition of lines 3 - 7 which are executed once each time a new value is
generated for the previous variable. Both algorithms for generating from a solution
cache are of similar complexity, and only slightly more complex than Generate. Note
that in all three cases, a call to the generators returning FAIL, indicating that search
has run through that variable's active domain in this pass, is quite as expensive as one
returning a valid binding. We shall be counting this call when measuring the number
of generate events Gens(C) for a sequence C .
While DOI and IS decompositions achieve a reduction both in the number of times
some of the problem's constraints get tested and the number of times their variables
are bound, they also add some solution-cache generate events. It is possible for this
added cost to become quite large, especially in the case of DOI decompositions of hard
problems if all the cached variables are recalled very deep in the residual subproblem's sequence. (Generally the cached variables will be spread throughout the residual
sequence).
The following analysis counts the number of generate events under Backtrack for
the simple sequence C1 and its IS and DOI decompositions (see section 3.2), for the
example CSP P1 ( gure 2.2). The cache-generate counts are underlined.
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C1 = hX4X5 T45X3T35X1T13T14X2T24i
Gens(C1) = 5 + 20 + 45 + 135 + 405 = 610

Cis(1) = h(X3X1T13) (X2X4T24) (X40 X5 T45X30 T35X10 T14X20 )i
Gens(Cis(1)) = (5 + 20) + (5 + 20) + (4 + 15 + 36 + 108 + 324)
= 65 + 472

CDOI(1) = h(X4X5T45X3 T35) (X30 X1 T13X40 T14X2T24X50 )i
Gens(CDOI(1)) = (5 + 20 + 45) + (4 + 20 + 36 + 135 + 324)
= 225 + 364
If we estimate the average cost of a generate from cache to be 40% greater than
a normal generate (see experiment in section 4.3.2), the total generate cost of Cis(1)
comes to 725, and of CDOI(1) to 734, a small increase when compared to the reduction
in constraint checks (413 and 366, respectively). Note the placement of X40 before X5
in the residual subsequence of Cis(1) to keep cache generates low.
Between the two decompositions, Cis(1) has the lower cache build cost, requiring two
caches of 9 solutions each, both for two variables (sn = 9 + 9 = 18), whereas CDOI(1)
requires a single cache of three variables and 27 solutions (sn = 27  3 = 81). In either
case, the costs of building and generating from the cache are much smaller than the
reduction in constraint checks.
In general, care must be taken when selecting a decomposition that the added costs
of building the subproblem solution caches and generating from the solution caches are
adequately o set by a corresponding reduction in other generate and test events for the
decomposition to be useful.
In problems with expensive constraints, generate events will only contribute a small
proportion of the overall cost of solving a problem, and so might not be an important
factor in selecting a decomposition. This is true in the case of problems where constraints require a table look-up to evaluate an argument binding, e.g. consulting an
ephemeris le to determine the position of a space body at a given time ([51]), and the
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problems of Chapter 4.

3.6.2 Memory Overhead
The Bottom-Up solution framework provides a means to reduce constraint checks at the
expense of some extra storage space required to store the subproblem solution caches.
We now take another look at this cost.
In section 3.3.2 we saw that a solution cache for n variables and s solutions will
require O(sn) memory space. For the hardest problems, the value of s can rise exponentially with increasing n. When this memory requirement exceeds the available RAM
in a computer, suddenly the temporal cost of swapping memory blocks from hard disk
becomes a factor in the cost of solving a decomposition.
DOI and IS decompositions will usually have very di erent memory requirements
for the same problem. The DOI decomposition achieving the greatest reduction in
arti cial dependence in a large CSP will usually involve an independent subproblem of
a fairly large number of variables; and if the problem is "hard" (large search tree), this
subproblem will also have a large number of solutions. An IS decomposition, on the
other hand, will usually consist of a large number of independent subproblems, where
the size of each subproblem is fairly small. Therefore generally, IS decompositions will
usually have a smaller memory requirement.
While not a large problem itself, the IS and DOI decompositions of the example
CSP P1 discussed above provide a good demonstration of this fact. The decomposition
CDOI(1) requires a solution cache for 27 solutions in 3 variables, requiring 3+9+27 = 39
nodes of a linked-list cache. The IS decomposition Cis(1) on the other hand has two
independent subproblems, each with 9 solutions in 2 variables, requiring a total of only
24 nodes.
While the memory requirement for a DOI decomposition depends, in the worst
case, exponentially upon the size (number of variables) of the independent subproblem
(size of the pre x when cutting a simple sequence), for an IS decomposition it depends
exponentially on the arity and linearly on the number of the extracted constraints
in the independent set. In section 3.4.3 we observed that an independent set of m
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binary constraints will require at most m(d2 + d) linked-list nodes, where m  N=2
for an N variable problem. As a comparison, the non-hierarchical Backtrack algorithm
would require N memory locations to store active partial solutions, and non-hierarchical
Forward-Check could require as much as N (N 1)d=2 memory locations to store all
the active domains. For example, a binary CSP with 100 variables and a maximum
domain size of 5 could need 24,750 memory locations for Forward-Check, but at most
only 4,500 memory locations (each linked-list node taking 3 memory locations { see
gure 3.2) for IS decomposition under Backtrack. A DOI decomposition of the same
problem, with an independent subproblem of only 6 variables, could require as much
as 46,875 memory locations if all the possible bindings solved the subproblem.
So IS decomposition with Backtrack can actually prove to be a more viable alternative to serial Forward-Check for very large problems. In fact using a combination of
both a shallow DOI decomposition and an IS decomposition should provide the fastest
solution of very large CSPs, while still keeping memory requirements low.

3.7 General Discussion of the Two Decomposition Techniques
We now note some general principles, heuristics and intuitions applicable to both decomposition strategies. First, note that the estimated degree of independence suggested
above in the selection of a DOI-decomposition can also be used to estimate the quality
of an IS decomposition. The same estimates can also be used to compare the suitabilities of the two decompositions. However, the various estimated measures proposed
above do remain just that | estimates, and should be used with caution.
In the proof of the above theorem for DOI-decomposition, we inserted cached variables in the residual immediately before the dependent constraint. In the example
decompositions of example problem P1 (see section 3.2) however we inserted the cached
variable before any variable generators immediately preceding the dependent constraint
(e.g. h: : : (X50 X3T35 : : :)i). This does not alter the applicability of the theorem, and also
helps to reduce the generator overhead, as the cached variables have already had their
domains trimmed by previous subproblems, and also generating from a cache is more
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expensive than an ordinary generate.
The DOI-decomposition may be applicable to CSPs for which the ISB and ISF
procedures do not produce a usable decomposition. The ideal CSP for IS-decomposition
is likely to have several extractable small arity constraints. The DOI-decomposition
does not depend upon the presence of small arity constraints. However, if a problem
has only global constraints, or if its control sequences do not exhibit any arti cial
dependencies, neither decomposition strategy can be applied. Some of these ideas will
be tested in the experiments in the next chapter.

3.8 Summary
In this chapter, we examined two new problem decomposition methods, applied to
CSPs, that directly address the problem of redundant computations of constraints.
Both methods produce a two-level decomposition that can be solved using the bottomup solution framework also presented in this chapter. The general strategy is as follows:
1. Extract one or more independent subproblems from the given CSP, leaving behind
a residual subproblem whose constraints may depend upon the variables of the
other subproblems.
2. Solve the independent subproblems using your favourite algorithm, and cache
their solutions.
3. Solve the residual subproblem while recalling the cached solutions such that all
the problem's variables get instantiated in this step. The solutions of this step
are the solutions to the original CSP.
The problem decompositions are based on partitioning the problem's constraint set,
and the two procedures di er on how this partitioning is achieved.
The decomposition methods do not rely on being able to produce a completely independent decomposition of the given problem, and the bottom-up solution framework
is devised to handle this situation eciently. The framework itself is general, and can
be used by other decomposition procedures.
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For each decomposition procedure, we were able to analyze some situations where
their employment would bene t the problem. In particular, we found that using DOIdecomposition can never make the problem worse.
Chapter 4 presents an empirical evaluation of these ideas on randomly generated
constraint satisfaction problems. Chapter 6 then applies these decomposition techniques
on some sample application domains.
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Chapter 4
Experiments with Decomposition by Constraint-Set
Partitioning
In this chapter we investigate the utility of the DOI and IS decomposition strategies on
randomly generated constraint satisfaction problems. The performance of the decompositions is charted against various problem size parameters.

4.1 Experiment Objectives
The main goal of these experiments is to understand the performance behaviour of DOI
and IS decompositions as applied to `n-ary' CSPs. Speci cally, the goals are:

 Evaluate AVD reduction (AVDr) as a heuristic for selecting a good decomposition.
 Compare the performances of DOI and IS-decompositions.
 Test the hypothesis that the relative bene t of using decomposition increases with
harder problems and larger AVD reductions.

 Chart the degree of bene t from decomposition against various problem size parameters.

 Evaluate the eciency of the Bottom-Up solution framework.

4.2 Experiment Methodology
An empirical evaluation of these goals was performed on randomly generated problems.
The general experiment procedure, which was completely automated, was as follows.
Each experiment described in the next section tested a small number of problem-sets.
Each set of 60 problems was generated by the random problem generator based upon
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a set of parameter values describing problem properties. A simple control sequence
was then automatically constructed for each problem using some ordering heuristics.
Then DOI, ISB and ISF decomposition procedures were applied to this control sequence, yielding some multi-level control sequences. The declarative representation of
each problem produced by the random problem generator, together with all the control
sequences, was then automatically translated into a C program. The C program was
then compiled with each of three search algorithms and executed. The execution produced run statistics for every control sequence, and these are collected and analyzed in
the next section.
A necessary limiting factor in all experiments on random problems is the number of
random problems tested. After some initial experiments in Lisp, the search algorithms
were nally implemented in C with a large improvement in performance. Nevertheless,
several decisions had to be made to limit the scope of the experiments due to limited
computing resources. Thus each experiment tested only three or four problem-sets,
representing that many di erent values for the problem-property parameters. Each
problem-set was limited to 60 problems. The problems themselves were kept small,
with number of variables ranging from 6 to 9, and domain size ranging from 6 to 8.

4.2.1 Random generation of CSPs
The random problem generator is a Lisp program that produces a declarative representation of a randomly generated CSP based upon a set of speci ed problem characteristics. The problem generator has been programmed to construct a set of constraints of
arbitrary arity and one global constraint for each problem.
Constraint satisfaction problems with constraints of arbitrary arity can be classied along many problem size and complexity dimensions. The particular dimension
parameters used in the random problem generator for these experiments are described
below. Some parameter values were chosen to limit the physical size of the problem
which directly a ected the size of the executable. In each experiment, for each set of
parameter values, a set of 60 CSPs was generated.
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Number of variables (N ). These ranged from 6 to 9 in the experiments. This number was kept small because of limited computing resources.

Domain size (d). Each variable in a problem was given the same domain size. Values
used ranged from 5 to 8.

Number of constraints (Kmin  K  Kmax). A range was used to make it easier for
the problem generator to generate constraints of random arities. The argument
set of each constraint was guaranteed unique within the problem, and the resulting
constraint graph connected all the variables.

Constraint tightness (c). Constraints were assigned a list of solutions by the problem
generator such that c was the proportion of each constraint's domain that satis ed
that constraint. The problem generator attempted to give each constraint the
same tightness, subject to the limit smax on the number of solutions to each
constraint. For each constraint Ti with argument set Yi ,
Numsol(Ti)=Dom(Yi ) = Numsol(Ti)=djYi j  c
subject to the restriction Numsol(Ti)  smax .

Maximum number of constraint solutions (smax). For a particular constraint
tightness, as constraint arity increases, the number of solutions to each constraint
also increases. As this directly a ects the physical size of the problem, a maximum value of smax = 9000 was used. This value allowed a maximum tightness of
0:6 at arity 6 and domain size 5. Without this limit, the storage space required
for the list of solutions to a constraint of arity 6, tightness 0.6 and domain size 8
would have exceeded 6 MBytes!

Maximum constraint arity (kmax). A maximum constraint arity of 6 was used to
keep the physical problem size small. Without this limit, the limit on the number
of solutions to each constraint would force the tightness of high arity constraints
to decrease to very small values. The single exception to this rule was that each
problem was also given one global constraint.
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Constraint arity pro le (b). Constraints were generated with a minimum arity of
2, and upto a speci ed maximum arity (kmax). The probability of generating
a particular arity was dictated by the constraint arity pro le as follows. The
probability that a constraint had arity k was controlled by the formula

p(k 1) = b  p(k);

for 2  k  kmax

For example, a value of b = 1 would generate each arity with equal likelihood.
The global constraint in each problem was excepted from this rule.

Minimum number of solutions (Smin). In an attempt to generate problems of
widely varying diculties, each problem was given a speci ed minimum number of solutions. How much the actual number of solutions exceeded the minimum depended upon the interaction between constraints. This interaction was
completely random.
This was the only parameter allowed to change within a problem-set. Each set
of 60 problems was generated to contain 10 problems for each of the following
minimum number of solutions: 1, 5, 25, 125, 625, 3125.

4.2.2 Problem sets
The experiments described in the next section investigate how utility of the decomposition strategies changes with changes in problem parameters. In each experiment, one
problem parameter was selected to vary over a particular range of values. For example
the number of variables N was varied in one experiment while keeping other parameters
constant. However the set of parameters accepted by the random problem generator
used here do not completely cover all the dimensions of variability in CSPs. In particular, there is no control on the interaction between the constraints in a problem. In
order to prevent this omission from skewing results, a set of problems was generated
for each set of problem parameter values, and the performance results averaged.
Each problem-set in the experiments consisted of 60 problems, ten each for the
following six values of minimum number of solutions:

Smin 2 f1; 5; 25; 125; 625; 3125g
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Since all other parameters in each set were kept at a chosen constant value, we can
brie y denote each set with the list of these values. For example,

N = 9; d = 5; c = 0:2; 9  K  12; b = 1:0
represents a set of problems of 9 variables and between 9 and 12 constraints (inclusive),
each variable with a domain of size 5, and each constraint with a tightness of 0.2. The
arity of the constraints in each problem in the set are chosen with uniform randomness
(b = 1:0) between the values 2 and 6 (also inclusive), except for the single global
constraint assigned to each problem. The number of solutions to each constraint is
limited to a maximum of 9000. Each problem-set tested in the experiments is generated
independently from other problem-sets.
The experiment descriptions given below will reveal that the random problem generator was not as succesful in producing a broad spectrum of problem diculties for
algorithms that stopped search after the rst solution. There has been some interest in
the research community in nding regions of hard problems. This work has not so far
been extended to `n-ary' CSPs.

4.2.3 Search Algorithms
Every problem set was tested with and without decomposition on three basic search
algorithms: Backtrack and Forward-Check looking for all solutions, and Backtrack
looking for the rst solution. The primary focus of this thesis is on problems where
all or many solutions are required. Unless explicitly mentioned, all discussion below
will refer to these problems. For convenience, we will use Backtrack-1 to denote the
Backtrack algorithm that stops search after nding the rst solution.
The Backtrack algorithm was included in the experiments because it is the simplest
and most well known search algorithm, and also has the lowest memory requirement.
Forward-Check was selected because it is the fastest known algorithm in widespread
use (e.g. [31]).
Three additional search algorithms | Dynamic Forward-Check using the "fail- rst"
heuristic ([31]), Backmarking (ibid.) and Backjumping ([8]) | were also considered, but
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eliminated by early experiments for not performing as well as simple Forward-Check.
The fail- rst heuristic advocates selecting the variable with the smallest active domain
as the variable to bind next. While this works well for binary CSPs, it fails badly on
n-ary problems because the heuristic ignores the topology of the constraint network,
and has a tendency to defer higher arity constraints towards the end of the control
sequence. Backjumping is an attempt to avoid generation of values for independent
variables when trying to satisfy a failed constraint. Again early experiments showed
that this algorithm was rapidly decaying to ordinary chronological backtracking for two
reasons: failure of high arity constraints and searching for solutions beyond the rst
solution to the CSP, both of which tended to mark all preceding variables as backjump
destinations. Finally, early experiments veri ed the conclusion in [31] that Backmarking
generally did not perform as well as Forward-Check.

4.2.4 Control Sequences
The simple control sequence used for basic search was generated using a combination
of the following heuristics:

 Minimize the total depth and bandwidth of constraints in the sequence ([47, 71]).
 Order adjacent constraints on increasing arity.
This simple control sequence was also used as the basis for DOI, ISF and ISB
decompositions. All the decompositions were tested, and the experiments rated the
performance of the decompositions against the simple sequence as the performance
benchmark.
For each problem, the ISF and ISB procedures produced up to two di erent ISdecompositions of the benchmark simple control sequence. Constraints in the independent set were limited to an arity of half the number of variables in the problem. So for
some problems the decomposition procedure did not produce an IS-decomposition.
The DOI-decomposition procedure produced a set of decompositions by cutting the
benchmark sequence at various points. The cuts were restricted to points immediately
following the last constraint-node before a variable.
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In the rest of this chapter, we will denote the benchmark control sequence with the
0
symbol C0, and use CDOI
for the best DOI-decomposition of C0 , and CISB and CISF for
the ISB and ISF-decompositions of C0 respectively.

4.2.5 Heuristic measures
The reduction in Arti cial Variable Dependence (AVDr) obtained by each decomposition of the benchmark control sequence was evaluated for all problems. The signi cance
of this value as a heuristic measure of the utility of the decomposition is discussed in
the next section, and also in the experiments of Chapter 6. For a decomposition C ,
AVDr(C ) = AVD(C0) AVD(C ), where C0 is the benchmark sequence for that problem.
The calculation of AVD and AVDr for a control sequence follows the procedure
described in section 3.5.2. For a control sequence C ,
AVD(C ) =

X

T 2C =hCp TCsi

AVD(T; Cp)

While e ective for use with Backtrack, this calculation does not take into account the
look-ahead step in Forward-Check. All constraints in Forward-Check are tested in the
look-ahead step, and when this forward checked constraint occurs at a depth greater
than one level below the current level of search, the size of the context at that constraint
will be smaller than the corresponding size under Backtrack. Thus the same control
sequence can actually have a smaller AVD in Forward-Check than in Backtrack. The
AVD calculations used in the experiments are Backtrack AVDs, and so only approximate
(and are an upper bound on) the true Forward-Check AVDs.

4.2.6 Performance and problem hardness
In most of the experiments described below, the cost of using each control sequence
with each search algorithm has been measured in the number of tests (constraintchecks) needed to solve that problem. The number of tests has been generally accepted
as a more portable measure of cost than run-time, allowing comparisons to be made
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between di erent algorithms on problems executed within di erent computing environments. Furthermore, reducing constraint checks is a primary focus for the decomposition schemes tested here.
The ultimate aim for most problem-solving performance improvement schemes is,
of course, to produce solutions quicker, and one set of experiments was performed to
measure run times for the di erent algorithms (section 4.3.2). To get consistent results,
these experiments needed to be run on dedicated computer. Only one problem set was
tested due to the diculty in obtaining sole usage time on a computer in a multi-user
environment. The number of constraint checks is used as the measure of performance
in all other experiments.
To measure the bene t obtained by using a particular decomposition, the experiments compare the relative performances of the di erent control sequences. The relative
performance of a decomposition strategy is the ratio of the number of tests needed to
solve the corresponding sequence to the number of tests needed by the benchmark sequence (Tests(C )=Tests(C0)). Thus a relative performance of 40% means that that
control sequence required only two- fth the number of tests needed by the benchmark
sequence.
Except when evaluating heuristic measures for selecting the best decomposition,
the best performing DOI-decomposition in each problem is used to represent the DOI
decomposition strategy. This helps de ne the goal performance that a heuristic selection
strategy should try to achieve.
Several graphs in the next section chart the results of the experiments by mapping
the relative performance of a decomposition strategy against basic problem diculty or
`hardness'. A problem's basic hardness is measured in the number of nodes searched by
the benchmark control sequence using one of the basic search algorithms. We will use
normalized hardness, the proportion of the full enumeration search tree examined by the
problem's benchmark sequence, as a measure of how close a problem is to approaching
the maximum possible diculty for problems in that size class. For a control sequence
C and algorithm A, on a problem with N variables each with a domain size d,
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Basic-HardnessA (C ) = NodesA (C )
Normalized-HardnessA (C ) = NodesA (C )=(

N
X
di )
i=1

Thus for problems near 100% hardness, running the benchmark sequence required the
speci ed search algorithm to investigate almost every possible combination of values for
its variables. Note that Forward-Check may exceed this maximum number, because its
look-ahead mechanism may cause it to look at some nodes twice. Normalized hardness
is important when observing decomposition behaviour because the degree of redundant
testing in a problem depends more on the fullness of its search tree than on an absolute
number of nodes. A xed number of nodes can belong to a very long thin tree which
will have a minimal amount of redundant testing, if any.
Availability of computing resources for running the experiments was the limiting
factor in the size of problems used in the experiments. The largest problems tested
belonged to the set

N = 9; d = 5; c = 0:2; 9  K  12; b = 1:0
(e.g. gure 4.10). As has been mentioned above, a range of problem diculties was
generated. The hardest problems in this set required Backtrack to explore over a million
nodes and over two million constraint checks. The hardest problem required 2,404,030
nodes (a basic hardness of 98%) and 4,264,717 constraint checks.

4.3 The Experiments
4.3.1 Performance improvement through decomposition
Figure 4.1 compares the performance of all three decomposition strategies with
basic search, using Backtrack and Forward-Check to look for all solutions, for one
problem-set. The problems have been grouped into six hardness ranges, distributed
logarithmically along the hardness spectrum, based upon the number of nodes needed
by Backtrack to solve each problem. Except for the three problems averaging about 700
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Figure 4.1: Comparing the performance of decomposition with basic search. The second
graph shows more detail on the easier problems.
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nodes and grouped at the easiest end of the spectrum, the remaining 57 problems of the
problem-set are divided fairly evenly among the rest of the hardness ranges. The DOI
decomposition lines in the gure are for the best DOI decomposition for each problem,
averaged for each hardness range.
The rst and obvious observation to make is that there is a fairly linear relationship
between the number of nodes and number of tests for the simple control sequences, with
Forward-Check giving better performance than Backtrack. In fact Forward-Check also
yields better performance than Backtrack for the decomposed multi-level sequences.
The second fact obvious from the gure is that DOI-decomposition almost always
yields the best performing control sequence, especially when used with Forward-Check.
What is also interesting is that DOI-decomposition with Backtrack performs much
better than basic Forward-Check, and running bottom-up Forward-Check on the DOIdecomposition only gives a small improvement in performance over bottom-up Backtrack.
Between the two IS-decomposition algorithms, ISB can be seen to yield the better performance, and competes well with DOI decomposition in the medium diculty
range. The second graph on easier problems shows that ISF-decomposition actually
works well only for some of the easier problems, and its relative performance degrades
as the basic problem gets harder.
In comparison with ISB, the ISF decomposition algorithm tends to reduce redundancies in constraints tested at shallower levels in the basic (benchmark) sequence's
search tree. So for large independent sets, ISF might even perform better than ISB and
DOI for some problems. As problems get harder, most of the redundancies start shifting to constraints occurring at deeper levels, and ISB-decompositions start performing
better.
DOI-decomposition focuses entirely on constraints in the lower portion of the search
tree. As the number of nodes in these levels rises exponentially with depth, the (best)
DOI-decomposition actually improves in relative performance. This can be seen in the
leveling o of the DOI performance curve with increasing problem diculty.
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4.3.2 Run-time performance
Figure 4.2 shows the run-time performance of the same problems, control sequences
and algorithms charted in gure 4.1. It is obvious on comparing the two charts that the
relative order in performance of the di erent search techniques is the same, particularly
on the harder problems, whether measuring performance in constraint checks or run
time. It can also be observed that the degree of bene t o ered by decomposition
is smaller when measuring run time (the performance curves for decomposition are
steeper when charting run times). The run-time curves for decomposition include the
cost of building and generating values from the solution caches.
Figure 4.3 shows the results of an experiment to measure the run-time cost of building and generating from a solution cache. Two sets of experiments were conducted, for
domain sizes 5 and 10, respectively. Dummy problems of di erent number of variables
and no constraints were run, and total times measured under Backtrack for all the generate events, building the complete solution cache tree and generating from the solution
cache. Since there were no constraints, every value assignment to the variables was a
solution. An extra generate event was counted each time the end of a variable's domain
was reached; the event detected the end of the domain and performed a reset for the
next generate event. (This is why the number of generate events is larger than the
number of nodes in the solution tree). The simple linked-node version of the solution
cache tree was used (see gure 3.2-(b)).
Figure 4.3-(a) compares the unit cost of a simple generate event to that of generating
from the solution cache. Generating from a solution cache, it seems, takes about 4045% more time than a simple generate. In the implementation tested here, a simple
generate event generates the value contained in the next element of an array housing
the variable's domain. A solution cache generate, on the other hand, follows a link to
the next sibling node and produces the value found there. The procedures used for
generating values are shown in gure 3.5.
The cost of building the complete solution cache tree is shown in gure 4.3-(b).
Comparing these costs with the total cost of simple generates shows that for domain
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(A): Comparing the cost of using the Solution Cache Tree with cost of simple generate.
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(B): The cost of building the Solution Cache Tree.
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Figure 4.3: The cost of building and generating from a linked-list cache.
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size 5, the cache build cost is 3 to 4 times greater, and this factor increases to 6 when the
domain size is doubled. Almost all of this extra cost is incurred in the tests needed, on
adding each new solution to the cache, to determine where to `hang' the new solution in
the tree. These tests look for the occurrence of the largest pre x of the new solution in
the existing solution cache. The remaining sux is then hung underneath the last node
of the pre x. Remember from chapter 3 that these tests accounted for O(s2 ) steps of the
total build cost, and that these tests are largely eliminated in the vector-node version
of the solution cache tree. Even in the linked-node version of the cache, the overhead of
building the solution cache will be a lot smaller for smaller number of solutions. There
is also room for improvement in the actual code implementing the solution cache used
in these experiments.
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Figure 4.4: Comparing the costs of constraint testing and generating.

The nal experiment in this group measures the average cost of testing the constraints of arities 2 through 6 used in the problems of this chapter, and some of the
constraints from the oorplanning domain described in a later chapter. The results are
shown in gure 4.4, with a comparison against the average time for a normal variable
value generate. The experiment was based on dummy problems similar to those used
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in the previous experiment.
The constraints ci are the arity i table-lookup constraints of tightness 0.2 used in
random problems tested in this chapter. Their average cost increases with arity as the
size of the table increases. This is an important factor that should be considered when
selecting a decomposition, and is ignored by the AVD heuristic for selecting a DOI
decomposition.
As a comparison, this experiment also measured the average cost of testing some
constraints from the oorplanning domain of Chapter 6. While the table-lookup constraints were much more expensive to test than a generate action, the oorplanning
constraints were of comparable (mostly cheaper) cost. As will be seen in Chapter 6, the
decomposition techniques were still e ective in reducing both run-time and constraintchecks for this problem.
While the bene t of decomposition coupled with Bottom-Up solution will generally
be greater in problems where constraint tests are signi cantly more expensive than generates, other problems can also bene t, though the cache build and generate overhead
costs must be considered when selecting a decomposition for those problems.

4.3.3 AVD reduction by decomposition
Averages
AVD(C0) Count AVDr(C ) AVDr(CISB) AVDr(CISF)
3
5
1.4
1.2
1.0
4
4
1.8
1.7
1.7
5
13
2.2
2.1
1.6
6
19
2.3
2.5
2.1
7
6
2.7
3.8
1.6
8
5
4.0
2.8
2.0
9
4
2.5
4.5
2.8
10.5
4
3.8
4.8
3.0
Problem-set: (N = 6; d = 8; c = 0:2; 6  K  8; b = 1:0)
0
DOI

Figure 4.5: AVD reduction by decomposition.
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The table in gure 4.5 gives the average AVD reduction achieved by the three
decomposition strategies with increasing arti cial variable dependence in the benchmark
control sequence. The AVD reduction achieved by ISF-decomposition increases much
more slowly than the AVDr values for ISB and DOI decompositions. This is a result
of the ISF procedure's selecting constraints for the independent set starting from the
beginning of the benchmark control sequence.
Figure 4.8 shows that higher AVD reductions generally lead to better relative performance for each decomposition. However, even though ISB decomposition yields the
highest average AVD reduction of 4.8, DOI decompositions usually have the better
relative performance. This is because smaller reductions in arti cial dependence yield
bigger performance improvements for constraints at deeper levels in the search tree.

4.3.4 Selecting the best DOI-decomposition
The procedure for DOI-decomposition used in these experiments produces a decomposition for a problem by cutting its benchmark sequence C0 at a point such that the
last node in the resulting pre x is a constraint, and the rst node in the resulting sux
is a variable generator. There will generally be several such decompositions available
for each simple control sequence. The problem then is how to select the decomposition
that will give the best performance.
Figure 4.6 compares the relative performance of the best DOI-decomposition with
the DOI-decomposition with the highest AVD reduction for problems in the problem-set

N = 9; d = 5; c = 0:2; 9  K  12; b = 1:0
The values have been averaged over the normalized hardness ranges
0:01% 0:03%; 0:03% 0:1%; : : :; 30% 100%
The average di erence between the performance of the DOI-decomposition with the
highest AVD reduction and the best is of 9.8 percentage points, with a median of 4.4
and standard deviation of 12.8. Thus selecting the decomposition giving the largest
reduction in AVD over the benchmark sequence gives a fairly close approximation to
the performance of the best possible DOI-decomposition, but it is not perfect.
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AVD-Total as Heuristic for DOI (Backtrack)
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Best DOI

0
0.01

0.10

1.00
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Normalized Hardness (%Nodes(C0)/Max)

Problem-set: (N = 9; d = 5; c = 0:2; 9  K  12; b = 1:0)
Figure 4.6: Utility of AVD reduction as a heuristic for selecting a DOI-decomposition.

Tests(CDOI) in Backtrack (ranked)
Correlations
All problems Norm.-Hardness  3%
Ranked AVDr(CDOI)
-0.69
-0.85
Nbr. Pre x Vars in CDOI (ranked)
0.38
-0.55
Problem-set: (N = 9; d = 5; c = 0:2; 9  K  12; b = 1:0)
The table correlates the ranks within each problem of AVD reductions
and number of variables in the pre x with the number of tests for DOIdecompositions. Lowest values within each problem are assigned the rank
1, and the rank is incremented by 1 for each higher value.

Figure 4.7: More on heuristics for selecting the best DOI-decomposition of C0.
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Figure 4.7 shows that there is a fairly high correlation, particularly for harder problems, between the amount of AVD reduction obtained by a DOI-decomposition and
how close it is to being the best DOI-decomposition of that problem's C0. It also shows
that for the harder problems, DOI-decompositions obtained from deeper cuts in the
benchmark sequence tend to perform better. This suggests that a combination of the
amount of AVD reduction and depth of cut (number of variables in the pre x) would
make a good heuristic for selecting the best DOI-decomposition for a problem. The use
of this heuristic is discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.

4.3.5 Problem hardness
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Averaged over problem sets: N = 6; d = 5; c 2 f0:2; 0:4; 0:6g; 9  K  12; b = 1:0
Figure 4.8: Decomposition performance with changes in AVDr and normalized problem
hardness.
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Figure 4.8 demonstrates that the performance of
DOI-decomposition improves with increases in both AVD reduction and problem
hardness, in both Backtrack and Forward-Check. ISB-decomposition does show a trend
towards better performance with increases in AVD reduction, but not with increases in
problem hardness.
Other experiments described here con rm that DOI-decomposition does indeed show
better performance as the basic problem gets harder. They also con rm Theorem 3.3,
in that the Backtrack performance of a DOI-decomposition never exceeds that of the
benchmark simple sequence the decomposition was derived from. While performance
improvement with DOI-decomposition on the easiest problems is slight, experiments
showed that the relative performance on the hardest problems was as low as under 20%
(i.e. more than 80% better than the benchmark), for both Backtrack and ForwardCheck.
ISB-decomposition, on the other hand, o ers no bene t on the easy problems, with
relative performance falling quickly below 100% as problem diculty increases, and
then leveling out into a bowl-shaped curve. The relative bene t of ISB-decomposition
actually starts to decrease for the hardest problems.
As a problem gets more dicult and approaches 100% normalized hardness, its
search tree gets fuller. After a certain point in the middle of the hardness region, the
search tree starts becoming rapidly bottom-heavy. As the number of nodes in the lower
levels of the search increases exponentially, so does the number of redundant tests of
arti cially dependent constraints in those levels. Most of the number of redundant
tests in a hard problem with such constraints (e.g. a binary-CSP like P1 ) occur in
these lower regions. DOI-decomposition gets its performance improvement by reducing
arti cial dependencies of constraints in the original sequence's sux, whereas ISBdecomposition usually bene ts constraints dispersed through the length of the sequence.
This is why DOI-decomposition performs so well for the really hard problems, and the
relative performance of ISB-decomposition shows a trend towards the worse for those
problems.
For example, in the control sequence C1 for the binary CSP P1 , (section 2.3), 312
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of the 504 total redundant tests under Backtrack occur at constraint T12, the last
constraint in the control sequence. Any decomposition strategy that does not reduce
the arti cial dependencies of this constraint will not make a big impact on performance.
The problems produced by the random problem generator tended to be very easy
for the one-solution search of Backtrack-1. For this reason, very little trend information
could be derived from them. In the rest of this chapter, one-solution search experiments
will be mentioned only when they show an interesting phenomenon.

4.3.6 Number of variables
Problems with larger number of variables are likely to have larger degrees of articial dependence, as each constraint can now dependent arti cially on more variables.
Figure 4.9 con rms that AVD values increase with increasing number of variables. The
gure also shows that the increase in AVD of the benchmark sequence also results in a
larger AVD reduction obtained by both DOI and IS decompositions.
Figure 4.10 shows the performance of DOI and ISB decompositions as they change
with number of problem variables and problem diculty, averaged in the following
normalized hardness ranges:

: : :; 0:1% 0:3%; 0:3% 1:0%; 1:0% 3:0%; : : :
The rst thing to note in these performance curves is their general shape, which is
as discussed in the previous subsection. Secondly, both decomposition strategies show
a general trend towards better performance as problems get harder, for each of the
three search algorithms. This is to be expected from the tendency towards higher AVD
reductions achieved by these decomposition strategies for problems with larger number
of variables.
While each problem-set covered a fairly broad spectrum of diculties when searching
for all solutions, the single-solution search problem tended to be relatively easy, going
upto only about 2,000 nodes in the search tree compared to over a million for the
hardest problem when looking for all solutions. Both decomposition strategies proved
bene cial only for problems requiring more than about 300 nodes in their C0 search
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Figure 4.9: Changes in AVD(C0) and AVD reductions by decomposition | changing
the number of variables.
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Figure 4.10: The performance of DOI and ISB-decompositions | changing the number
of variables.
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tree. Problems with larger number of variables needed to be harder to get bene t from
decomposition. While the degree of bene t obtainable from decomposition for these
problems was quite small, it is still expected that as the one-solution problem gets
harder, the degree of bene t will also increase.

4.3.7 Domain size
In general, as increases in domain size lead to increased bushiness of the search tree,
the number and proportion of redundant constraint checks should also increase, with
a corresponding improvement in decomposition performance. Consider the following
simple situation in control sequence C3:

C3 = hX1 X2 T1(X1; X2) X3 X4 T2(X3; X4)i
If both constraints have a tightness of 0.2, then a domain size of 5 results in 5 solutions
for either constraint. The arti cial dependence of T2 on variables X1 and X2 results
in (5 1)  25 = 100 redundant tests, 100=(25 + 5  25) = 66% of the total number
of tests needed to solve C3 using Backtrack. Increasing the domain size to 6 gives
each constraint 7 solutions, and constraint T2 (7 1)  (7  7) = 294 redundant tests,
294=(49 + 7  49) = 75% of the total number of constraint checks. While the number
of redundant tests has almost tripled, the proportion increased only slightly.
Compare this with a change in the amount of arti cial dependence. Let us add
another argument variable to T1 , increasing T2's AVD from 2 to 3.

C4 = hX1 X2 X4 T1(X1; X2; X4) X3 X4 T2(X3; X4)i
Keeping the domain size at 5, T1 now has 25 solutions, and T2 now has 600 redundant
constraint tests, 80% of the total number of tests needed to solve C4. Increases in AVD
(e.g. by increasing the number of variables) has a bigger e ect on the number and
proportion of redundant tests.
Both these examples represent, of course, very simple situations where there are no
interactions between constraints. Constraint interactions tend to decrease the combined
number of solutions, and so also the number of redundant tests.
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Figure 4.11: The performance of DOI and ISB-decompositions | changing the domain
size.
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Figure 4.12: Decomposition performance with changes in AVDr and domain size.
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The performance graphs in gure 4.11 show that increasing the domain size from
5 to 8 does lead to better relative performance of DOI decompositions, but small increments do not produce signi cant changes. The overall trend is on a smaller scale
when compared to performance improvements from increasing the number of variables
( gure 4.10).
The performance of ISB-decomposition shows an even smaller change in relative
performance with increases in domain size, with the performance at harder problems
not changing signi cantly.
Figure 4.12 shows that increases in AVD reduction yield much bigger improvements
in performance than increasing the domain size, for problems in the same hardness
range.

4.3.8 Number of constraints
Increasing the number of constraints while keeping the number of variables the same
should result in control sequences with higher AVD. However this need not necessarily
translate into higher redundant testing, as due to constraint interaction, the same
number of variables in each control sequence pre x will now have fewer solutions.
The performance charts in gure 4.13 show that problems with 8-10 constraints
are generally the least amenable to improvement by decomposition. After 6-8 constraints, the inter-constraint interaction becomes strong, making the search tree much
narrower. Problems with 6-8 constraints show better performance improvements in
DOI-decomposition than those with 4-6 constraints. ISB-decomposition performance
is less predictable.

4.3.9 Constraint tightness
In general, the e ect of loosening the constraint tightness on redundant tests, and
on performance improvement with decomposition, should be similar to that of increasing the domain size. The performance graphs of gure 4.14 however do not show any
signi cant correlation between constraint tightness and relative performance of decompositions. Part of this is probably due to the use of independent problem-sets for the
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Figure 4.13: The performance of DOI and ISB-decompositions | changing the number
of constraints.
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Figure 4.14: The performance of DOI and ISB-decompositions | changing the constraint tightness.
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three tightness values. If the constraint topology had been kept the same in the three
problem sets, the results might have been di erent. This is an area that needs further
investigation.

4.4 Summary
The main conclusion of this empirical study is that DOI decomposition o ers the most
potential for performance improvement in CSPs with constraints of varying and arbitrary arity (`nary' CSPs). In harder problems, the best DOI decomposition of a simple
control sequence tends to be the one o ering a higher AVD reduction and also the one
dividing the original sequence at a deeper point. A bottom-up Backtrack solution of
DOI-decompositions was also seen to perform much better than simple Forward-Check.
Generally, decompositions were seen to o er better relative performance on problems
of greater basic diculty, and when they yielded greater reductions in arti cial variable
dependence when compared to the original simple control sequence the decomposition
was derived from.
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Chapter 5
Decomposing Global Constraints
So far, we have investigated techniques for decomposing a CSP by partitioning its
set of constraints, and then employing a bottom-up procedure to solve the resulting
hierarchical system. This solution procedure helps reduce redundant constraint checks.
However, like other search algorithms, even these techniques fail to take advantage of
global constraints to reduce search e ort.
Since global constraints can be evaluated only when all variables have been instantiated, search algorithms cannot use them to prune portions of the search space without
complete enumeration. In this chapter we directly address the issue of making global
constraints more useful to search algorithms.
The techniques described here produce a hierarchical system by decomposing the
intentional representation of a global constraint. This decomposition is used to de ne
an abstraction on the original search space. In the resulting hierarchical system the
decomposed global constraint is replaced with a set of smaller arity constraints, which
search procedures can use for early pruning. This procedure of transforming a CSP
into a hierarchical CSP system is an outcome of previous research on search space
abstraction, described in [45, 48, 46, 68].
For completeness, this chapter begins by reviewing search space abstraction. Then
follows a description of the procedure for constructing a hierarchical CSP system by
decomposing a global constraint. Following that is a discussion of alternative solution
procedures for the hierarchical CSP, and their impact on the selection of an appropriate
abstraction function for improving the eventual problem solving performance. The next
chapter demonstrates the use of global constraint decomposition on some application
domains, and its result in signi cantly reducing problem solving e ort.
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5.1 Search Space Abstraction
As has already been discussed in Chapter 2, constraint satisfaction problems can be
dicult to solve. In the worst case they are NP-hard, and so can require an exponential
search e ort. In particular, the complexity of a CSP depends upon the arity of its
constraints, with global constraints often being the most expensive.
Hierarchical problem solvers cope with large and complex search spaces by developing a solution in stages. First an abstract solution is developed in a smaller and
simpler version of the domain, which is then used to focus attention on a narrow region
of the complex search space; the net e ect is a more ecient problem solver. In this
section we will formalize the notion of search space abstraction and abstraction levels
as applied to constraint satisfaction problems.

5.1.1 De ning an abstraction level
The notion of Abstraction Levels was rst introduced in the AI community in GPS
[54] and ABSTRIPS [60]. An abstraction level is a complete and self-contained simpler
version of the original problem, with an abstracted search space, and abstracted constraints. Each abstract solution re nes into a set of candidates, called its re nement,
in the Lower or Base Level search space. To solve a problem, a hierarchical problem
solver rst solves an abstracted problem in the abstract level's smaller search space.
It then searches for solutions to the original problem in the re nement of the abstract
solutions. The idea is to mark large portions of the base level search space as not worth
searching while working in the smaller abstract search space. The hierarchical search
will be more ecient than non-hierarchical search when the combined cost of searching
the abstract search space and the re nement space is smaller than that of searching the
original space directly.
We now formalize this notion of an abstract level for CSPs. Consider the general
CSP system as introduced in Chapter 2:

P = Find fy 2 Domain(Y ) : R(y )g
Here R is the problem constraint, and Domain(Y ) the search space. Let Pa be another
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CSP with constraint Q and variables Z ,

Pa = Find fz 2 Domain(Z ) : Q(z)g
and related to P through the mapping

8y 2 Domain(Y ); 9z 2 Domain(Z ) f (y) = z
We de ne the mapping f as the abstraction mapping between the two search spaces.
The two CSPs combine to form a hierarchical system PH on which a hierarchical
problem solver, as described above, can operate.

PH = hPa; P 0 i
Pa = Find fz 2 Domain(Z ) : Q(Z )g
P 0 = Find fy 2 Domain(Y ) : R(y ) ^ F (y )g
where

F (y )  f (y ) 2 Solnset(Pa )

The CSP subsystem P 0 is derived from P , by adding the constraint that the solutions
to P 0 also map to some solution of Pa through the abstraction mapping f . In such a
hierarchical system we will refer to P 0 as the base level and Pa as the abstract level. The
constraint F is the re nement constraint, and denotes the steps in the hierarchical solver
where, after solving the abstract problem Q, it searches in that portion of the base space
that lies within the abstract solutions' re nement. Note that this is still a declarative
representation, and nothing is indicated of how such a system might actually be solved.
The re nement constraint is only a constraint, and a solver may take advantage of it
as it pleases.
Notice that the hierarchical system actually de nes an expanded CSP system:

Ph = P 0 1 Pa
= Find fhz; y i 2 Domain(Z )  Domain(Y ) : Q(z ) ^ R(y ) ^ F (y; z )g
where

F (y; z)  (f (Y ) = Z )

We have been a little free with our use of the re nement constraint symbol F ; its
speci c usage will always be obvious from the context. We shall continue to use this
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representation of the hierarchical system as, by combining the abstract and base levels
into one CSP, it actually gives us more exibility in choice of search procedures. We
shall also continue, even in this expanded representation, to refer to the new CSP as a
hierarchical CSP, and its variables and constraints as belonging to the abstract or base
levels.
Each solution to Ph , or PH , will be a tuple hz; y i. If the hierarchical system is
constructed as described above, each such solution will also contain a solution y to P
as a subtuple. This is true because the hierarchical system contains in the base level
the original CSP P as a component. The only change made to P is the addition of
the re nement constraints, and adding constraints without changing the variables and
their domains can only reduce the number of solutions, not change them. Of course,
so far, there is no guarantee that the hierarchical system will have any solutions at all
that can satisfy all of the abstract, base level and re nement constraints.
For the hierarchical system to be e ective, a (correct and complete) hierarchical
solver should be able to nd all the solutions to P (and no more). This means that
every solution to R in Domain(Y ) must map through the abstraction mapping to some
solution to Q in Domain(Z ). Formally,
Solnset(R; Y )  f 1 (Solnset(Q; Z ))
or

R(y ) ! Q(f (y ))

We shall refer to this as the Hierarchical Completeness condition, and refer to the
hierarchical systems PH and Ph as hierarchically complete with respect to the CSP P .
Given a CSP P , and another (abstract) CSP Pa related to P through an abstraction
mapping f , a hierarchical system can be constructed by rst deriving the base level P 0
from P by adding re nement constraints. The re nement constraints represent the
inverse of the abstraction mapping. As shown above, the hierarchical CSP system can
be an ordered two-level system of distinct CSPs, or a single extended CSP. In either case,
if the system is constructed as described above is hierarchically complete, each solution
to the hierarchical system will contain one of the solutions to the original CSP P , and
every solution to P will be contained in some solution to the hierarchical system. If the
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abstraction mapping is functional, there will be a one-to-one correspondence between
the solutions to the hierarchical CSP and the original CSP.
Of course every abstraction function will not yield a hierarchical system that is easier
to solve than the original problem. We will look at selecting an abstraction function
for performance improvement later in this chapter.

5.1.2 An example
Consider the following CSP P2 :

P2 = Find fhX1X2X3X4 i 2 f1 : : : 10g4 :
((X1 + X2)  (X3 + X4) = c1)

^ ((X + X ) > c )g
1

where

2

2

c1; c2 are constants.

This example has two constraints: ((X1 + X2)  (X3 + X4 ) = c1 ) is a completely global
constraint, and ((X1 + X2) > c2) is a binary constraint.
We de ne an abstract level P2a ,

P2a = Find fhW1W2 i 2 f1 : : : 20g2 : (W1  W2 = c1)g
where

Q  (W1  W2 = c1)
Z = hW1W2i
Domain(W1) = Domain(W2 ) = f1 : : : 20g

and the abstraction mapping between the base level and P2a :

f = hf 1; f 2i
f1 (Y ) = X1 + X2 = W1
f2 (Y ) = X3 + X4 = W2
Notice that f is actually a composite function, consisting of the two functional terms
f1 and f2 , which correspond to the two abstract variables W1 and W2. We will call f
the abstraction function, and fi the component abstraction functions.
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To construct a hierarchical system we rst derive the base level by adding to P2 the
following re nement constraints derived from the abstraction function:

X1 + X2 = W1
X3 + X4 = W2
This then yields the following expanded hierarchical CSP:
Find fhW1W2 X1X2 X3X4i 2 f1 : : : 20g2  f1 : : : 10g4 :
(W1  W2 = c1)

^ ((X + X )  (X + X ) = c ) ^ (X + X > c )
^ (X + X = W ) ^ (X + X = W )g
1

1

2

2

3

4

1

3

1

4

1

2

2

2

An inspection of this hierarchical CSP reveals that the original global constraint of P2
is redundant (in the third line above), and can be removed. The nal hierarchical CSP
P2h is shown below.

P2h = Find fhW1W2X1X2X3X4i 2 f1 : : : 20g2  f1 : : : 10g4 :
(W1  W2 = c1)

^ (X + X > c )
^ (X + X = W ) ^ (X + X = W )g
1

2

1

2

2

1

3

4

2

It can be easily veri ed that this system is hierarchically complete.

5.2 Building Hierarchical CSPs with Global Constraint Decomposition
The hierarchical completeness condition can be used to de ne a space of possible abstractions. Decomposing a global constraint by syntactic decomposition of its intentional expression lies within this search space. In this section we look at how a hierarchical system may be constructed that decomposes global constraints into a conjunction
of constraints of smaller arity.
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5.2.1 HiT: General weak method for exploring abstractions
The hierarchical completeness condition described above can be used to construct an
abstract level from a CSP. The procedure, which we will call HiT for Hierarchical
Transformation, is as follows. The rst step is to nd a constraint t(Y ) such that

R(Y ) ! t(Y )
In the second step, t is decomposed into the abstraction mapping f and the abstract
problem Q,
t = Q  f; or t(Y ) = Q(f (Y )):
This is easier if we restrict f to be a functional mapping, or more appropriately, an
abstraction function. This means that for each base level element y 2 Domain(Y ), there
is exactly one abstract element z 2 Domain(Z ) which is its unique abstraction, such
that f (y ) = z .
Having obtained the abstraction function and abstract problem, in step three the
abstract level CSP is now constructed. The abstract level search space is de ned as
the range of the abstraction function f . The abstract function itself might actually be
a tuple of component functions. The number of variables in the abstract level (size of
the tuple Z ) will be the same as the number of component abstraction functions in f
(which is at least one).

Pa = fz 2 Domain(Z ) : Q(z)g;

jZ j
Z
f
Domain(Z )

where

= jf j
= hW1; : : :; Wmi
= hf1 ; : : :; fm i
= Range(f ) = Range(f1 )      Range(fm )

In step four, we construct the hierarchical CSP, by combining the original problem
P , the abstracted problem Pa, and re nement constraints obtained by inverting the
abstraction function.

Ph = fhz; y i 2 Domain(Z )  Domain(Y ) :
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Q(z) ^ F (y; z) ^ R(y )g
F (y; z)  f (y ) = z
The nal step, ve, is to examine other constraints in the original problem and,
using the substitution Wi for fi (Y ), attempt to move them to the abstract level. The
reason behind this step is that hierarchical solvers usually search in the abstract level
before generating base level variables. Making constraints testable on abstract variables
allows them to be tested earlier in the search tree, increasing their pruning power.

Theorem 5.1 The hierarchical CSP Ph constructed by the HiT procedure is equivalent
to the original CSP P , i.e.,
1. 8hz; y i 2 Domain(Z )  Domain(Y ); hz; y i 2 Solnset(Ph ) ! y 2 Solnset(P ), and,
2. 8y 2 Domain(Y ); y 2 Solnset(P ) ! 9z 2 Domain(Z ); (f (y ) = z ) ^ (hz; y i 2
Solnset(Ph ))

The theorem states that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the solutions
to the CSP P and the constructed hierarchical CSP Ph , each solution to the former
contained in exactly one solution to the latter.
The rst part of the theorem proves the hierarchical system Ph correct, with respect
to the problem P . Consider any tuple hz; y i that solves Ph , as de ned in the left hand
side of statement (i) of the theorem. We know that y 2 Domain(Y ), and from the
de nition of Ph , we know that R(y ) is true. Thus y solves P .
The second part of the theorem proves that Ph is hierarchically complete w.r.t. P .
We know from the de nition of the abstraction function f that for every solution y to
P , there is a unique value z such that f (y ) = z. From the de nition of Ph , we also
know that this z is a member of the abstract search space, and satis es Q. Thus for
each y that solves P , there is a unique z 2 Domain(Z ) such that R(y ) ^ F (y; z ) ^ Q(z )
is true. Therefore, hz; y i solves Ph .
2.
The procedure for constructing a hierarchical system described above also de nes
a space of possible abstractions and hierarchical systems. The constraint t used as the
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basis for abstraction, and its decomposition into the abstraction function and abstract
problem, may be derived from the de nition of the original CSP P using rules of logic
and mathematics, and any domain knowledge that may be available about the given
problem.

5.2.2 Decomposing global constraints
According to the model of constraint satisfaction problems introduced in chapter 2, the
problem constraint R in the CSP P may be expressed as the conjunction of K individual
constraints T1; : : :; TK . We also know that T1 ^    Ti    ^ TK ! Ti . Thus any of these
individual constraints can be used as the constraint t, the basis of abstraction in step one
of the procedure HiT for constructing a hierarchical system described above. This allows
us to select a global constraint from the problem and decompose it into the abstraction
function f and the abstract constraint Q. Using the construction procedure de ned
above will produce a hierarchical CSP guaranteed to be equivalent to the original CSP
in its solutions.
In the hierarchical system Ph constructed in this manner, the conjunction of the
re nement constraints and the abstract constraint will be logically equivalent to the
constraint t that was used as the basis for abstraction. Therefore, the constraint t may
be safely removed from the nal hierarchical system.
An example of this procedure is the derivation of the system P2h from the example
CSP P2 de ned in the previous section. The derivation is discussed in more detail
below.

5.2.3 An example
We now apply the procedure HiT for constructing a hierarchical CSP to our example
problem P2 . In step one, we have to select a constraint t for decomposition. We will
select the global constraint (X1 + X2 )  (X3 + X4) = c1. In step two of our procedure, we
decompose this into f1 (X1; X2) + f2 (X3; X4) = c1 . This yields a composite abstraction
function with two component abstraction functions f1 and f2 . The results of the rst
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two steps are summarized below.

t:
Q:

((X1 + X2)  (X3 + X4) = c1 )
(W1  W2 = c1 )

hf ; f i where
f (Y ) = X + X = W
f (Y ) = X + X = W
f:

1

2

1

1

2

1

2

3

4

2

In step three, we de ne the abstract level problem P2a. The abstract search space
is de ned as the range of the abstraction function, which in this case will have two
variables W1 and W2 . The abstract constraint Q obtained from the decomposition in
step two is added to the abstract problem.

P2a = fhW1W2i 2 Range(f1 )  Range(f2 ) : W1  W2 = c1g
In this case, we will rely upon the presence of some domain knowledge to inform us
about the relevant ranges of the two component abstraction functions.
Range(f1 ) = Range(f2 ) = f1 : : : 20g

P2a = fhW1W2i 2 f1 : : : 20g2 : W1  W2 = c1g
Step four is to construct the hierarchical CSP. For this, we now de ne the re nement
constraints by simply inverting each component abstraction function. These are added
to P2 and the original global constraint removed to yield our base level P20 .

P20 = fY 2 f1 : : : 10g4 : (X1 + X2 > c2 )

^ F (X ; X ; W ) ^ F (X ; X ; W )g
1

1

2

1

2

3

4

2

where the two re nement constraints F1 and F2 are de ned as

F1 (X1; X2; W1)  (X1 + X2 = W1)
F2 (X3; X4; W2)  (X3 + X4 = W2)
Combining the abstract and base level CSPs results in the extended hierarchical CSP
P2h :

P2h = fhW1W2X1 X2X3X4 i 2 f1 : : : 20g2  f1 : : : 10g4 :
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(W1  W2 = c1)

^ (X + X > c )
^ F (X ; X ; W ) ^ F (X ; X ; W )g
1

1

2

1

2

2

1

2

3

4

2

This system can be further improved by noting that the abstract variable W1 can be
substituted into the binary constraint (X1 + X2 > c2) for the expression X1 + X2 . This
is possible from the de nition of the abstract component function f1 (Y ) = X1 + X2 =
W1 . This allows us to move this constraint completely into the abstract level. This
completes the nal step in applying our procedure HiT to construct a hierarchical CSP
by decomposing a global constraint from the original CSP.

P2h = fhW1W2X1 X2X3X4 i 2 f1 : : : 20g2  f1 : : : 10g4 :
(W1  W2 = c1) ^ (W1 > c2 )

^ F (X ; X ; W ) ^ F (X ; X ; W )g
1

1

2

1

2

3

4

2

The original global constraint of P2 is of arity 4. In the hierarchical system P2h
constructed from the above abstraction function, the global constraint is removed, and
replaced with two additional variables, the abstract constraint Q of arity 2, and the two
re nement constraints of arity 3. This reduction in arity, as we will see later, is often
enough to speed up the solution of the problem. If we look at the sizes of the domains
of the constraints, the possibilities of solution performance improvement become more
obvious:

jDomain(P )j = Dom(Y ) = 10 = 10;000
jDomain(Q)j = Dom(Z ) = 20 = 400
jDomain(F )j = jDomain(F )j = 20  10  10 = 2;000
4

2

1

2

Thus both in terms of the number of variables, and especially in terms of the size of its
domain, the original constraint t has been decomposed and localized through the use of
an abstraction level.
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An important factor in this localization or decomposition of the global constraint
is the composite nature of the abstraction function. There will be as many re nement
constraints (Fi ) as number of components (fi ) in the abstraction function f . The arity
of the abstract constraint Q, which is also the number of abstract variables Wi , will
also be the same as the number of components in the abstract function. Furthermore,
each re nement constraint Fi must refer to one abstract variable Wi , and some base
level variables.
In P2h , the base level variables are divided between the two component abstraction
functions. As there are two component abstraction functions, there are also two abstract
variables, and the arity of the abstract constraint is also two. This also produces two
re nement constraints F1 and F2 which, in this case, are both of arity three.
A larger number of abstract variables would result in a smaller arity of re nement
constraints, and a smaller number of abstract variables would result in a smaller arity
of the abstract constraint. A balance is thus needed for achieving optimal performance.
The actual selection of an optimal abstraction function is very dicult and usually
impossible, as it requires complete knowledge of interaction between existing and new
constraints. In the next section we discuss the solution of the hierarchical system, and
some of the factors that a ect its performance, resulting in guidelines for selecting a
good abstraction function.

5.3 Solving the Hierarchical System
So far in this chapter, we have discussed how a CSP with a global constraint can be
used as the basis for de ning an alternative but equivalent CSP which replaces the
global constraint with a series of smaller arity constraints. We now discuss some solution strategies that take advantage of the new CSP's special hierarchical structure.
We will look at four di erent hierarchical solution strategies, HSS-1 through HSS-4,
two of which employ simple search, and the other two take advantage of the bottom-up
search procedure developed earlier in this thesis. They are presented below as strategies for building a hierarchical solver rather than well de ned algorithms, in roughly
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increasing order of complexity (of the procedure, not problem solving e ort) as applied
to the example CSP P3 . Unless speci cally mentioned otherwise, in each case we will
assume that all solutions to the problem need to be found. The performance of the four
approaches is summarized in gure 5.1.

5.3.1 The example CSP P

3

The problem P3 is simply P2 with only the global constraint:

P3 = Find fY 2 f1 : : : 10g4 :
((X1 + X2 )  (X3 + X4) = c1 )g

Y = hX1X2X3X4i
where

c1 is a constant.

Valid values for the constant c1 in this parameterized CSP are in the range f4; : : :; 400g.
We will use this as our running example for its simplicity.
To nd all solutions, Backtrack applied to any control sequence, and for any value
of c1 , will require 10,000 constraint checks. S3:0 shown below is an example of such a
sequence
S3:0 = hX1 X2 X3 X4 R(Y )i
where R(Y ) is the single global constraint in P3 . Forward-Check requires the same
number of constraint checks, but with some additional memory overhead. Figure 5.1
shows the result of running Backtrack on P3 for four di erent values of the constant c1.

5.3.2 HSS-1: Simple search on the expanded hierarchical CSP
A hierarchical version of P3 can be constructed using the procedure described in the
previous section. Using the same abstraction function as was used for P2 ,

f = hf1; f2i
f1(Y ) = X1 + X2
f2 (Y ) = X3 + X4
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yields the hierarchical system

P3h = fhW1W2X1 X2X3X4i 2 f2 : : : 20g2  f1 : : : 10g4 :
Q(W1; W2)

^ F (X ; X ; W ) ^ F (X ; X ; W )g
1

1

2

1

2

3

4

2

where the abstract constraint Q is de ned as

Q(W1; W2)  (W1  W2 = c1)
and the two re nement constraints F1 and F2 are de ned as

F1 (X1; X2; W1)  (X1 + X2 = W1)
F2 (X3; X4; W2)  (X3 + X4 = W2)
Note that we use f2 : : : 20g as the range of our component abstraction functions, f1 and
f2 , instead of f1 : : : 20g as 1 can never occur as the sum of two integers greater than
zero. This reduces the abstract search space size from 400 to 361. Again, it is easily
veri ed that the two CSPs P3 and P3h are equivalent.
Any of the popular simple search algorithms can be applied to solve P3h ; projecting
the solutions obtained on to the variables of P3 will yield the solutions to P3 . We
consider here the algorithm Backtrack, as applied to the control sequence S3:1.

S3:1 = hW1 W2 Q(W1; W2) X1 X2 F1(X1; X2; W1) X3 X4 F2 (X3; X4; W2)i
In constructing a control sequence, any trusted heuristic may be used to order the
variables and constraints. To keep with the principle of hierarchical solution, sequence
S3:1 is ordered to place the abstract level nodes before base level variables and constraints. In addition, the bandwidth of the re nement constraints in the base level
portion is kept to a minimum by grouping together those variables. The general heuristic followed here is to test the re nement constraints as early as possible.
The results of applying Backtrack to S3:1 are summarized in the gure 5.1. The rst
constraint in S3:1 is the abstract constraint Q, so there are at least Dom(W1 W2) = 361
constraint checks in each case. For c1 = 1, the non-existence of any solutions is actually
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detected in the abstract level portion of the control sequence itself, requiring only the
361 constraint checks. The total number of constraint checks required decreases with
the number of solutions to Q found in the pre x portion of S3:1. This is typical of the
behavior of Backtrack. The hierarchical problem's sequence S3:1 performs better than
S3:0 because of the smaller arity of the constraints in the former, allowing early testing,
and early pruning of the search space. The number of generate events is also depicted
in the gure for reference.

c1 = 200

c1 = 100

c1 = 256

c1 = 1

Nbr. of solutions
89
18
25
0
BT on
checks
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
S3:0
gens
12,221
12,221
12,221
12,221
HSS-1
checks
2,061
1,561
961
361
BT on
gens
2,457
1,852
1,126
400
S3:1
#solns to Q
3
2
1
0
HSS-2
checks
3,300
2,900
2,400
1,900
BT on
gens
3,815
3,331
2,726
2,121
S3:2
#solns to Q
14
10
5
0
HSS-3
checks
2,061
1,561
961
361
BU-BT on
gens
5,415
4,031
2,326
621
S3:3
#solns to Q
3
2
1
0
HSS-4
checks
361 + 200 361 + 200 361 + 200 361 + 200
BU-BT on
gens
1,368
1,138
1,138
1,042
S3:4
#solns to Q
3
2
1
0
1

2

KEY:
NOTES:

BT
BU-BT
checks
gens

=
=
=
=

Backtrack
Bottom-up Backtrack
number of constraint checks
number of generate events

1. The end of each variable's domain is detected by an extra generate event returning
failure. This causes the generator to restart from the beginning of the domain on
its next invocation.
2. The total number of computations shown in the number of constraint checks for
S3:4 is actually the sum of the number of true constraint checks and the number
of times a computation of the value for W1 or W2 was required.
Figure 5.1: A comparison of di erent hierarchical solutions of P3
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5.3.3 Selecting an abstraction function
The problem P3h di ers from P3 in two additional variables, each with a domain size
of 19, and in having three constraints instead of one, though each of smaller arity.
Searching in the abstract space is an additional overhead. Furthermore, in the control
sequence S3:1, the entire base level portion (X1X2F1 (X1; X2; W1)X3 X4F2 (X3; X4; W2))
is executed once for each abstract solution (i.e. solution to Q). On the other hand,
pruning of possibilities occurs much earlier in the control sequence due to the smaller
arity of the abstract and re nement constraints.
A hierarchical solution procedure is e ective when, by expending a small amount of
e ort in the abstract search space, it can reject large portions of the base search space for
not containing a solution. The mapping from members of the abstract space to subsets
of the base space is de ned by the inverse of the abstraction function, and represented in
our hierarchical CSPs by the re nement constraints. An ideal hierarchical CSP system
must then have the following two characteristics. Through searching in the abstract
space and testing abstract constraints, it must lter out a sizable portion of the abstract
search space that maps into a very large portion of the base search space. In addition,
after determining the abstract solutions, it must restrict its search in the base space as
closely as possible to only the re nement of these abstract solutions.
This suggests the following desirable features in an abstraction function and the
resulting hierarchical CSP:

 Small abstract search space. The smaller the abstract search space, the lower
the additional search overhead. However, too small an abstract search space can
be ine ective when practically every member is an abstract solution because it
contains a base level solution in its re nement, thus removing the pruning power
of the abstract level. Furthermore, since every base level tuple must have an
abstraction (in our model), the size of each abstract solution's re nement gets
larger as the abstract search space gets smaller.

 Tight abstract constraint. Smaller number of abstract solutions, by implication,
hopefully lead to a smaller subset of the base space that will need to be searched.
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 Moving other constraints to the abstract level. An example of this was presented
in the previous section, in the derivation of the hierarchical system P h . If, after
2

de ning the abstract level, other constraints can be reformulated entirely in terms
of the abstract level variables, they can help reduce the abstract level search e ort,
and also the number of abstract solutions.

 Many component abstraction functions. We de ne the re nement zone of a re nement constraint, a component abstraction function, or equivalently of the corresponding abstract variable, as the subset of base level variables in the argument
set of that constraint. Having a large number of component abstraction functions
results in a larger number of re nement constraints, hopefully each of smaller
re nement zones, thus reducing the portion of the base level generated outside
of the abstract solutions' re nement. Larger number of component abstraction
functions should be translatable into frequent and early testing of re nement
constraints. Unfortunately, it also results in a larger number of abstract level
variables, and thus a potentially larger abstract search space with a higher arity
abstract constraint.

 Minimum overlap between re nement zones. The purpose of this is the same as in
the previous point. An abstraction function contains all the base level variables in
its argument set. These are divided between the component abstraction functions,
into the corresponding re nement zones. The greater the variable independence
between these zones, the smaller the bandwidth of each re nement constraint in
the base level portion of a control sequence. This results in earlier invocation of
each re nement constraint, with smaller backtrack potential. (See, for example,
the discussion on the connection between constraint bandwidth and backtrack
overhead in [71]).
Usually, a small abstract search space and many re nement constraints are con icting requirements, and a balance is needed. In the procedure HiT for constructing a
hierarchical CSP described in the previous section, the abstract search space was dened from knowledge about the ranges of the component abstraction functions. These
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component abstraction functions might themselves be complex expressions, and precision in the knowledge of their ranges becomes important. Restricting the range of a
function to only those values that can actually be produced through the given variable
domains, rather than simply taking a contiguous range of values from the smallest to
the largest member of the range, can greatly reduce the size of the resulting abstract
search space. See the oorplanning problem domain, described in the next chapter, for
an example.
Section 5.4 describes the actual heuristics included in an implementation of HiT.

5.3.4 HSS-2: Simple search on a reduced hierarchical CSP
We discussed above the importance of a small abstract search space, and its restriction
to values that do actually map to some generatable values of the base level variables.
The domain of an abstract variable might still contain some values that cannot be
mapped to valid values for its re nement zone variables in the base level. If problem P3
for example had the additional constraint (X1 > 6), all values of W1 less than seven in
the corresponding version of the hierarchical CSP P3h would not map to a valid value
for the base level tuple hX1; X2i, given the component abstraction function f1 requiring
W1 = X1 + X2 .
Reducing the hierarchical CSP by choosing not to use one (or more) of the component abstraction functions can help reduce the possibilities of unmappable abstract
values, and also reduce the abstract search space. A reduced version of P3h can be dened by dropping the component abstraction function f1 and its corresponding abstract
variable W1:

P3h2 = fhW2X1X2X3 X4i 2 f2 : : : 20g  f1 : : : 10g4 :
Q(X1; X2; W2)

^ F (X ; X ; W )g
2

3

4

2

where the abstract constraint Q is de ned as

Q(X1; X2; W2)  ((X1 + X2)  W2 = c1)
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and the single remaining re nement constraint F2 is de ned as

F2(X3 ; X4; W2)  (X3 + X4 = W2)
The control sequence for this system then becomes

S3:2 = hX1 X2 W2 Q(X1; X2; W2) X3 X4 F2 (X3; X4; W2)i
The abstract search space in P3h2 is a square root of the size of the abstract search
space in P3h . The problem P3h2 is of course derived from P3 , which does not have any
constraints that could cause abstract values to be unmappable into the base level. The
only bene t to be hoped for in reducing P3h to P3h2 is then in the reduced overhead of
searching the abstract search space. However this does not come without a price. The
size of the domain of the rst constraint in the control sequence S3:2 is now 10  10  19 =
1900, as compared to 19  19 = 361 for the control sequence S3:1 for problem P3h . While
using a reduced hierarchical version of the problem reduces the size of the abstract
search space, in this case, it also increases the level at which the rst constraint gets
tested. As can be seen in gure 5.1, this actually causes the reduced abstraction level
hierarchical solver to show worse performance results than solving S3:1. The next
chapter presents an example in the oorplanning domain where the reverse is true.

5.3.5 HSS-3: Breadth- rst search between levels
There are two possibilities in solving a problem with an abstraction level. The rst is
to nd an abstract solution, then search in its re nement in the base level, and then go
back to the abstract level to look for the next abstract solution and repeat the process
until the entire space is exhausted. This procedure can be called depth- rst search
between levels, and is the solution procedure HSS-1 described above, implemented for
P3h in the control sequence S3:1. An alternative procedure rst nds all the abstract
solutions, and then organizes its search in the base level in their combined re nements.
We will call this procedure breadth rst search between levels, and it can be implemented
by applying DOI-Decomposition to the control sequence used by HSS-1, and solving
the decomposed control sequence using a bottom-up search algorithm.
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In general, any control sequence for the hierarchical problem may be selected for
DOI-decomposition, and decomposed at any suitable point along the sequence. Details
about applying DOI-decomposition to a problem and its subsequent bottom-up solution
have been discussed in the previous two chapters. To implement breadth- rst search
between levels, we must take a simple control sequence that implements depth- rst
search between levels (by placing all abstract level nodes before any base level node),
and place the decomposition point between the (subsequences for) the two levels. This
results in a subproblem consisting entirely of abstract variables and constraints, and a
residual subproblem that recalls these abstract solutions and combines them with base
level variables and constraints through the re nement constraints.
For our example CSP P3 , we take its hierarchical version P3h constructed for the
rst solution procedure described above, and decompose the control sequence S3:1 as
follows:

S3:3 = h(W1 W2 Q(W1; W2))
(X1 X2 W10 F1 (X1; X2; W10 ) X3 X4 W20 F2 (W20 ; X3; X4))i
The performance results for Bottom-up Backtrack applied to S3:3 are summarized in
gure 5.1. As expected for DOI-decomposition, since the base level does not contain any
constraints independent of the abstract variables (they are all re nement constraints),
the number of constraint checks required for S3:3 is the same as that for S3:1. However, this will not usually be the case for problems that, unlike P3 , have more than one
constraint. The number of generate events required to solve S3:3, though much smaller
than in the non-hierarchical case, is signi cantly larger than for the previous two hierarchical solution strategies. While similar in most respects to S3:1, the bottom-up
sequence S3:3 recalls the cached values for abstract variables W1 and W2 in the base
level. The amount of this additional generate overhead is controlled by the number of
solutions to the portion of the base level sequence before these variables are recalled
(e.g., hX1 X2 i before W10 ).
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5.3.6 HSS-4: Bottom-Up evaluation of the decomposed constraint
The fourth approach to solving a hierarchical CSP that we will discuss here inverts
the roles of the re nement constraints and the abstracted constraint. The purpose of a
re nement constraint, as used for example in HSS-1, is to restrict base level search to
the re nement of an abstract solution. This role is very similar to the role of the solution
cache tree as used in Bottom-Up search (see Chapter 3), where recalled values of cached
variables are restricted to those actually participating in solutions to a previous level.
We can combine these two roles into a bottom-up evaluation of the decomposed global
constraint. The procedure is demonstrated here by applying it to the example CSP P3
and its corresponding hierarchical system P3h .
The rst step in the procedure, after constructing the hierarchical CSP P3h , is to
construct a subproblem for each component abstraction function, linking each value of
the corresponding abstract variable to the values of the base variables it is computed
from. The linkage is achieved in each subproblem by rst generating the base level
variables, and then computing the corresponding value of the abstract variable using
the abstraction function. Each combination of generated and computed variables is
saved as a solution to the subproblem, and cached in the solution cache tree. Note that
explicit knowledge of the ranges of the component abstraction functions (which are also
the domains for the abstract variables) is not needed here.
For P3h , this yields two subproblems, one for each abstract variable:
For f1 :

(X1 X2 [W1 = f1 (X1; X2)])

For f2 :

(X3 X4 [W2 = f2 (X3; X4)])

The base level rst recalls the values of the cached abstract variables, lters them
through the abstract constraint Q, and then simply recalls the corresponding saved
values of the base level variables, ltering these through any remaining base level constraints.
For P3h , this results in the following three-part, two-level, bottom-up control sequence:

S3:4 = h(X1 X2 [W1 = f1(X1; X2)])
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(X3 X4 [W2 = f2 (X3; X4)])
(W10 W20 Q(W1 ; W2) X10 X20 X30 X40 )i
The values of W1 and W2 are computed in the rst two subproblems, and cached
along with the corresponding values of the base level variables as solutions to those
subproblems. In the residual or base level subproblem, only those values of the (cached)
abstract variables are passed by the pre x that satisfy the abstract constraint Q. The
rest of the residual level then proceeds to recall those cached values of X1 ; X2 and X3; X4
that match the selected values of W1 and W2 respectively. In this case there are no
more constraints remaining to be tested. Control sequence S3:4 inverts the re nement
constraints F1 and F2 by computing the corresponding component abstraction functions
f1 and f2 in separate subproblems. The abstract constraint itself is actually tested in
the residual or base level subproblem.
The generators for variables W1 and W2 in the rst two subproblems do not generate
from a listed domain, but instead compute the value for their variable. We will call
generators of this type functional generators.
Note that the rst two subproblems are actually variable-independent. This allows
their solution cache trees to also be independent. We discussed in Chapter 3 that this
is a desirable property, as the solution trees of interdependent subproblems need to
be combined into one larger tree, resulting in additional computational overhead that
might prove to be too high for the bottom-up approach to be bene cial. We were
able to construct independent subproblems for the two abstract variables in P3h as the
corresponding component abstraction functions were also variable independent. This
might not always be possible. The Corporate Decentralization application domain
described in the next chapter presents a case where all the component abstraction
functions are not variable independent. The solution there is to use a reduced form of
bottom-up evaluation of the decomposed constraint, similar in principle to HSS-2 using
simple search on a reduced hierarchical CSP.
The performance results for Bottom-up Backtrack applied to S3:4 are summarized
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in gure 5.1. As the two computed variables W1 and W2 actually require the evaluation of an expression (the corresponding component abstraction function), each such
computation is really equivalent to a constraint check. This is re ected in the table in
gure 5.1. Each subproblem requires Dom(Xi)2 computations of a functional generator,
totaling to 200. Each computed abstract variable can take any of 19 possible values,
thus requiring a minimum of 361 checks of the constraint Q in the residual subproblem.
There aren't any other constraints in the problem, so that is also the total number of
constraint checks.
In the gure, we see that S3:4 fares better than the other solution approaches to
P3 for all values of the problem parameter c1 except when c1 = 1 and there are no
solutions. For this value of c1, the absence of any solutions is entirely detectable in the
abstract level of the problem, and so HSS-1 and S3:1 produces the best performance.
For the other values of the problem parameter c1 , sequence S3:4 o ers much better
performance.
There are two main reasons for the success of strategy HSS-4 on the hierarchical
problem P3h . The rst reason for the success of S3:4 is one that it shares with sequences
S3:1 and S3:3, namely the small size of the abstract search space. The sizes of the
ranges of both component abstraction functions Fi (19) are much smaller than the
corresponding domain sizes (Dom(Xi )2 = 102 = 100  19). This brings the cost of
solving the abstracted constraint Q down to only 361. Note that the cost of solving Q
in this strategy is exactly the same as in the sequences S3:1 and S3:3.
The second reason for the success of S3:4 is where it di ers from these other two
strategies. Sequence S3:4 uses the bottom-up framework's ecient solution caching and
recall scheme to prune away values of Xi which do not correspond to solutions to Q,
with very little additional overhead. The only overhead here is the cost of solving the
rst two subproblems, which comes to a total of only 200 constraint test-equivalent
computations. Other than that, the only cost in the problem is that of solving the
abstract constraint Q.
In the next chapter, we will see an application of HSS-4 to the oorplanning problem
where the problem of what would otherwise have been a large abstract search space is
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overcome by the ability to use other problem constraints to trim the number of abstract
variable values that get cached.

5.4 Implementation
5.4.1 HiT
The procedure for constructing a hierarchical problem from a given CSP is implemented
with some heuristics in a program suite also called HiT. The rst phase of the system
operates on a problem and a selected global constraint, and produces a list of possible
abstraction functions, ranked using the following heuristics, listed in their order of
importance:
1. Arity(Q) < Arity(Fi ). The arity of the new abstract constraint should be smaller
than the highest re nement constraint arity. The aim in this heuristic is to keep
the abstract problem as easy to solve as possible.
2. Decompositions with smaller arity re nement constraints are ranked higher.
3. Decompositions with independent re nement constraints are ranked higher. Decompositions with a greater number of mutually independent abstraction functions are ranked higher. The last two heuristics attempt to keep the re nement
phase of the hierarchical solver ecient.
The nal selection of an abstraction function, as well as the constraint to decompose,
is left to the user. The abstractions that HiT produces are presently limited to simple
syntactic decompositions of the global constraint expression.
The second phase of HiT, when given a CSP, an abstraction function, some domain
knowledge on function ranges, and some domain rules for matching equivalent terms in
constraint expressions, implements the full HiT procedure for constructing a hierarchical
CSP. The term equivalency rules are used to detect other constraints that can be
moved to the abstract level, during step ve of HiT. A nal component of the HiT
suite is capable, in its present version, of producing control sequences that implement
hierarchical solution strategies HSS-1 and HSS-3.
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The next chapter describes some example domains, and the decision process used
in deciding which hierarchical solution strategy to use to solve the given problem.

5.4.2 Hierarchical solution strategies
The basic goal of Global Constraint Decomposition is to transform a given CSP into a
new and equivalent CSP in which one or more of the original global constraints have
been replaced with a set of smaller arity constraints. This hierarchical CSP can be
solved using any CSP solution procedure. The hierarchical solution strategies described
above are four examples which take special advantage of the new problem's hierarchical
structure.
Solution strategies HSS-1 and HSS-2 use simple control sequences, and any basic
search algorithm can be used to execute these sequences.
Solution strategies HSS-3 and HSS-4 both require bottom-up solution. The bottomup framework has so far been implemented on top of the Backtrack and Forward-Check
basic search algorithms. Strategy HSS-4 also requires functional generators which compute the value of the abstract variable in the upper level subproblems. Only the Backtrack implementation of bottom-up solution currently supports functional generators.

5.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented a formalization of abstraction levels as used to construct hierarchical CSP systems. We used the formalization to de ne the procedure
HiT for constructing a hierarchical problem from a given CSP by decomposing a global
constraint in the problem. This was demonstrated on an example problem. Finally, we
looked at four hierarchical search strategies for solving the resulting hierarchical system, their relative bene ts and disadvantages, and how to select a suitable abstraction
function.
The general idea of applying abstraction levels or spaces to constraint satisfaction
problems described here, and previously developed in [45, 48, 46, 68], has been generalized by Ellman and described in [14, 15]. In Ellman's terms, the procedure HiT
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constructs a hierarchical CSP by de ning a \necessary approximate symmetry" on the
original problem's search space. This necessary approximation is de ned by the abstraction function and the hierarchical completeness condition, requiring that if a tuple
of variable bindings from the base level search space is a solution to the original set of
problem constraints R, then its abstraction is a solution to the abstract constraint Q.
This is the same as the \upward solution property" of a hierarchical system as de ned
by Knoblock for planning domains in [37].
The hierarchical solution approaches discussed here are demonstrated again on more
complex examples of CSPs in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6
Some Application Case Studies
This chapter presents three case studies of the application of the hierarchical solution
techniques discussed in previous chapters to three simple application domains. The
domains have been selected for their particular topological properties. The rst example, oorplanning, takes bene t of both the CSP decomposition techniques as well as
Global Constraint Decomposition. The second problem, ship bulkhead design, is an example where only DOI-decomposition is applicable. The last example domain is that of
decentralizing a corporation's departments, and displays a structure where only global
constraint decomposition can be applied. We will examine in detail the applicability
of each of the three decomposition techniques to these applications, discuss the reasons
behind the selection of each solution strategy, and analyze their success.

6.1 A Brief Note on the Experiment Methodology
The aim of this chapter is to give examples of the decision processes needed to select
one of the decomposition procedures proposed in this thesis. The applicability and
suitability of each type of decomposition is discussed for each case. This evaluation
is tested in actual test runs of the control sequences produced by each decomposition,
comparing their performance with each other and with a `benchmark' simple control
sequence.

6.1.1 The basic search algorithms
Three sets of experiments were run for all control sequences. The rst two sets used
Backtrack and Forward-Check to look for all solutions. The multi-level control sequences were tested using bottom-up versions of the two search algorithms. HSS-4
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control sequences require a special type of functional generator to compute the abstract variable values in the top-level subproblems. Current implementation of the
bottom-up framework in Forward-Check does not support functional generators.
The third experiment set used Backtrack to look for one solution. Problem solving
to nd the rst solution is not the primary focus of this thesis. Except where the
problems are hard, predicting performance can be very erratic because of the strong
dependence on the order in which values from each domain are generated. This makes
the proper evaluation of alternative control sequences very dicult.

6.1.2 The benchmark simple control sequence
The bene ts of employing hierarchical solution are evaluated and tested for each problem against a basic non-hierarchical control sequence. A hierarchical technique is considered useful only if it can o er better performance than this benchmark control sequence.
The performance benchmark is obtained by testing a simple, single-level control sequence on Backtrack and Forward-Check. This sequence is selected using a combination
of the following heuristics:

 Minimize the total depth and bandwidth of constraints in the sequence ([47, 71]).
 Order adjacent constraints in decreasing order of estimated tightness ([63]).
 Order variables in increasing domain size.
In some cases, actual experimentation was used to select the fastest control sequence
among apparently equally suitable alternatives.

6.1.3 The decompositions
This thesis proposes three types of decompositions:
1. DOI-decomposition. The decomposition procedure operates on a preselected simple control sequence, and uses heuristics to evaluate alternative DOI-decompositions
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of that sequence. Each decomposition is obtained by cutting the given simple control sequence at a di erent point, dividing it into a pre x and a sux.
2. IS-decomposition. There are two decomposition procedures, IS-Forward (ISF)
and IS-Back (ISB), for extracting independent sets from a given simple control
sequence. Sometimes they produce the same decomposition. Heuristics are used
to evaluate the potential bene t of either decomposition.
3. Global constraint decomposition. The HiT procedure operates on a global constraint and, using heuristics, suggests the most suitable abstraction to use. The
abstraction is used to decompose the global constraint and construct a hierarchical
version of the problem. There are four di erent hierarchical solution strategies,
HSS-1 { HSS-4, that can then be used to solve the hierarchical problem.
The rst two types of decompositions partition the problem's set of constraints.
They are aimed at reducing the arti cial serial dependencies set up in a simple control
sequence. Reduction in arti cial variable dependence (AVD) is the heuristic measure
used here to evaluate the utility of each decomposition. Its use as a decision factor is
described in Chapters 3 and 4, and in the oorplanning example below. The simple
control sequence used as performance benchmark is also the control sequence used by
these decomposition procedures for constructing their subproblem hierarchy.
For global constraint decomposition, HiT's heuristics are relied upon to produce
an abstraction function. The factors used to decide between the di erent hierarchical
solution strategies are discussed in each case study, with the rst case study, of the
oorplanning application domain, giving the most detailed discussion.
While the decomposition procedures are implemented in autonomous programs
which incorporate all the heuristics, their best use is as providers of a small set of
primary alternatives, with heuristic measures and other data that can then be used
by a human to make the nal selection. This methodology is used in each of the case
studies in this chapter.
One of the goals of these case studies was to measure the performance of the decomposition algorithms themselves. Tests revealed that all the decomposition algorithms
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took less than 50 mSec real time (on a SPARC 5) for each problem. The general
conclusion is that the decomposition algorithms are suciently ecient.

6.1.4 Performance statistics
The test runs report the number of constraint tests, number of nodes generated and
the total run time for each control sequence. The tests were run on a Sun SPARC 5
and SPARC 10. Since these are multi-tasking systems, the run-times are not reliable
indicators of relative performance, so the number of constraint checks is used as the
primary performance measure.
The total number of solutions cached in the top-level subproblems is also reported
for the multi-level control sequences. The larger this number, the greater the overhead
cost in building the solution cache.

6.2 Floorplanning
6.2.1 Problem description and model
Floorplanning problems are encountered in space planning and design tasks ranging
from the design of buildings to the layout of VLSI circuits. The problem selected here
is a simple version which nonetheless is non-trivial, and serves to demonstrate the power
of the decomposition techniques proposed in this thesis. Similar problems have been
studied for example in [13, 17, 16].
This oorplanning problem is an expansion of the problem described in the rst
chapter. There is a rectangular house of speci ed length and width, which must be lled
with four rooms, each of a speci ed minimum area. The rooms are also rectangular,
with their sides parallel to the house sides. A solution is a layout giving the position
and sizes of all four rooms ( gure 6.1).
To model this domain, we will represent each room (e.g., r1 ) with the cartesian
coordinates of its bottom-left (r1:x1 ; r1:y1 ) and top-right (r1:x2; r1:y2 ) corners. The
house length (L) and width (W ) then determine the limits of the domains of the x
and y coordinates. In the experiments described below, we restrict the coordinates to
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r3

r4
One solution for the problem:

W
L = 5, W = 7,
Amin = 6

(r1x2,r1y2)

r1

r2

(r1x1,r1y1)

L

Figure 6.1: A layout in the four-room oorplanning problem.
be integral, and use a house length of 5 and width 7. This gives each x coordinate a
domain size 5, and each y coordinate a domain size 7. There are a total of 16 variables
in the problem, four for each room.
The constraints in the problem ensure that each room meets the speci ed minimum
area (MinArea ), no two rooms overlap (DontOverlap ), and the rooms ll the house
(FillHouse ). In our experiments, we will use the same minimum area (Amin ) for all
four rooms. An additional constraint on each room ensures that it is adjacent to some
house side (AdjSide ). Though redundant, this constraint helps to limit the search for
a solution. A nal set of constraints, restricting the second corner of each room to be
above and to the right of the rst, is used to prevent generating each room instance
twice. This gives a total of 23 constraints in the problem. A brief representation of
the model is shown below, and the complete model may be examined in the appendix.
(Note: ri: is used to represent the list of all four variables (ri:x1; ri:y1 ; ri:x2 ; ri:y2) for
room i).

Pf 4 = fhr1:; r2:; r3:; r4:i :

^ (RightOf (r :x ; r :x ) ^ Above (r :y ; r :y ) ^
4

i=1

i i

2

i

1

i i

MinAreai (ri:) ^ AdjSidei (ri:))

2

i

1
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^

^
i<j 4

1

DontOverlapij (ri :; rj :)

^ FillHouse(r :; r :; r :; r :) g
1

2

3

4

where

ri:x1 2 f0; : : :; L 1g
ri:x2 2 f1; : : :; Lg
ri:y1 2 f0; : : :; W 1g
ri:y2 2 f1; : : :; W g

6.2.2 Basic search strategy
A combination of the heuristics of ordering variables in increasing domain size, and
minimizing the depth and bandwidth of constraints produce what has been found (so
far) to be the fastest simple control sequence for this problem. In a consecutive sequence of constraint nodes, the constraints are ordered in decreasing order of estimated
tightness.

Cf 4 = h r1:x1 r1:x2 RightOf1 r1:y1 r1:y2 Above1 AdjSide 1 MinArea1
r2:x1 : : : AdjSide 2 DontOverlap12 MinArea2
r3:x1 : : : AdjSide 3 DontOverlap13 DontOverlap23 MinArea3
r4:x1 : : : AdjSide 4 DontOverlap14 DontOverlap24
DontOverlap34 MinArea4 FillHouse i
AVD(Cf 4) = 136
AVDavg (Cf 4) = 5:91
Eight of the 23 constraints in the problem are binary, and another eight are quarternary, causing the high arti cial variable dependence in the control sequence Cf 4.
The DontOverlap constraint restricting pairs of rooms from overlapping needs to be
tested on each of the six unique room-pair combinations possible among four rooms.
In this control sequence, with a single level look-ahead, Forward-Check will not
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improve upon Backtrack's performance. In fact, Forward-Check's more complicated
control will actually take more time and space than simple Backtrack.

6.2.3 Constraint-set partitioning
The high AVD gure of 136 for Cf 4, and the strong component structure in the control sequence as well as the problem, strongly suggest that the system should bene t
from the constraint-set partitioning decomposition techniques. There are seven possible DOI-decompositions of Cf 4, corresponding to the seven internal constraint clusters
preceding a variable in the control sequence. Both independent-set extraction algorithms of Chapter 3 produce the same independent-set, selecting the seven downstream
instances of the constraints Above , and RightOf .

Seq

CDOI(f 4)
CDOI(f 4)
CDOI(f 4)
CDOI(f 4)
CDOI(f 4)
CDOI(f 4)
CDOI(f 4)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Evaluation of possible DOI-decompositions.
Cf 4 Cut Pre x
Sux
AVD(sux,pre x)
Before #Vars #Constrs Average Total Highest
r1:y1
2
22
0.09
2
2
r2:x1
4
19
0.63
12
4
r2:y1
6
18
0.56
10
6
r3:x1
8
14
2.00
28
8
r3:y1
10
13
1.69
22
10
r4:x1
12
8
6.00
48
12
r4:y1
14
7
5.43
38
14

Evaluation of possible IS-decompositions.
Both algorithms produce the same independent-set decomposition.
Independent Set
AVD(ISet,Cf 4)
Seq
Size #Vars Max Arity Average Total Highest
CISB(f 4) 7
14
2
8.00
56
14
Figure 6.2: Evaluation of possible constraint-set decompositions of Cf 4.
A comparative evaluation of the di erent decompositions of Cf 4 is shown in gure 6.2. We continue to use arti cial variable dependence (AVD) as the heuristic measure of the degree of redundant constraint testing in a control sequence. The tables
give for each decomposition scheme the total, average and highest reduction in AVD
among all a ected constraints, when compared against the original sequence Cf 4. For
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each DOI-decomposition, the tables also give the depth at which the cut was made
(in number of pre x variables) and the number of constraints in the resulting sux.
For the IS-decomposition, the tables give the number of constraints in the independent
set. In both cases, that latter number is also the number of constraints whose AVD is
potentially reduced.
DOI and IS decomposition procedures try to improve performance of a basic simple
control sequence by reducing the arti cial dependencies of constraints in that sequence.
The approximation made in using AVD, as the measure of the degree of redundant
testing of a constraint, is that a constraint will get more redundant tests if a control
sequence causes it to arti cially depend upon a larger number of independent variables.
The AVD reduction resulting from a decomposition is thus an estimate of the degree
of performance improvement o ered by that decomposition.
Generally, the selected decomposition should then maximize a combination of the
total AVD reduction, the number of constraints a ected, and the depth at which greater
constraint AVD reductions occur. The depth is important because in the hardest problems for simple search, deeper levels in the search tree will have a larger number of
nodes. If constraints at those levels exhibit arti cial serial dependence, they will tend
to get a larger amount of redundant testing, and therefore o er a larger potential for
improvement. Conversely, in the case of DOI-decomposition, cutting the simple search
sequence at a deeper level can yield a costly independent subproblem. If the original
control sequence was dicult, longer pre xes of the sequence will have a larger number
of solutions, increasing the solution caching overhead when solving the pre x as the
independent subproblem.
The AVD reduction in a DOI-decomposition occurs among constraints in the sux
used to build the residual subproblem. The table in gure 6.2 shows that as the depth
of the DOI-decomposition cut in Cf 4 increases, so does the highest AVD reduction and,
for the most part, also the total AVD reduction resulting from the decomposition. The
reason is obvious: low arity constraints at deeper levels in the control sequence will
have greater arti cial dependence. The actual shape of the AVD envelope is determined by the constraint topology of the problem. Control sequence Cf 4 has binary and
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quarternary constraints at regular intervals throughout the length of the sequence.
Even though the seventh DOI-decomposition, control sequence CDOI(f 4) , has the
largest maximum reduction in AVD of any constraint, the preceding sequence CDOI(f 4)
appears as the clear winner in our heuristic evaluation, due to its signi cantly higher
total and average AVD reduction gures a ecting a slightly larger number of constraints.
From the evaluation table, the IS-decomposition also looks very promising, o ering
at 56 the highest total AVD reduction, 8 more than the best DOI decomposition, and
a ecting 7 constraints, only one less than CDOI(f 4) . The major di erence between the
two decompositions is that CDOI(f 4) gets all its AVD reductions at room 4 constraints,
occurring deep within Cf 4. The IS-decomposition CISB(f 4) gets 36 of its total 56 AVD
reductions from constraints tested before room 4 in the original sequence. As all its
constraints are binary, the IS-decomposition should have a smaller solution caching
overhead, but also a smaller performance improvement, than the DOI-decomposition
CDOI(f 4) .
7

6

6

6

6

6.2.4 Global constraint decomposition
The oorplanning problem Pf 4 has a single global constraint, whose task is to ensure
that the 4 rooms completely ll the house. With the rest of the problem formulation
ensuring that all rooms are inside the house, and that they do not overlap each other,
all this constraint has to do is to make sure that the total room area is the same as the
house area. This formulation is given below:
FillHouse(r1:; r2:; r3:; r4:) 

X(r :x
4

i=1

i

2

ri:x1)  (ri:y2 ri:y1) = L  W

This constraint's syntax follows the room-based component structure in the problem,
and HiT's heuristics (section 5.3) produce the following abstraction function, abstracting each room into its area:

f = hf1; f2; f3 ; f4i
fi (ri:) = (ri:x2 ri:x1)  (ri:y2 ri :y1)
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Substituting each component abstraction function fi with the abstract variable zi produces the abstracted global constraint FillHouse-ac , and re nement constraints Fi ,
FillHouse-ac(z1 ; z2; z3; z4)  z1 + z2 + z3 + z4 = L  W

Fi (zi ; ri:)  zi = (ri :x2 ri:x1)  (ri:y2 ri :y1)
The four abstraction components are variable independent, and the arity requirement
Arity(FillHouse-ac) = 4 < Arity(Fi ) = 5 of the abstraction selection heuristics is
satis ed.
We can compute the domain of the abstract variable zi from the range of the component functions fi , which turns out to be the same in all four cases. The size of this
set for the problem when house length and width are 5 and 7, respectively, is 24.

zi 2 f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 12; 14;
15; 16; 18; 20; 21; 24; 25; 27; 28; 30; 32; 35g
The area abstraction of each room maps a set of 420 di erent possible valid room
instances into a set of 24 possible areas. This is a very good contraction, and yields an
abstract search space size of only 244 = 331; 776. The resulting hierarchical problem
Pf 4h is easy to construct, and a brief description is given below. Using the room-area
abstraction allows the MinArea constraint to be moved into the abstract level, and help
further reduce abstract level search e ort.

Pf 4h = fhz1 ; z2; z3; z4; r1:; r2:; r3:; r4:i :
: : : the new abstract constraints, : : :

^
4

^ MinArea-aci(zi)
i
^ FillHouse-ac(z ; z ; z ; z )
: : : the re nement constraints, : : :
^
^ Fi(zi; ri:)
i
: : : and the remaining base level constraints : : :
^
^ (RightOfi(ri:x ; ri:x ) ^ Abovei(ri:y ; ri:y ) ^ AdjSidei(ri:))
=1

1

2

3

4

4

=1
4

i=1

2

1

2

1
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^

^
i<j 4

1

DontOverlapij (ri:; rj :) g

All four hierarchical solution strategies discussed in section 5.3 can be applied to this
hierarchical problem. Strategy HSS-1 constructs the simple control sequence CHSS-1(f 4h)
by placing the abstract level nodes before the base level nodes. The re nement constraints are inserted among the base level nodes such that they are the rst constraint
of that arity to be tested in each constraint cluster.

CHSS-1(f 4h) = h z1 MinArea-ac1 : : : z4 MinArea-ac4 FillHouse-ac
r1 :x1 r1 :x2 RightOf1 r1:y1 r1:y2 Above1 F1 AdjSide1
r2 :x1 : : : F2 AdjSide2 DontOverlap12
r3 :x1 : : : F3 AdjSide3 DontOverlap13 DontOverlap23
r4 :x1 : : : F4 AdjSide4 DontOverlap14 DontOverlap24 DontOverlap34 i
Hierarchical solution strategy HSS-3's control sequence CHSS-3(f 4h) is simply a DOIdecomposition of CHSS-1(f 4h), obtained by cutting it just before the rst base level
variable r1:x1. Strategy HSS-2 uses a reduced abstraction, obtained by dropping one of
the abstraction components. In CHSS-2(f 4h) we drop the component abstraction function
f1 abstracting room 1 into its area. The resulting control sequence is constructed on
the same principles used for CHSS-1(f 4h).

CHSS-2(f 4h) = h r1:x1 r1:x2 RightOf1r1 :y1 r1:y2 Above1 AdjSide1 MinArea1
z2 MinArea-ac2 : : : z4 MinArea-ac4 FillHouse-ac3(z2; z3; z4; r1:)
r2:x1 : : : F2 AdjSide 2 DontOverlap12
r3:x1 : : : F3 AdjSide 3 DontOverlap13 DontOverlap23
r4:x1 : : : F4 AdjSide 4 DontOverlap14 DontOverlap24 DontOverlap34 i
Finally, control sequence CHSS-4(f 4h) is an implementation of solution strategy HSS4, constructed by building subproblems to compute each component abstraction. The
values of the four abstract variables zi are computed using the component abstraction
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functions fi in four separate and independent subproblems. The abstracted FillHouseac constraint is then tested in the residual subproblem at the base level, as the rst
constraint in that level. This decomposition of the control sequence also brings the
arti cial dependencies down.

CHSS-4(f 4h) = h ( r1:x1 r1:x2 RightOf1 r1 :y1 r1:y2 Above1 AdjSide1
[z1 = f1 (r1:)] MinArea-ac1 (z1) )
..
.
( r4 :x1 r4:x2 RightOf4 r4:y1 r4:y2 Above4 AdjSide 4
[z4 = f4 (r4:)] MinArea-ac4 (z4) )
( z10 z20 z30 z40 FillHouse-ac

r1 :x01 r1:x02 r1:y10 r1:y20
r2:x01 : : : r2:y20
DontOverlap12

r3:x01 : : : r3:y20
DontOverlap13 DontOverlap23

r4 :x01 : : : r4 :y20
DontOverlap14 DontOverlap24 DontOverlap34 ) i
AVD(CHSS-4(f 4h)) = 64
Heuristics for selecting a good abstraction have been discussed in Chapter 5. The
general rule for selecting between possible hierarchical solution strategies should be as
follows. If HSS-4 is applicable, it should be the rst choice, especially when the set of
abstract (in this case computed) variables have a very small (when compared to the
size of the base level search space being abstracted) number of solutions reach the base
level. In CHSS-4(f 4h), the size of the abstract search space is already very small (only
331,776, compared with over 31 billion for the base level after all Above and RightOf
constraints are satis ed). Testing Above, RightOf and MinArea-ac in the subproblems
further trims the number of values of zi that reach the base level. All this makes the
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number of times FillHouse-ac gets tested in the base level very small, making HSS-4
more ecient.
When HSS-4 is not suitable, the next strategy to consider is HSS-2. If dropping one
of the component abstraction functions can greatly reduce the size of the remaining
abstract search space, and the constraints on the base level variables of the dropped
component are known to be very tight, then HSS-2 becomes suitable. Our oorplanning
problem is very symmetrical, and not a very good candidate for this strategy. If, for
example, room 1 had been required by the problem to be square, only ve of the possible
24 areas in the test problem would be valid. Dropping f1 from the abstraction would
then yield better performance.
Deciding between HSS-1 and HSS-3 is really a question of whether or not to apply
DOI-decomposition. Potential reduction in arti cial dependencies, and the expected
number of abstract solutions are the deciding factors. The rearrangement of abstract
variables in the residual base level in CHSS-3(f 4h) yields an AVD reduction of 6 over the
sequence CHSS-1(f 4h).

6.2.5 Performance and analysis
The set of 13 control sequences was tested on four instances of the oorplanning problem, with all four rooms required to have the same minimum area Amin , using the
following parameter values

L = 5
W = 7
Amin 2 f8; 7; 6; 5g
Decreasing the minimum room area from 8 to 5 increased the number of solutions to
the problem from 0 to 5,328. The test results are shown in gures 6.3, 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6.
The best performing control sequence in each decomposition category is highlighted in
the tables. The graph of gure 6.6 gives a visual comparison of these sequences.
The clear performance winner when looking for all solutions is the HSS-4 sequence
CHSS-4(f 4). The reasons for this success are two-fold. The abstraction, in spite of its
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Figure 6.3: Run statistics for Pf 4 and Pf 4h | looking for all solutions with Backtrack.
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Figure 6.4: Run statistics for Pf 4 and Pf 4h | looking for all solutions with ForwardCheck.
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Figure 6.5: Run statistics for Pf 4 and Pf 4h | looking for one solution with Backtrack.
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all solutions, for problem Pf 4 .
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rather small search space, is very e ective in pruning out non-solutions, and drastically
reduces the arity of the global constraint (arity 16) down to ve constraints of maximum
arity 5. Secondly, the HSS-4 solution strategy of partitioning the problem's variables
into di erent subproblems according to the four component abstraction functions also
helps in reducing arti cial dependencies, down to 64 from 136 for Cf 4. These factors
combine to make this sequence the most ecient. Even the total number of cached
solutions, at less than a thousand, is very small.
As was expected, solution strategy HSS-2 does not improve upon HSS-1. As it
turns out, its actual performance is only slightly worse. Strategy HSS-3's use of DOIdecomposition in CHSS-3(f 4) does indeed improve upon the single-level HSS-1 sequence
CHSS-1(f 4). This is to be expected when the decomposition achieves a reduction in
arti cial dependence. The eciency of the abstract level is demonstrated here in the
small number of abstract solutions (16 { 471) needed to be cached by the bottom-up
solution procedure.
The four di erent instances of the problem tested di er on the value of the minimum
area for each room. This quantity controls the number of solutions, and makes the
choice of the room-area abstraction very fortunate. In fact the absence of any solutions
when Amin = 8 is completely detectable in the abstract level.
Among the constraint-set decomposition alternatives, the DOI-decomposition implemented in CDOI(f 4) has the best performance, again as expected and discussed earlier
in this section. Interestingly enough, the DOI-decompositions are the only sequences
to actually improve their performance with Forward-Check. This will not generally be
the case, and is a result of the particular constraint topology in the problem.
Figure 6.6 shows that as decreasing the value of Amin increases the number of
solutions, it also makes the problem harder. This graph compares the performance
of the basic benchmark sequence Cf 4 with the independent-set decomposition, best
DOI-decomposition and HSS-4 sequences. In all three of these, the use of problem
decomposition achieves a reduction in arti cial serial dependence. In such cases, as the
problem gets harder, the performance of the hierarchical sequence gets better relative
to the benchmark simple sequence Cf 4.
6
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Finding one solution for oorplanning is a relatively easy problem in this model,
except of course when there are no solutions. The simple control sequence Cf 4 is very
e ective, because of a fortunate value ordering used during search. When a constraintset decomposition is used to look for the rst solution, the bottom-up solution procedure still searches for all solutions to the upper-level subproblems. The most ecient decompositions will generally be those with simpler upper-level subproblems. In
the case of the oorplanning problem Pf 4 , the independent-set decomposition has a
set of seven binary subproblems in the upper level, with a combined search e ort of
7  (5  7) = 245 constraint checks. The IS-decomposition CISB(f 4), along with the
second DOI-decomposition CDOI(f 4) which achieves an AVD reduction of 12 with only
four variables in the pre x, o er the most consistent performance improvement. Among
the abstractions, strategy HSS-1 o ers the most consistent performance, presumably
because of a fortunate value ordering in the abstract variables' domains, and because
the rest of this control sequence follows the original Cf 4 very closely.
2

6.3 Corporation Decentralization
6.3.1 Problem description and model
This problem1 models the situation of a large corporation that wishes to move some of
its departments out of the main city to other locations, in order to take advantage of
distributed marketing, cheaper housing and tax incentives. However, moving departments to di erent cities will increase communication costs between departments. The
corporate management wishes to nd a relocation that provides an overall bene t above
a speci ed minimum, and which will also be acceptable to all its company presidents.
The analysis department of the corporation has been asked to provide all relocation
schemes that will provide the speci ed minimum bene t, to the company presidents for
their vote.
In our problem model, we will assign one variable to each department. The value
This problem is adapted from problem 12.10 in [70]. An expanded version of the original problem
is described here.
1
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of each variable in a solution will be the new location of that department in one relocation scheme. The corporation (c0 in our model), owns two companies (c1 and c2).
The rst company has three departments (c1:d1; : : :; c1:d3), and the second company
has four departments (c1:d1; : : :; c1:d4). The corporate headquarters c0 communicates
with its companies through the company headquarters c1:d1 and c2:d1. All other significant communications are only between the departments within either company. The
corporate structure and communication links are shown in gure 6.7.
Corp. HQ
c0

Comp. HQ
c1.d1

c1.d2

Comp. HQ
c2.d1

c1.d3

c2.d2

c2.d4

c2.d3

Company 1

Company 2

Figure 6.7: The eight departments of the corporation of problem Pdc , with their communication links.
As part of its decentralization strategy, the corporation is targeting four other locations besides the main city, and wants to limit the number of departments in any city
to four. The management has priced the bene ts and costs for all possible locations of
each department, and these are shown in the tables in gure 6.8.
The model then has eight variables, one for each department in the corporation,
and each variable has a domain of ve cities.
There are two types of constraints in the model. The rst type (CityLimit in the
model) restricts the nal number of departments in each city to four. For early pruning,
a serial control sequence can begin testing this constraint after ve department variables
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Bene t of moving a department ($1000).
All departments are presently in City 1.
Cities
Department 1
2
3 4
5
c0
0 400 400 300 300
c1:d1
0 600 800 400 600
c1:d2
0 200 300 200 200
c1:d3
0 400 800 600 400
c2:d1
0 600 800 400 600
c2:d2
0 200 300 200 200
c2:d3
0 400 800 600 400
c2:d4
0 400 800 600 400
Inter-department communication volume.
Department c0 c1:d1 c1:d2 c1 :d3 c2 :d1 c2:d2 c2:d3 c2:d4
c0
3
0
0
3
0
0
0
c1:d1
5
7
0
0
0
0
c1:d2
14
0
0
0
0
c1:d3
0
0
0
0
c2:d1
7
7
5
c2:d2
10
15
c2:d3
12

c2:d4

Inter-city communication costs, per unit volume ($1000).
City 1 2 3 4 5
1
10 13 9 10 13
2
5 14 5 13
3
5 9 14
4
5 14
5
5
Figure 6.8: Moving bene ts and communication costs in the planned corporation decentralization.
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have been instantiated. For this purpose, we include in the model four instances of the
city-limit constraint, operating on 5, 6, 7 and 8 variables respectively. The number
of variables is indicated in the sux on the constraint name (e.g. CityLimit5 takes 5
variables as arguments).
The second constraint type enforces the solution to meet a speci ed overall minimum
bene t amount. Since the nal bene t can only be calculated after all the departments
are assigned a city, this requirement is implemented as a global constraint (MinBene t in the model). An abbreviated problem formulation is displayed below, and the
complete model is given in the appendix.

Pdc = fhc0 c1:d1 c1:d2 c1:d3 c2:d1 c2 :d2 c2:d3 c2 :d4i 2 f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g8 :
CityLimit 5 ^ CityLimit6 ^ CityLimit7 ^ CityLimit8 ^ MinBene tg

6.3.2 Basic search strategy
With the variable domains and constraint topology in the problem, the popular control
ordering heuristics do not recommend any one particular order. Note that the same
topological features will also prevent Forward-Check from providing any improved performance over Backtrack. The control sequence Cdc appears to be optimal for solution
with simple search algorithms. The MinBene t constraint is expected to be much
tighter than the last CityLimit constraint, so it is tested earlier.

Cdc = hc1:d1 c1:d2 c1:d3 c2:d1 c2:d2 CityLimit5
c2 :d3 CityLimit6 c2:d4 CityLimit7 c0 MinBene t CityLimit8i
AVD(Cdc ) = 0
This problem has a rather small constraint-to-variable ratio with only 5 constraints
on 8 variables. The constraints are also of a high arity, the smallest being of arity
4. The CityLimit constraints are not very restrictive, so in the sequence, the tighter
MinBene t is tested before CityLimit8 .
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6.3.3 Constraint-set partitioning
This problem has a very interesting topology. There are no arti cial dependencies in
the problem, for any simple control sequence including Cdc (thus giving a combined
arti cial-variable-dependence of zero). This prevents any of the constraint-set partitioning techniques of Chapter 3 from being of any use here.

6.3.4 Global constraint decomposition
We next turn our attention to the global constraint MinBene t. The rst hopeful indication is the presence of a company-based component structure in the corporation modeled in the problem. The MinBene t constraint also re ects this component structure,
when viewed as constraining the sum of the bene ts of moving each of the corporation's
companies. A formulation of the constraint is given below, with its subexpressions arranged to accentuate this component structure. The constant Bmin in the constraint
is the minimum bene t required for the corporation to approve any relocation scheme.
(Consult the appendix for a detailed representation of the constraint).
MinBene t() = FinalBene tc (c1:) + FinalBene tc (c2:)
1

2

+ FinalBene t c (c0; c1:d1; c2:d1)  Bmin
0

where the functions FinalBene t subtract the inter-department communication costs
from the total bene ts of moving each department. For example,
FinalBene t c (c1:)
1

= Bene tc :d (c1:d1) + Bene tc :d (c1 :d2) + Bene tc :d (c1 :d3)
1

1

1

2

1

3

CommVolume-c1:d1-c1 :d2  CommCost(c1:d1; c1:d2)
CommVolume-c1:d1-c1 :d3  CommCost(c1:d1; c1:d3)
CommVolume-c1:d2-c1 :d3  CommCost(c1:d2; c1:d3)
and
FinalBene t c (c0; c1:d1; c2:d1)
0

= Bene tc (c0)
0
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CommVolume-c0-c1 :d1  CommCost(c0; c1:d1)
CommVolume-c0-c2 :d1  CommCost(c0; c2:d1)
The most suitable abstraction suggested by HiT's heuristics (section 5.3) requires
three abstract variables, one each for the three FinalBene t function instances in MinBene t.

z0 = FinalBene t c (c0; c1:d1; c2:d1)
0

z1 = FinalBene t c (c1:d1; c1:d2; c1:d3)
1

z2 = FinalBene t c (c2:d1; c2:d2; c2:d3; c2:d4)
2

Using this decomposition of MinBene t will abstract it into (z0 +z1 +z2  Bmin ). Notice
that the abstraction function component for z0 shares the variables c1:d1 and c2 :d1
with the abstraction components for the other two abstract variables. Furthermore,
notice that none of the other constraints can be abstracted using this (or any other)
decomposition of MinBene t.
If we now use any of the solution strategies HSS-1, HSS-2 or HSS-3 (see section 5.3)
with this abstraction, we have to pre-compute the domains of the three abstract variables by computing the ranges of the three FinalBene t terms in the global constraint.
The sizes of these domains are given below.
Dom(z0) = 25
Dom(z1) = 89
Dom(z2) = 422
Dom(z1 z2 z3) = 938; 950
The sharing of base-level variables between the three abstraction functions causes the
resulting abstract search space to be much larger than the original problem search space
(938; 950 > 58 = 390; 625). This is despite the fact that the the range of each component
abstraction function is much smaller than its domain (e.g. Range(FinalBene tc ) =
25  Dom(FinalBene t c ) = 125), an otherwise desirable property in abstraction functions.
0

0
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The large abstract search space would make solving the abstract level alone more
dicult than the original problem, and is unacceptable. The problem does not have
any other constraints that can be re-expressed as abstract constraints on the variables
zi and thus help to prune the abstract search e ort. This rules out strategies HSS-1
and HSS-3.
Solution strategy HSS-2 of using a reduced abstract level does not help here either,
because of the variable dependence between the three component abstraction functions.
If we dropped, say, z0 to form the reduced abstract level, the corresponding abstracted
constraint would now have to be tested on the variables (z1; z2; c0; c1:d1; c2:d1). As this
would be the rst constraint in the control sequence, its domain size would be 4,694,750,
which is even larger than the size of the unreduced abstract search space!
So now we are left with HSS-4. Hierarchical solution strategy HSS-4, requires that
for maximum eciency the component abstractions be independent of each other. If the
component abstractions are not independent, solving the corresponding subproblems
will require more than two levels in the bottom-up framework, which could signi cantly
add to the overhead of caching subproblem solutions. The best such arrangement is in
the three-level sequence Cdc0 shown below.

Cdc0 = h(c1:d1 c1:d2 c1:d3 [z1 = FinalBene tc (c1:)])
1

(c2:d1 c2:d2 c2:d3 c2:d4 [z2 = FinalBene t c (c2 :)])
2

(c0 c1:d01 c2:d01 [z0 = FinalBene t c (c0 ; c1:d1; c2:d1)]
0

z10 z20 c1 :d02 c1:d03 CityLimit 5
c2 :d02 CityLimit 6 c2:d03 CityLimit7 c2 :d04 CityLimit8 )
(z000 z100 z200 Abstr-MinBene t

c1 :d001 c1:d002 c1 :d003 c2:d001 c2:d002 c2:d003 c2:d004 )i
The third subproblem in Cdc0 depends upon variables of the previous two problems. This
dependency results in all the problem's variables being recalled to generate a combined
solution cache, as the bottom-up framework does not allow the recall of a solution cache
to be distributed between a number of subproblems. While Cdc0 has intelligently moved
all the CityLimit constraints into the third subproblem, it still has a residual in which,
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in accordance with the HSS-4 strategy, the abstract constraint is tested. Cdc0 is plainly
exceedingly inecient.
There is however an alternative | implement a combination of the ideas in strategies HSS-2 and HSS-4. The main idea in hierarchical solution strategy HSS-2 was to
reduce the abstract search space overhead by dropping one of the component abstraction functions. If we drop z0 from the abstraction, the remaining component abstraction
functions are now variable independent, and can be used in HSS-4. The resulting control sequence Cdc0 e ectively merges the last two subproblems of Cdc0 into a two-level
system:

Cdc0 = h(c1:d1 c1:d2 c1:d3 [z1 = FinalBene t c (c1 :)])
1

(c2:d1 c2:d2 c2:d3 c2:d4 [z2 = FinalBene tc (c2:)])
2

(c0 c1:d01 c2:d01 z1 z2 Abstr-MinBene t

c1:d02 c1:d03 CityLimit5 c2:d02 CityLimit6
c2:d03 CityLimit7 c2:d04 CityLimit8 )i
where
Abstr-MinBene t(c0; c1:d1; c2:d1; z1; z2)

 FinalBene tc (c ; c :d ; c :d ) + z + z  Bmin
0

0

1

1

2

1

1

2

We were able to implement this reduced form of HSS-4 for this problem because of
the fortunate nature of the interdependency between the three component abstraction
functions | only one had to be dropped to make the remaining mutually independent.
Performance results with control sequences Cdc and Cdc0 are discussed below.

6.3.5 Performance and analysis
Six sets of experiments were performed for six di erent values of Bmin

Bmin = 3000; 3450; 3700; 3850; 4000; 5000
Increasing the value of Bmin decreased the number of solutions from 20,229 to 0 by a
factor of about 10 in each step. The diculty in the problem of nding all solutions
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using Cdc did not change much with the Bmin . As the number of solutions decreased,
the problem became slightly easier, but quickly leveled o . The diculty of nding one
solution did steadily increase as the number of solutions decreased. The reason for this
behaviour is that the problem diculty is really being controlled by only one constraint
| the global MinBene t constraint, which is where the parameter Bmin is used.
Backtrack was the only basic search algorithm on which the two control sequences
were tested. The problem topology would not have bene ted from Forward-Check. Test
results are shown in the graphs of gure 6.9.
The reduced HSS-4 implementation of global constraint decomposition in Cdc0 does
indeed improve performance. The number of nodes and constraint checks are decreased
to about half, and the run-time shows an improvement of a factor of about 4. The
larger improvement in run-time is achieved because decomposition of the MinBene t
constraint produces abstraction functions with simpler expressions which are easier to
compute.
If we examine the control sequence Cdc0 , we notice that the abstracted constraint
Abstr-MinBene t depends upon the variables (c0; c1:d1; c2:d1; z1 ; z2). The abstract variables z1 and z2 themselves are computed from the original problem variables c1: and
c2:. There are no constraints tested in the upper level subproblems where the abstract
variables are computed, and in the base level, Abstr-MinBene t is the rst constraint
to be tested. So what is it then that keeps the diculty of solving Abstr-MinBene t
from overwhelming the cost of using Cdc0 , in fact making it an easier control sequence
than Cdc ?
The entire power of Cdc0 comes from the nature of the abstraction function used.
The function Finalbene tc1 abstracts its domain of 125 3-tuples down to a set of 89
unique values, and Finalbene tc2 abstracts its domain down from 625 down to only
422. This gives Abstr-MinBene t a domain size of 5  89  422 = 187; 790. The original
constraint MinBene t had a maximum domain size of 58 = 390; 625, more than twice as
large. And in Cdc , it got tested on most of this domain, since the CityLimit constraints
are very loose. For example, CityLimit5 rejects only one of the 3,125 unique values of
its arguments.
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The sequence Cdc0 achieves a large reduction in the number of times the abstracted
global constraint is tested, and also a large reduction in the number of times the
CityLimit constraints are tested, as they are now tested downstream from the AbstrMinBene t constraint. To achieve this reduction, it incurs an overhead of only 53 +54 =
750 constraint checks in the upper level subproblems. The total number of cached solutions is also 750, too small for its caching overhead to a ect the overall performance.

6.4 Corrugated Bulkhead Design
6.4.1 Problem description and model
Bulkheads form the walls of liquid holding internal compartments in tankers. One of
the designs used for a vertical transverse bulkhead consists of three vertically stacked
corrugated panels, with the corrugations also oriented vertically ( gure 6.10). With the
heights of the panels determined by con gurations of neighboring walls, the remaining
design parameters determine the size and shape of the corrugations, and the thicknesses
of the three panels. The design goal is to minimize the total weight of the three panels
for a speci ed weight handling capacity.
The problem modeled here is an adaptation from a description published in [1].
The original continuous non-linear optimization problem is posed here as a discrete
constraint satisfaction problem (e.g. for a situation where manufacturing can only
produce a discrete set of measurements), with the objective function translated into a
constraint restricting the weight of the bulkhead to be below a speci ed value. The
domains of the variables have been narrowed for practical experimental considerations.
In addition, due to some ambiguity in the original description, it was necessary to adjust
the coecients in some of the constraints in order to ensure a solution. In all other
respects, the problem modeled here is syntactically and topologically identical to the
one described in the reference.
There are six variables in the problem, with domain sizes ranging from 5 to 100.
There are also 13 constraints, of which six are binary, six are quarternary, and one
global. An abbreviated problem model is shown below, and presented in more detail in
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Figure 6.9: Run statistics for Pdc using Backtrack.
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Figure 6.10: Vertical corrugated transverse bulkhead.
the appendix.

Psb = fhb1b2dtttm tb i : c1(b1; b2; d; tt; tm; tt) ^ c2 (b1; b2; d; tt)

^ c (b ; b ; d; tm) ^ c (b ; b ; d; tb)
^ c (b ; b ; d; tt) ^ c (b ; b ; d; tm) ^ c (b ; b ; d; tb)
^ c (b ; tt) ^ c (b ; tt) ^ c (b ; tm) ^ c (b ; tm)
^ c (b ; tb) ^ c (b ; tb)g
3

1

2

5

1

2

8

1

12

4

6

9

1

2

13

where
Flange width b1 2 f55:0; 55:1; : : :; 64:9g
Web length b2 2 f55:0; 55:1; : : :; 64:9g
Corrugation depth d 2 f35:0; 35:1; : : :; 39:9g
Top panel thickness tt 2 f1:00; 1:05; : : :; 1:20g
Middle panel thickness tm 2 f1:00; 1:05; : : :; 1:20g
Bottom panel thickness tb 2 f1:00; 1:05; : : :; 1:20g

1

1

2

2

10

2

7

1

1

11

2

2
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6.4.2 Basic search strategy
The control sequence Csb chosen for Backtrack and Forward-Check minimizes the total
constraint depth and bandwidth:

Csb = htt b1 c8 b2 c9 tm c10 c11 tb c12 c13 d c2 c5 c3 c6 c4 c7 c1 i
AVD(Csb) = 0 + 1 + 2 + 2 + 3 + 3 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 0
= 23
AVDavg (Csb) = 23=13 = 1:77
The problem has a relatively high constraint to variable ratio of 2.17. Since more than
half the constraints (7) have an arity of greater than half the number of variables (arity
 3) in the problem, most of the constraints get tested relatively deep in the control
sequence. The hardness of the problem is controlled by only six constraints (c8 : : :c13),
less than half the total number of constraints.

6.4.3 Constraint-set partitioning
The control sequence Csb has, at 23, a fairly high total arti cial variable dependence
(AVD) but, because of the relatively large number of constraints, the average arti cial
variable dependence of each constraint is a moderate 1.77. The highest AVD of 3 occurs
at constraints c12 and c13, tested after the fourth variable tb in the sequence.
For DOI-decomposition, the sequence Csb can be cut at four di erent places, based
on the occurrence of constraints before the third, fourth, fth and sixth variables.
The AVD evaluations for each cut are shown in the table in gure 6.11. The fth
column of the table gives the largest reduction in arti cial variable dependence among
all constraints a ected by the decomposition.
The third and fourth cuts appear to be the most suitable DOI-decompositions based
on the heuristic arti cial variable dependence measures. The fourth cut has the highest
Total-AVD (7), and the second largest Average-AVD (0.78). The third cut has the
second highest Total-AVD (6) and the largest Average-AVD (0.86), and it a ects more
constraints than the fourth cut.
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Seq

CDOI(sb)
CDOI(sb)
CDOI(sb)
CDOI(sb)

Evaluation of possible DOI-decompositions.
Sux
AVD(sux,pre x)
Before #Vars #Constrs Average Total Highest
b2
2
12
0.08
1
1
tm
3
11
0.45
5
2
tb
4
9
0.78
7
3
d
5
7
0.86
6
2

Csb Cut Pre x
1
2
3
4

Evaluation of possible IS-decompositions.
Indep-set
AVD(IS,Csb)
Seq
Constraints Average Total Highest
CISB(sb) c11; c12
2.50
5
3
CISF(sb) c9; c10
1.50
3
2
Figure 6.11: Evaluation of possible constraint-set decompositions of Csb .
Both IS-decomposition algorithms, IS-Back and IS-Forward, produce independent
sets composed of two binary constraints. As is usually the case, IS-Back selects its
constraints from deeper levels in the control sequence, with consequently higher articial variable dependences. In such situations, the IS-Back decomposition should be
more suitable when the problem is particularly hard, or when looking for all solutions.
Conversely, the IS-Forward decomposition should be more suitable when looking for
just one solution in a problem of moderate diculty.
Between the two types of decompositions, CDOI(sb) achieves a signi cantly higher
AVD reduction of 7, compared to 5 achieved by CISB(sb) , and also a ects some deeper
constraints in Csb , so it should be a better choice.
3

6.4.4 Global constraint decomposition
The problem has a single global constraint, c1, whose formulation is shown below. To
better demonstrate the constraint decomposition process, the representation has been
arranged to partition the variables between subexpressions as much as possible.

q

c1() = (b1 + b2)  (495tt + 385tm + 315tb) < 1400  (b1 + b22 d2)
The only decomposition of this constraint into non-trivial subexpressions with a
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minimum overlap of variables is into the following components,

z1 = b1 + b2
z2 = 495tt + 385tm + 315tb

q

z3 = b1 + b22 d2
yielding the abstract constraint (z1 z2 =z3 < 1400). A quick analysis proves this to be a
very unsuitable abstraction for the following reasons:
1. The size of the abstract search space is actually larger than the original search
space (Dom(z1 z2 z3 )  200  125  5000 = 125; 000; 000, compared to 62,500,000).
This is a result of both the sizes of ranges of the particular expressions and the
overlap of variables between two of the expressions.
2. None of the other constraints can be abstracted using this decomposition, and so
they cannot be used to reduce search in the abstract level.
3. Dropping one of the component abstractions for use with solution strategy HSS2 or HSS-4 (as in the case of the decentralization problem) also does not help
here because the size of the abstracted constraint's domain in the reduced hierarchical problem is still very large (unlike, e.g., in the case of the corporation
decentralization problem).
Other nontrivial decompositions of the global constraint c1 show even worse degrees of
variable overlap. The diculty in nding a suitable abstraction comes in a large part
from the problem having a small number of variables, and the domain not having a
component structure that could be re ected in the formulation of the global constraint.
Such a component structure was found in the other case studies, and we selected decompositions that separated out portions of the constraint using variables from di erent
components.

6.4.5 Results and discussion
The various control sequences for the problem were tested using both Backtrack and
Forward-Check, and the performance statistics are shown in gure 6.12. Problem Psb
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has 1,382 solutions, and it is fairly dicult to nd all of them. Backtrack, for example,
examined almost 13 million of a total possible 64,238,290 nodes in Csb 's search tree.
Forward-Check was more e ective, requiring about 28 million fewer constraint checks
than Backtrack. Domain value ordering in this problem was found to have very little
e ect on the e ort required to locate the rst solution.
Total
Cached
Solns

Control
Seq

Csb

All (1,382) Solutions
Backtrack
Forward-Check
Tests
Nodes Time (S)
Tests
Nodes Time (S)

One Solution
Backtrack
Tests
Nodes Time (S)

0 67,409,712

12,749,755

851 39,597,156 16,017,972

528

72,365

14,869

930

CDOI(sb)1

500 67,360,212

12,702,855

850 50,328,693 16,078,009

668

21,476

4,585

280

CDOI(sb)2

50,000 66,007,328

14,120,660

860 34,064,273 13,128,335

495

129,480

67,859

3,950

CDOI(sb)3

182,050 48,892,574

12,708,044

631 20,338,422 15,230,108

320

610,343

327,089

12,570

CDOI(sb)4

230,780 41,065,261

17,147,137

524 17,909,040 16,819,440

342 7,941,495 3,937,964

97,410

CISB(sb)

577 66,214,832

12,085,740

848 39,412,236 15,877,067

531

72,791

15,687

940

CISF(sb)

908 67,110,712

12,656,805

850 50,330,693 16,080,416

668

15,493

4,004

210

Figure 6.12: Run statistics for Psb and Psbh .
Our earlier analysis picked CDOI(sb) to be the overall winner, predicting it to offer better performance than both CDOI(sb) and both the IS-decompositions. Actual
experiments reveal that while the DOI-decomposition CDOI(sb) does indeed improve
upon Csb 's performance and provide better performance than the IS-decompositions,
the overall winner when looking for all solutions is actually the DOI-decomposition with
the deepest cut and largest number of cached subproblem solutions. This is true because the original problem, in Csb , was hard enough that most of the redundant testing
occurred in the deepest level constraints. Sequence CDOI(sb) produces a greater AVD
reduction (of 2 each) at constraints c2 and c5 tested after the last variable in Csb than
CDOI(sb) .
The better performance of the IS-Forward decomposition CISF(sb) when looking for
one solution does follow earlier prediction. The performance of DOI-decompositions
when looking for one solution steadily decreases with the length of the pre x on which
the decomposition was based.
3

4

3

4

3
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6.5 Lessons and Conclusions
The experiments in applying decomposition techniques to solve the problems in this
chapter and those of chapter 4 are useful for extracting some general guidelines.

6.5.1 Constraint-set decomposition
The case studies in this chapter demonstrate the power of DOI-decompositions in improving performance, and the utility of the arti cial variable dependence (AVD) heuristic measure. DOI-decompositions are more e ective than IS-decompositions in reducing
arti cial dependencies in constraints at deeper levels in the search tree where, in hard
problems, most of the cost is incurred. This makes it important, when selecting between alternative decompositions, to consider not only the total reduction in arti cial
dependencies, as measured by the AVD heuristic, but also the depth in the original
control sequence at which these reductions are being achieved.
In the sizes of the problems encountered here, the cost of building the solution cache
tree was not a signi cant overhead. In fact it was the cost of generating values from the
solution cache which appeared to dominate the bottom-up solution portion of the cost
of solving a multi-level control sequence. Acknowledging that there should be some
scope for improvement in the implementation of the bottom-up framework, we may
note that smaller solution caches will also lead to smaller cache generate events.

6.5.2 Global constraint decomposition
Whenever applicable, a carefully selected abstraction combined with the bottom-up
solution strategy of HSS-4 o ers the greatest potential in improving performance. In
general, the most important factor for a bene cial application of global constraint
decomposition appears to be the ability to select an abstraction function that produces
a small abstract search space, with a minimum (preferably none) number of base level
variables common to the abstraction function components. This is not surprising, and
has already been mentioned in section 5.3. The main new heuristic that emerges from
the example problems here is the desirability of a component structure in the domain,
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and in the syntactic formulation of the global constraint. Such was the case in the
oorplanning and decentralization problems, and a component structure was lacking in
the bulkhead design problem.

6.6 Summary
We examined in this chapter how the particular topological structure of a problem
a ects the choice of a decomposition technique. The three problems studied here represented three di erent possibilities:

 The oorplanning domain displayed a strong component structure, which was reected in one of the global constraints. It also exhibited a propinsity for high degrees of arti cial serial dependence in its control sequences. As a result, the problem bene ted from all three techniques | DOI-decomposition, IS-decomposition
and global constraint decomposition.

 The corrugated bulkhead design problem had only 6 variables, but their domains
were large. This permitted DOI-decomposition to take advantage of the arti cial
dependencies inherent in the problem, but the other two techniques failed to be
of any use.

 The corporation decentralization problem did not exhibit any arti cial dependencies in its control sequence. The global constraint did display a component
structure in its global constraint, however that decomposition did not produce
independent component abstractions. A blend of hierarchical solution strategies
HSS-2 and HSS-4 was successful in handling this situation.
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Chapter 7
Discussion and Related Work
This chapter evaluates the extent to which this research supports the claims of this
thesis, summarizes the major contributions, places this work in the context of related
research, and suggests directions for extending this research.

7.1 Evaluation of Thesis Claims
7.1.1 Problem decomposition and Bottom-Up solution
The motivation for looking at decomposition techniques for solving constraint satisfaction problems came from noticing that

 redundant constraint checks form a signi cant portion of the cost of solving many
problems, and that

 these redundancies are a direct result of arti cial dependencies set up by the serial
nature of the combinatorial enumeration used as the basis for search algorithms.

3 Claim 1.1: Decomposition improves performance
In the rst part of the thesis we demonstrated how applying DOI and IS decomposition to a simple control sequence could reduce the degree of its arti cial serial
dependence. The experiments of Chapters 4 and 6 con rmed that this reduction led to
an improvement in performance.
The utility of both DOI and IS decomposition techniques was demonstrated in Chapter 4 in experiments on sets of randomly generated `n-ary' CSPs. Measuring performance in the number of constraint checks, we saw that these decomposition techniques
were particularly useful when searching for all solutions to a problem, and their utility
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increased with the basic diculty of the underlying problem, and with the amount of
reduction in arti cial variable dependence achieved by the decomposition. In general,
DOI-decomposition was seen to yield the most consistent performance improvements.
The experiments of Chapter 4 did show that when searching for one solution, the
performance of the decomposed multi-level control sequences improved in problems of
increasing diculty. However these experiments were not able to generate problems of
high diculty, and we saw decomposition produce an actual improvement in performance over basic search in only some of the more dicult problems generated.
We next demonstrated the utility of problem decomposition in some application case
studies in Chapter 6. Performance improvement here was measured both in the number
of constraint checks and in run time. These experiments demonstrated the existence of
some interesting problems where problem decomposition and bottom-up solution can
be usefully applied. They also provided case studies of how to select between and apply
decompositions on a given problem.
In chapter 4, we also tested the eciency of the Bottom-Up solution framework, by
estimating the time needed to build a solution cache structure, and generate values from
the cache. Together with the analysis of Chapter 3, we observed that both cache building and cache generating can become signi cant factors a ecting run-time performance
of a decomposed problem. Chapter 3 also described an alternative cache data structure
which greatly reduces the cache build time. Run-time measurements in experiments in
Chapters 4 and 6 showed that signi cant run-time performance improvement can be
obtained for problems in addition to reducing redundant constraint checks.
The storage cost of caching solutions to subproblems in a decomposition based
solution strategy can sometimes be of concern. When the subproblems are large, and
have a large number of solutions, the memory requirements can exceed a computer's
RAM, causing disk swapping which is slow. Such judgements have to be made by the
user before deciding upon a decomposition strategy. Section 3.6 discusses these issues,
and suggests some strategies for tackling very large CSPs.
3 Claim 1.2: Decomposition is applicable to a wide and interesting range

of problems
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The random problem and application case study experiments described earlier in
the thesis demonstrate that, unlike many other advanced constraint network processing
techniques, the IS and DOI decomposition procedures are not limited in their applicability to binary CSPs. This is very signi cant, because most applications are not easily
modeled in only binary constraints. We also demonstrated that in the more dicult
problems, where the need for performance improvement is greater, these decomposition
techniques actually perform better.
The run-time experiments described in Chapters 4 and 6 also showed that decomposition could achieve signi cant performance improvement both for problems whose
constraints were expensive to test and for problems with constraints that are relatively
cheap to test, when compared with the average cost of a generate action.
3 Claim 1.3: The decomposition techniques are automatable and fast
Both DOI and IS decomposition procedures were implemented in Lisp, and tests
performed on the problems of Chapter 6 showed that run times on a SPARC 5 were
better than 50 mSec. This was faster than the time needed to actually solve the
problems by several orders of magnitude. This will generally be true, as the cost of
producing a decomposition depends upon the syntactic size of the problem (number of
variables and constraints).
The decomposition procedures produce a set of alternative decompositions for each
problem. While simple heuristics can be used to automatically select a suitable candidate, the best results will be obtained by a more detailed analysis of the heuristic
measures, of the type used in the case studies of Chapter 6. These more complex decision procedures can also probably be implemented into a type of \expert system". The
current implementation does not extend to this level.

7.1.2 Global constraint decomposition
We discussed in Chapters 2 and 5 that CSP solution algorithms are unable to use global
constraints to prune search. This led to the work on global constraint decomposition,
where the central idea is to decompose a global constraint into a conjunction of smaller
arity constraints. This decomposition reformulates the original problem by adding
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an abstraction level. Even though this increases the size of the overall search space,
hierarchical solution procedures that take advantage of the hierarchical structure in
the reformulated problem can produce improved performance on a suitably chosen
constraint decomposition.
3 Claim 2.1: Global constraint decomposition is useful
The utility of global constraint decomposition was demonstrated on two application
case studies in Chapter 6. The oorplanning problem yielded dramatic results, with
performance improvements of up to two orders of magnitude. The performance improvement in the second corporate decentralization problem was smaller in proportion,
but equally signi cant because of the unwieldy topological structure of the problem's
constraint network.
3 Claim 2.2: The constraint decomposition procedure is automatable and

fast

The global constraint decomposition procedure has been implemented in a Lisp
program called HiT. The program will take a problem and a global constraint, and
automatically produce a decomposition and reformulated hierarchical problem using
the heuristics described in Chapter 5. The speed of HiT is comparable to that of the
DOI and IS decomposition procedures.
3 Claim 2.3: Global constraint decomposition is applicable to some inter-

esting problems

Global constraint decomposition is a syntactic reformulation of the problem, produced by processing an intensional representation of a problem constraint. The hierarchical transformation will not bene t all problems. The situations where it does
bene t are partially encoded in the decomposition heuristics used in HiT, and discussed
in more detail in Chapters 5 and 6.
However, this technique is aimed at providing a type of bene t not provided by any
other technique, and when applicable, its bene t can be quite dramatic, as in the two
cases in Chapter 6. Such problems will usually model a domain displaying an inherent
component structure.
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7.2 Contributions
The contributions made by this research to the eld of problem solving can be described
at two levels. At the most practical level, the thesis describes some new problem
solving procedures for constraint satisfaction problems that o er better performance
than currently popular methods. At a more theoretical level, this research extends the
understanding of the bene ts of problem decomposition.
Some of the speci c major contributions of this research are:

 An analysis of the reasons for redundant testing of constraints during problem
solving, and identi cation of the culprit | serial combinatorial enumeration of
the search space sets up arti cial serial dependencies between constraints and
independent variables. (Chapters 2 and 3).

 A demonstration of how problem decomposition can be used to interrupt and
remove arti cial serial dependencies. (Chapter 3).

 A bottom-up solution framework, that can be used with any problem decomposition scheme, for eciently resolving interactions and combining the solutions
to di erent subproblems to produce solutions to the composite problem. (Chapter 3).

 Two new types of problem decompositions, DOI and IS decomposition, that
are applicable to CSPs, and aimed speci cally at reducing redundant constraint
checks. Ecient procedures for producing these types of decompositions. (Chapter 3).

 A constraint decomposition and reformulation procedure that allows search algorithms to take advantage of global constraints to prune search. (Chapter 5).

 New hierarchical search strategies that use decomposition to take advantage of
the hierarchical structure in a CSP. (Chapter 5).
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7.3 Related Work
Several areas of research on solving constraint satisfaction problems were examined in
detail in Chapter 2, when setting the motivation for this thesis. This section summarizes
those discussions, and describes some other work.
The main motivations for this thesis were the occurrence of redundant constraint
tests as an ineciency in all the major basic search algorithms, and the inability of these
algorithms to take advantage of global constraints to reduce search. We will examine
other developments in the eld within this context.

7.3.1 Basic search algorithms for CSPs
Backmarking ([25, 31]) was perhaps the rst search algorithm proposed for CSPs that
avoids retesting constraints on previously tested argument bindings. It keeps track
of which variables have not had their values changed by a backtrack action, and will
not retest constraints that depend only on those variables. Once a variable's binding
changes, the rebinding of a variable to an old value by further backtracking is not
detected. While it does improve performance over plain Backtrack, Forward-Check
(ibid.) has generally been found to be more ecient (this was supported by tests made
during this research) so it was not included in the experiments for this thesis.
The eciency of Forward-Check comes from using look-ahead to detect future conicts, and thus avoiding further extension of those search paths. Backtracking action
is just like Backtrack, and no attempt is made to avoid redundant tests.
Intelligent Backtracking techniques, including selective backtracking and dynamic
backtracking ([64, 4, 26, 62]), generally try to avoid retesting variable bindings previously found to have resulted in a con ict. While this can be extended to avoiding
retesting of successful bindings, the limiting factor is the history recording mechanism
(see Chapter 2).
The solution cache tree in the bottom-up solution procedure proposed in Chapter 3
can be seen as an ecient history data structure. This bottom-up framework was
successfully implemented on top of both Backtrack and Forward-Check. It can be
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easily extended to other algorithms that follow a static control order.

7.3.2 Control ordering techniques
Several of these were also discussed in Chapter 2. Current ordering heuristics based
upon constraint topology ([64, 19, 71]) tend to select an ordering with an optimal control
sequence property (e.g. width) whose value is bounded from below by the highest
constraint arity in the problem. In problems with global constraints, every control
sequence will have the same value for these properties. Some alternative heuristics are
suggested in [47] and used in this thesis.

7.3.3 Network consistency techniques
Network consistency techniques preprocess a constraint network and remove values from
variables' domains that are found to lead to a con ict in a small subset of the problem.
Arc consistency ([40]) is the most popular, and uses a single constraint as the problem
subset. A value can be removed from a variable's domain if there is a constraint on
that variable that cannot be satis ed with the variable bound to that value.
It is very easy to perform this test for binary constraints. A candidate value for
elimination is tested against all values for its co-dependent variable for the given binary
constraint. If any one of these tests fails, the candidate value gets removed from its
variable's domain. The cost of performing arc-consistency on a constraint, however,
depends exponentially on its arity. Unfortunately, this cost rises very rapidly as the
arity of the constraint increases.
Solving a set of independent constraints before tackling the residual subproblem
in IS-decomposition is very similar to arc consistency. The main di erence between
them is in how the constraints are used in what might be called the preprocessing
step. Arc consistency simply reduces the domain of each variable, so that each value
in the ltered domain will belong to some solution of the processed constraints. In
IS-decomposition, the actual tuples that solve each of the independent constraints are
stored. This is usually more ecient for nding all solutions, because after arc consistency lters the variables' domains, their cross-product might still contain values that
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violate conjunctions of constraints. Where arc consistency is particularly suitable for
problems requiring one solution [18, 19, 10] IS-decomposition might be viewed as an
ecient adaptation of arc consistency for problems requiring all solutions.

7.3.4 Trees of variable clusters
In [18] Freuder showed that after performing arc consistency, nding the rst solution
for a problem with a tree-shaped constraint network does not require any backtracking.
This has led to decomposition techniques that divide a CSP into subproblems (variable
clusters) connected by a tree-shaped residual subproblem [11, 28].
The decomposition is solved by rst solving the subproblems, saving their solutions,
and then performing directional arc-consistency on the tree-shaped residual, treating
each cluster-subproblem as a single variable. The rst solution for the problem can
now be found without any further backtracking. The problem with this approach is
twofold. First, in the worst case, the cost of solving each subproblem is exponential
in the number of its variables. Second, in a problem with a high arity constraint, it
must either go into the residual (making residual consistency expensive) or in one of
the clusters. If the constraint is global, this approach completely fails to produce useful
decompositions. Tree clustering also fails to produce any decompositions for constraint
networks that are complete graphs.
The Adaptive Consistency algorithm described in [10] is shown to induce the same
clusters produced by the triangulation scheme of [11]. Both algorithms take an `mordering' of variables as argument. Given the same variable ordering, Adaptive Consistency coordinates the solution of the subproblems produced by Tree Clustering by
enforcing local consistency between them while it is being executed. Its eciency comes
from merely performing local consistency within each subproblem instead of solving it.
The resulting network can now produce one solution without any further backtracks.
Adaptive Consistency is not suited for nding all solutions for the same reasons
as arc consistency, as discussed in the previous subsection. Tree clustering is also very
inecient. However, these ineciencies are removed by applying Bottom-Up Backtrack
to the subproblems produced by Tree Clustering.
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Consider again the problem of gure 2.2. The variable ordering in C1 is an mordering:
C1 variables = hX4X5X3X1 X2i
Tree clustering on C1 produces the clusters (X4X2 ), (X4X3X1 ), and (X5X4X3 ). Since
these clusters are not variable-independent, the order in which they are solved is important. The following is an ecient three-level control sequence:

CTC = h(X2X4T24)(X1X3T13X40 T14X20 )(X300X5T35X400T45X200X100)i
Checks(CTC ) = 16 + 16 + 27 + 12 + 27 = 98
This decomposition turns out to be more ecient than the DOI and IS-decompositions
of this problem.
The subproblems produced by Tree Clustering will tend to have a high degree of
independence, since each subproblem will tend to cluster dependent components together. However, the larger each clique, the larger the cost of solving the corresponding
subproblem. If the constraint graph for a problem is complete, as in the case of a global
constraint, Tree Clustering will combine the whole problem into one cluster, whereas
both the decomposition strategies proposed here will produce a usable decomposition.
The Cyclic-Clustering algorithm described in ([35]) combines the ideas of cyclecutset ([9]) and tree-clustering, but fails on problems that induce complete constraint
graphs for the same reasons.

7.3.5 Cross-product representation of the search space
A set of partial solution tuples can often be eciently represented as a smaller set
of cross-products, where each cross-product is represented as a set of values for each
participating variable. For example, the set fha ci; ha di; hb ci; hb dig can be eciently
represented as the cross-product fa; bgfc; dg. This representation can be more ecient
than the solution trees described in Chapter 4, particularly when the tuples being
represented cover a large proportion of the corresponding (partial) search space. The
cross-product representation (CPR) and its use in modi ed versions of the Backtrack
(BT-CPR) and Forward-Check (FC-CPR) algorithms is described in [33, 32].
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The BT-CPR algorithm, for example, maintains a set of cross-products, representing
the valid partial solutions found so far, that are repeatedly extended, trimmed and
merged until all the variables are covered and all non-solutions eliminated. At each
iteration, BT-CPR extends a cross-product from this set by adding to it a new variable.
A new extension is created for each value in the new variable's domain. Non-solutions
are then eliminated from each extended cross-product by checking for consistency of the
old variables' values against the new variable's value. Inconsistent values are discarded,
and the entire cross-product is discarded if one of the variables loses all its values. All
constraints on the new variable are tested, as needed, on the singleton value of the new
variable and the values of the old variables. A trimmed cross-product gets merged with
another if they di er on the values of only one variable.
The elimination of values in the trim step is exactly like that in arc consistency
procedures, and BT-CPR can be viewed as performing directional arc consistency on
incrementally larger pre x subproblems of the given CSP. The di erence is that BTCPR further decomposes the CSP on its domains as de ned by each cross-product,
and applies consistency to each decomposition separately. The way the domain decompositions are created causes this incremental consistency application to actually yield
solutions after the nal iteration.
The power of CPR comes from the fact that member tuples of any subset of variables
in a cross-product can be generated without paying any attention to other variables in
that cross-product. This eliminates arti cial serial dependence, and therefore redundant
testing of (binary) constraints within a cross-product. However a particular tuple may
occur in more than one cross-product, so redundant testing is not completely eliminated
from the overall search procedure. The purpose of the merge step mentioned above is
exactly to reduce the number of cross-products, and its e ect on reducing redundant
testing increases when problems get harder.
Higher arity constraints do create a problem in the trim step. When a cross-product
extension makes a higher arity constraint active, old variables have to be tested against
other old variables in combination with the new variable. This implies that unless the
result of each constraint test is somehow saved (at potentially prohibitive cost in space),
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each constraint of arity n > 2 will have to be tested n 1 times on each tuple in its
search space within the cross-product, in order to perform inconsistent value elimination
on all the old variables dependent upon the new variable through that constraint. This
introduces redundant constraint checks, although in this case the cause is not arti cial
serial dependence. The possibility of two higher arity constraints sharing some old
variables in their argument set further increases the redundant generation of values.
An actual comparison of the costs of the CPR and Bottom-Up algorithms and how
they vary with problem hardness is an interesting direction for further study.
The solution tree structure of Chapter 4 also achieves a degree of \merging", in this
case of pre xes of the cached solution tuples in its tree representation, thus requiring
less space than simply storing each tuple separartely. However, in general it is a less
ecient storage mechanism than the cross-product representation.

7.3.6 Other decomposition techniques
A stable set is a set of nodes not directly interconnected by an arc in a graph. The
nodes of every graph can be partitioned into stable sets, which can be organized to form
the levels of a `pseudo-tree'. Using the intuition that variables in a stable set can be
bound independently, Freuder ([22]) describes an improvement on basic Backtrack for
nding one solution that takes advantage of a partitioning of the CSP into stable-sets
of variables. The worst-case cost of this algorithm is dp , where p is the number of levels
in the pseudo-tree. This is then used as a motivation for a decomposition procedure
which produces subproblems interconnected by a residual graph with a small number
of stable sets.
As in the tree-clustering techniques, the limiting factor in stable-set based processing
of a CSP is the size of the largest clique in the (primal) constraint graph. A pseudotree will have at least that many levels. Both DOI and IS-decompositions, on the other
hand, have no trouble producing non-trivial decompositions in complete constraint
graphs, or in problems with global constraints so long as there are other smaller arity
constraints. These too are, however, limited into producing subproblems whose size
can be no smaller than the smallest constraint arity in the problem.
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The fundamental motivation for both tree-clustering and stable-set based decomposition is to reduce the number of variables for which a potentially complete cross-product
of values needs to be examined to solve the problem. The motivation for DOI and ISdecompositions is to reduce arti cial serial dependence of constraints in order to reduce
redundant testing of those constraints.
The decomposition procedures described in Chapter 3 are \complete" in that the
decomposition preserves a CSPs solution set. The improved performance is obtained
by reducing the number of redundant constraint checks. Decompositions that do not
preserve completeness can also be used to reduce overall search e ort. An example is
described in ([21]), where an inferred disjunctive constraint is used to decompose the
CSP into a set of disjunctive subproblems such that if the original problem has a solution, then so does one of the subproblems. Problem solving performance is improved
by reducing the combination of domain values tested for variables involved in the disjunctive constraint. Such decomposition techniques are useful when any single solution
to the CSP will suce.

7.3.7 Repeated substructures
We noted in Chapter 3 that the bottom-up solution framework can be extended to take
advantage of repeated subgraphs in a constraint network, by rst solving the subgraph,
and then reusing its solutions at each point an instance of the subgraph occurred in the
problem. This could be applied, for example, to the 4-room oorplanning problem of
Chapter 6, where the subproblem of generating a valid room occurs four times in the
problem.
HiT extends this approach to examining the intensional expressions of constraints
for occurrence of abstraction function components. Such constraints can be reformulated by substituting in appropriate abstract variables, thus changing the scope of the
constraint, and also avoiding recomputation of that subexpression.
Taking advantage of common subexpressions is a well known technique for optimizing relational database queries. It has been applied within a single query (e.g. [29])
and across groups of multiple queries (e.g. [34, 61]). The motivation there is to reduce
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repeated access to data stored on slow media. This is analogous to the motivation in
CSPs of reducing the computational cost of testing constraints.

7.3.8 Constraint Relaxation
Montanari and Rossi ([50]) generalize constraint network processing techniques into
the notion of constraint relaxation. A CSP is solved by a series of applications of
relaxation rules. If a decomposition strategy is used, then each relaxation step solves
one subproblem. They introduce the notion of perfect relaxation, where each relaxation
rule needs to be applied only once in a solution strategy. This is usually the case when
solving by decomposition, and both the DOI and IS decomposition procedures produce
perfect relaxation strategies.
The authors also demonstrate how the productions in a context-free graph grammar
can be mapped to relaxation rules in a perfect solution strategy for (constraint-) graphs
in the grammar's language. The cost of using such a solution strategy increases linearly
in the number of production rule applications needed to derive the constraint graph.
The constant factor in this linear bound depends on the size of the largest production,
which ultimately depends exponentially upon the highest constraint arity in the network. While this is not surprising, the result is useful in associating complexity bounds
with classes of CSPs. The authors do not directly address the issue of constructing an
optimal or good strategy for solving a given CSP.
In this thesis, we have taken the reverse approach, where a CSP is given to be solved
without any knowledge about how it was produced. The IS and DOI decomposition
procedures are two methods for constructing useful perfect relaxation strategies, aimed
directly at reducing redundant constraint checks. The bottom-up solution framework
can be used as an ecient framework for implementing a perfect decompositional relaxation strategy, another point not addressed in the above paper.

7.3.9 Abstraction levels
GPS ([54]) was probably the rst AI problem solver to make explicit use of an abstraction level. Sacerdoti ([60]) further developed the idea into a hierarchy of abstraction
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spaces in the system ABSTRIPS. The abstraction levels produced by HiT are very
similar to these earlier forms.
The general idea of using abstraction levels in constraint satisfaction problems was
previously developed in [45, 48, 46, 68]. The research in this thesis builds upon this work,
and makes the motivation of seeking search-pruning bene t from global constraints more
explicit. Two of the hierarchical solution strategies described here, HSS-2 and HSS-4,
are also new.
Ellman describes a more general formulation of the use of abstraction levels in
solving constraint satisfaction problems in [14, 15]. In Ellman's terms, the procedure
HiT constructs a hierarchical CSP by de ning a \necessary approximate symmetry"
on the original problem's search space. This necessary approximation is de ned by
the abstraction function and the hierarchical completeness condition, requiring that
if a tuple of base-level variable bindings is a solution to the original set of problem
constraints R, then its abstraction is a solution to the abstract constraint Q. This
is the same as the \upward solution property" of a hierarchical system as de ned by
Knoblock for planning domains in [37].

7.3.10 Hierarchical solution in CSPs
Several application domains exhibit a component based hierarchical structure. This
structure manifests itself in a CSP model in several di erent ways. In the oorplanning
domain of Chapter 6, the components are rooms, and each room is represented by
four variables in the CSP. There are four rooms in the problem, and this component
structure is re ected in the intensional expressions of the constraints. HiT's global
constraint decomposition was able to take advantage of this syntactic structure of the
global constraint in constructing a useful abstraction for the problem.
An alternative approach to the modelling and use of component structures in a
CSP is described in [44]. This paper advocates the explication of the hidden structure
of compound objects into tuples of variables, each representing a primitive component. The variable domains are also expressed in sets of corresponding value-tuples
representing prede ned component con gurations. The size of such a set will be much
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smaller than simply taking the cartesian product of all the possible component values,
yet a least-commitment search algorithm can take advantage of the tuple substructure
by making partial commitments to component variable values. The paper also describes a least-commitment approach that takes advantage of a taxonomic organization
of components. This is very similar to the least-commitment search used in MOLGEN
([66, 65]).
A third approach to exploiting hierarchical structure in a problem domain is described in [41]. The Hierarchical Arc Consistency (HAC) algorithm takes advantage of
a taxonomic organization of the domain of each variable induced by inherent structure
in the application. The algorithm becomes ecient when the taxonomic structure partitions each variable's domain into subsets that "share consistency properties" allowing
them to be treated as a unit. The larger such subsets, the more ecient the taxonomy
for HAC. Another similar approach to using domain taxonomies is described in ([5, 6]).
While these hierarchical and least-commitment based approaches also use abstractions to reduce search, the source of the abstractions is the application domain itself.
Global constraint decomposition uses a syntactic procedure for abstraction based upon
the problem formulation, and it is aimed directly at global constraints.

7.3.11 Automated development of problem solving programs
The research described in this thesis was done within a larger program on KnowledgeBased Software Development at Rutgers ([67, 68]). All the decomposition algorithms
described in this research have been automated, and are capable of taking a declarative
representation of a CSP and producing a multi-level control sequence implementing either a DOI or IS decomposition, or producing a control sequence and a new hierarchical
problem that decomposes a global constraint.
There has been other work on automated programming in the eld of CSPs, e.g.
[2] describing techniques for problem reformulation, [69] describing a solution-repair
approach, and [42] describing the automated formulation of search heuristics.
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7.4 Future Directions
This thesis opens up several interesting areas for further research. Some of these are
listed below.

7.4.1 Extending the scope of this research
The following topics address some of the limitations of this research, and extend the
utility and understanding of the problem solving techniques proposed in this thesis.

 More ecient solution cache structure. Experiments in Chapter 6 revealed that
the current implementation of the bottom-up solution framework is inecient in
building and storing the solution cache. While the vector-node implementation of
the solution cache tree removes most of the cost of building the cache, the space
requirements are not improved.
There are situations where the solution cache tree structure can be made more
space ecient. For example, a fuller cache tree is more eciently representable
by storing values that do not occur. Relation factoring (e.g. [57]) can also be
used to compress the solution cache.

 Upgrading the Forward-Check implementation of bottom-up solution. The current
implementation treats divisions between subproblems as hard boundaries. This
limitation can be removed, allowing the look-ahead step to test constraints that
are outside the current subproblem.

 When is IS-decomposition better than DOI-decomposition? There are clearly problems where IS-decomposition produces a more ecient control sequence than DOIdecomposition (e.g. problem P1 in section 3.2.2). The answer might involve the
arity of the constraints in the problem, and the size of the independent set.

 What is the relationship between a problem's constraint arity pro le and decomposition performance? More experiments need to be done to examine this relationship.
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 Hard problems for single-solution search. The claim is that decomposition should
be just as useful for hard problems when looking for one solution as when looking
for all solutions. The search tree for a problem does not change its shape based
upon the number of solutions. So a hard problem will have a fuller and bushier
search tree regardless of the number of solutions examined. This is exactly the
situation where DOI and IS decomposition techniques should bene t the most.
The experiments of Chapter 4 were unable to con rm this because the problems
generated by the random problem generator tended to be very easy for singlesolutions search.

 A solution cache structure not dependent on recall order. This will be useful for
search algorithms based on a dynamic control order, e.g. Dynamic Backtracking.

7.4.2 New directions
This research also suggests possibilities for improving other applications and problem
solving algorithms. Some of these are:

 Applying decomposition techniques to optimization tasks. Branch and bound optimization algorithms are essentially constraint satisfaction algorithms with a
heuristic function for pruning search. The hierarchical solution techniques proposed in this thesis should be of bene t here.

 Control ordering to minimize arti cial serial dependencies. Since redundant tests
are caused by arti cial serial dependencies, even simple control sequences that
minimize arti cial variable dependence (as an example heuristic) should o er
improved performance. Some of these heuristic techniques are described in [47],
and were used in this thesis to construct the simple control sequence for each test
problem.

 Comparing Bottom-Up with CPR generalized for n-ary CSPs. The cross-product
representation (CPR) based algorithms [33, 32] also attack the redundant testing
of constraints, using what are e ectively incrementally extended domain decompositions of the CSP (see previous section for a brief description). While primarily
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aimed at binary CSPs, it should be possible to extend them to problems with arbitrary arity constraints, and compare their performance with the Bottom-Up
solution procedures described here.

 Storing extensional constraints in a solution cache tree. This was suggested by
Freuder1 as an ecient scheme for storing constraints available to the problem as
a list of satisfying tuples. This could reduce or even eliminate the cost of testing
such constraints.

 Improving the explanation mechanism of Dynamic Backtracking. As described in
[26], Dynamic Backtracking only keeps track of \no-goods" | value combinations
that violate some constraint. This allows the algorithms to avoid generating and
testing these value combinations again. This can be extended to also storing
values that have been previously tested and found to succeed, and use it to further
reduce redundant testing. For this to be successful, the cost of looking up an
\explanation" will have to be small.

 Other decomposition algorithms for use with the bottom-up framework. The previous section gives an example where the decomposition produced by a treeclustering algorithm ([11]) produced a three-level control sequence for the problem
P1 that proved to be faster than both the IS and DOI decompositions.

 \Beam search" bottom-up solution for nding one solution. When only one or
a small number of solutions are needed, a beam-search approach might be more
fruitful even with bottom-up solution. In this solution strategy, control would
shift to the next subproblem after a pre-speci ed number of solutions to the
current subproblem are found. This would reduce the time spent in solving the
subproblem, and in producing solutions that are not going to be used.

 Recognizing existing hierarchical structure in a CSP. The hierarchical solution
strategies of Chapter 5 exploit the hierarchical structure built into a CSP produced
by HiT. Recognizing the presence of a similar structure in other CSPs will allow
1
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these strategies to be used on problems where global constraint decomposition is
not applicable.
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Appendix A
Application Domain Models
A.1 Floorplanning
(defconstant fp4
`(
;;

Variable Names

(VARS r1x1 r1y1 r1x2 r1y2

; room 1

r2x1 r2y1 r2x2 r2y2

; room 2

r3x1 r3y1 r3x2 r3y2

; room 3

r4x1 r4y1 r4x2 r4y2 )

; room 3

;;

Domains for the Vars

(DOMAINS (r1x1 ,(INTSEQ 0 9))

; room 1

(r1y1 ,(INTSEQ 0 9))
(r1x2 ,(INTSEQ 1 10))
(r1y2 ,(INTSEQ 1 10))
(r2x1 ,(INTSEQ 0 9))

; room 2

(r2y1 ,(INTSEQ 0 9))
(r2x2 ,(INTSEQ 1 10))
(r2y2 ,(INTSEQ 1 10))
(r3x1 ,(INTSEQ 0 9))

; room 3

(r3y1 ,(INTSEQ 0 9))
(r3x2 ,(INTSEQ 1 10))
(r3y2 ,(INTSEQ 1 10))
(r4x1 ,(INTSEQ 0 9))

; room 4
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(r4y1 ,(INTSEQ 0 9))
(r4x2 ,(INTSEQ 1 10))
(r4y2 ,(INTSEQ 1 10)) )

;;

Constraints (-name- -arg_vars- -expr-) ...

(CONSTRAINTS
;;

Rooms inside House, x1, y1, x2, y2

;;

r1

(rinhouse-x1-r1

(r1x1)

(< (var r1x1) *fp-house-length*)
)
(rinhouse-y1-r1

(r1y1)

(< (var r1y1) *fp-house-width*)
)
(rinhouse-x2-r1

(r1x2)

(<= (var r1x2) *fp-house-length*)
)
(rinhouse-y2-r1

(r1y2)

(<= (var r1y2) *fp-house-width*)
)
;;

Rooms inside House, x1, y1, x2, y2

;;

r2

(rinhouse-x1-r2

(r2x1)

(< (var r2x1) *fp-house-length*)
)
(rinhouse-y1-r2

(r2y1)

(< (var r2y1) *fp-house-width*)
)
(rinhouse-x2-r2

(r2x2)

(<= (var r2x2) *fp-house-length*)
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)
(rinhouse-y2-r2

(r2y2)

(<= (var r2y2) *fp-house-width*)
)
;;

Rooms inside House, x1, y1, x2, y2

;;

r3

(rinhouse-x1-r3

(r3x1)

(< (var r3x1) *fp-house-length*)
)
(rinhouse-y1-r3

(r3y1)

(< (var r3y1) *fp-house-width*)
)
(rinhouse-x2-r3

(r3x2)

(<= (var r3x2) *fp-house-length*)
)
(rinhouse-y2-r3

(r3y2)

(<= (var r3y2) *fp-house-width*)
)
;;

Rooms inside House, x1, y1, x2, y2

;;

r4

(rinhouse-x1-r4

(r4x1)

(< (var r4x1) *fp-house-length*)
)
(rinhouse-y1-r4

(r4y1)

(< (var r4y1) *fp-house-width*)
)
(rinhouse-x2-r4

(r4x2)

(<= (var r4x2) *fp-house-length*)
)
(rinhouse-y2-r4

(r4y2)
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(<= (var r4y2) *fp-house-width*)
)

;; Room has positive Area (x2 > x1, y2 > y1)
;; r1
(cx2x1-r1

(r1x1 r1x2)

(< (var r1x1) (var r1x2))
)
(cy2y1-r1

(r1y1 r1y2)

(< (var r1y1) (var r1y2))
)
;; Room has positive Area (x2 > x1, y2 > y1)
;; r2
(cx2x1-r2

(r2x1 r2x2)

(< (var r2x1) (var r2x2))
)
(cy2y1-r2

(r2y1 r2y2)

(< (var r2y1) (var r2y2))
)
;; Room has positive Area (x2 > x1, y2 > y1)
;; r3
(cx2x1-r3

(r3x1 r3x2)

(< (var r3x1) (var r3x2))
)
(cy2y1-r3

(r3y1 r3y2)

(< (var r3y1) (var r3y2))
)
;; Room has positive Area (x2 > x1, y2 > y1)
;; r4
(cx2x1-r4

(r4x1 r4x2)
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(< (var r4x1) (var r4x2))
)
(cy2y1-r4

(r4y1 r4y2)

(< (var r4y1) (var r4y2))
)

;; Room adjacent to House Side
;; r1
(adj.h.side-r1 (r1x1 r1y1 r1x2 r1y2)
(OR

(=

(var r1x1)

0)

(=

(var r1y1)

0)

(=

(var r1x2)

*fp-house-length*)

(=

(var r1y2)

*fp-house-width*)

)
)
;; Room adjacent to House Side
;; r2
(adj.h.side-r2 (r2x1 r2y1 r2x2 r2y2)
(or

(=

(var r2x1)

0)

(=

(var r2y1)

0)

(=

(var r2x2)

*fp-house-length*)

(=

(var r2y2)

*fp-house-width*)

)
)
;; Room adjacent to House Side
;; r3
(adj.h.side-r3 (r3x1 r3y1 r3x2 r3y2)
(or

(=

(var r3x1)

0)

(=

(var r3y1)

0)

(=

(var r3x2)

*fp-house-length*)
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(=

(var r3y2)

*fp-house-width*)

)
)
;; Room adjacent to House Side
;; r4
(adj.h.side-r4 (r4x1 r4y1 r4x2 r4y2)
(or

(=

(var r4x1)

0)

(=

(var r4y1)

0)

(=

(var r4x2)

*fp-house-length*)

(=

(var r4y2)

*fp-house-width*)

)
)

;; Room has min area
;; r1
(min.area-r1
(>=

(r1x1 r1y1 r1x2 r1y2)
(*

(- (var r1x2) (var r1x1))

; r1 len

(- (var r1y2) (var r1y1)) )

; r1 wid

*fp-min-area-1*
)
)
;; Room has min area
;; r2
(min.area-r2
(>=

(r2x1 r2y1 r2x2 r2y2)
(*

(- (var r2x2) (var r2x1))

; r2 len

(- (var r2y2) (var r2y1)) )

; r2 wid

*fp-min-area-2*
)
)
;; Room has min area
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;; r3
(min.area-r3
(>=

(r3x1 r3y1 r3x2 r3y2)
(*

(- (var r3x2) (var r3x1))

; r3 len

(- (var r3y2) (var r3y1)) )

; r3 wid

*fp-min-area-3*
)
)
;; Room has min area
;; r4
(min.area-r4
(>=

(r4x1 r4y1 r4x2 r4y2)
(*

(- (var r4x2) (var r4x1))

; r4 len

(- (var r4y2) (var r4y1)) )

; r4 wid

*fp-min-area-4*
)
)

;; Rooms Don't Overlap
;;

ri above rj

OR ri below rj

;;

ri rightof rj OR ri leftof rj

;; r1 r2
(dont.ovlap-r1r2

(r1x1 r1y1 r1x2 r1y2
r2x1 r2y1 r2x2 r2y2)

(OR

(>= (var r1y1) (var r2y2))
(<= (var r1y2) (var r2y1))
(>= (var r1x1) (var r2x2))
(<= (var r1x2) (var r2x1))

)
)
;; Rooms Don't Overlap
;; r1 r3

OR
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(dont.ovlap-r1r3

(r1x1 r1y1 r1x2 r1y2
r3x1 r3y1 r3x2 r3y2)

(OR

(>= (var r1y1) (var r3y2))
(<= (var r1y2) (var r3y1))
(>= (var r1x1) (var r3x2))
(<= (var r1x2) (var r3x1))

)
)
;; Rooms Don't Overlap
;; r1 r4
(dont.ovlap-r1r4

(r1x1 r1y1 r1x2 r1y2
r4x1 r4y1 r4x2 r4y2)

(OR

(>= (var r1y1) (var r4y2))
(<= (var r1y2) (var r4y1))
(>= (var r1x1) (var r4x2))
(<= (var r1x2) (var r4x1))

)
)
;; Rooms Don't Overlap
;; r2 r3
(dont.ovlap-r2r3

(r2x1 r2y1 r2x2 r2y2
r3x1 r3y1 r3x2 r3y2)

(OR

(>= (var r2y1) (var r3y2))
(<= (var r2y2) (var r3y1))
(>= (var r2x1) (var r3x2))
(<= (var r2x2) (var r3x1))

)
)
;; Rooms Don't Overlap
;; r2 r4
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(dont.ovlap-r2r4

(r2x1 r2y1 r2x2 r2y2
r4x1 r4y1 r4x2 r4y2)

(OR

(>= (var r2y1) (var r4y2))
(<= (var r2y2) (var r4y1))
(>= (var r2x1) (var r4x2))
(<= (var r2x2) (var r4x1))

)
)
;; Rooms Don't Overlap
;; r3 r4
(dont.ovlap-r3r4

(r3x1 r3y1 r3x2 r3y2
r4x1 r4y1 r4x2 r4y2)

(OR

(>= (var r3y1) (var r4y2))
(<= (var r3y2) (var r4y1))
(>= (var r3x1) (var r4x2))
(<= (var r3x2) (var r4x1))

)
)

;; Rooms Cover House
;;

sum of areas = house area

(rooms.cover.house (r1x1 r1y1 r1x2 r1y2
r2x1 r2y1 r2x2 r2y2
r3x1 r3y1 r3x2 r3y2
r4x1 r4y1 r4x2 r4y2)
(=

(+

(*

(- (var r1x2) (var r1x1))

;area r1

(- (var r1y2) (var r1y1)) )
(*

(- (var r2x2) (var r2x1))

;area r2

(- (var r2y2) (var r2y1)) )
(*

(- (var r3x2) (var r3x1))

;area r3
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(- (var r3y2) (var r3y1)) )
(*

(- (var r4x2) (var r4x1))

;area r4

(- (var r4y2) (var r4y1)) )
)
(*

*fp-house-length*

*fp-house-width*)

)
)
)
)
)

A.2 Corporation Decentralization
(defconstant dc
`(
;;

(VARS

Variable Names

c0

c1d1 c1d2 c1d3
c2d1 c2d2 c2d3 c2d4
)

;;

Domains for the Vars

(DOMAINS (c0

,(INTSEQ 1 5))

(c1d1 ,(INTSEQ 1 5))
(c1d2 ,(INTSEQ 1 5))
(c1d3 ,(INTSEQ 1 5))

(c2d1 ,(INTSEQ 1 5))

; 5 cities {1..5}
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(c2d2 ,(INTSEQ 1 5))
(c2d3 ,(INTSEQ 1 5))
(c2d4 ,(INTSEQ 1 5))
)

;;

Constraints (-name- -arg_vars- -expr-) ...

(CONSTRAINTS
;;

Upto 4 depts in each city

;;
(CityLimit.5

(c1d3 c1d2 c1d1 c2d4 c2d3)

(city-limit 1 5)

; Call general fn

)

;;

Upto 4 depts in each city

;;
(CityLimit.6

(c1d3 c1d2 c1d1 c2d4 c2d3 c2d2)

(city-limit 1 6)

; Call general fn

)

;;

Upto 4 depts in each city

;;
(CityLimit.7

(c1d3 c1d2 c1d1 c2d4 c2d3 c2d2 c2d1)

(city-limit 1 7)

; Call general fn

)

;;

Upto 4 depts in each city

;;
(CityLimit.8

(c1d3 c1d2 c1d1 c2d4 c2d3 c2d2 c2d1 c0)

(city-limit 1 8)
)

; Call general fn
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;;

Objective Function - Maximize Benefit

;;

SUM(i)

;;

Benefit(dept i in city di)

;;

- SUM(j=1..i-1)

;;

InterDeptComm(dept i, dept j)

;;

* UnitCommCost(city di, city dj)

;;
(MinBenefit

(<

(c0 c1d1 c1d2 c1d3 c2d1 c2d2 c2d3 c2d4)

*ec-min-benefit*

(+

;; Final benefit in moving company 1

(- (+ (benefit 2 (var c1d1))
(benefit 3 (var c1d2))
(benefit 4 (var c1d3))
)
(* (inter-dept-comm 2 3)
(unit-comm-cost (var c1d1) (var c1d2)))
(* (inter-dept-comm 2 4)
(unit-comm-cost (var c1d1) (var c1d3)))
(* (inter-dept-comm 3 4)
(unit-comm-cost (var c1d2) (var c1d3)))
)

;; Final benefit in moving company 2
(- (+ (benefit 5 (var c2d1))
(benefit 6 (var c2d2))
(benefit 7 (var c2d3))
(benefit 8 (var c2d4))
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)
(* (inter-dept-comm 5 6)
(unit-comm-cost (var c2d1) (var c2d2)))
(* (inter-dept-comm 5 7)
(unit-comm-cost (var c2d1) (var c2d3)))
(* (inter-dept-comm 5 8)
(unit-comm-cost (var c2d1) (var c2d4)))
(* (inter-dept-comm 6 7)
(unit-comm-cost (var c2d2) (var c2d3)))
(* (inter-dept-comm 6 8)
(unit-comm-cost (var c2d2) (var c2d4)))
(* (inter-dept-comm 7 8)
(unit-comm-cost (var c2d3) (var c2d4)))
)

;; Final benefit in moving company 0
(- (benefit 1 (var c0))
(* (inter-dept-comm 1 2)
(unit-comm-cost (var c0) (var c1d1)))
(* (inter-dept-comm 1 5)
(unit-comm-cost (var c0) (var c2d1)))
)

)
)
)
)
)
)
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A.3 Corrugated Bulkhead Design
(defconstant sb
`(
;;

Variable Names

(VARS b1 b2 d ttop tmid tbot)
;;

Domains for the Vars

(DOMAINS (b1

,(REALSEQ 55.0 64.9

(b2

,(REALSEQ 55.0 64.9

0.1))

(d

,(REALSEQ 35.0 39.9

0.1))

0.1))

(ttop ,(REALSEQ

1.0

1.2

0.05))

(tmid ,(REALSEQ

1.0

1.2

0.05))

(tbot ,(REALSEQ

1.0

1.2

0.05)) )

;;

Constraints (-name- -arg_vars- -expr-) ...

(CONSTRAINTS
;; Objective Function
(c1 (b1 b2 d ttop tmid tbot)
(< (* (+b1b2 (VAR b1) (VAR b2))
(+ (* 495 (VAR ttop))
(* 385 (VAR tmid))
(* 315 (VAR tbot))
)
)
(* 1400
(+ (VAR b1)
(SQRT (- (SQR (VAR b2))
)
)
)
)

(SQR (VAR d))))
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;; --- Section Modulus Constraints ---

;; 1/6.b2.d.ttop + 1.36xb1.d.ttop
;;

- 40x[ b1 + (b2^2 - d^2)^0.5 ] >= 0

(c2 (b1 b2 d ttop)
(<= 0
(+ (* 0.67 (* (VAR b2) (VAR d) (VAR ttop)))
(* 1.36 (* (VAR b1) (VAR d) (VAR ttop)))
(NEG (* 40.0 (+ (VAR b1)
(SQRT (- (SQR (VAR b2))
(SQR (VAR d))))
)
)
)
)
)
)
;; 1/6.b2.d.tmid + 1.36xb1.d.tmid
;;

- 40x[ b1 + (b2^2 - d^2)^0.5 ] >= 0

(c3 (b1 b2 d tmid)
(<= 0
(+ (* 0.67 (* (VAR b2) (VAR d) (VAR tmid)))
(* 1.36 (* (VAR b1) (VAR d) (VAR tmid)))
(NEG (* 40.0 (+ (VAR b1)
(SQRT (- (SQR (VAR b2))
(SQR (VAR d))))
)
)
)
)
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)
)
;; 1/6.b2.d.tbot + 1.36xb1.d.tbot
;;

- 40x[ b1 + (b2^2 - d^2)^0.5 ] >= 0

(c4 (b1 b2 d tbot)
(<= 0
(+ (* 0.67 (* (VAR b2) (VAR d) (VAR tbot)))
(* 1.36 (* (VAR b1) (VAR d) (VAR tbot)))
(NEG (* 40.0 (+ (VAR b1)
(SQRT (- (SQR (VAR b2))
(SQR (VAR d))))
)
)
)
)
)
)
;; --- Moment of Inertia Constraints ---

;; 1/12.b2.d^2.ttop + 0.68xb1.d^2.ttop
;;

- 130x[ b1 + (b2^2 - d^2)^0.5 ]^(4/3) >= 0

(c5 (b1 b2 d ttop)
(<= 0
(+ (* 0.08 (* (VAR b2) (SQR (VAR d)) (VAR ttop)))
(* 0.68 (* (VAR b1) (SQR (VAR d)) (VAR ttop)))
(NEG (*

130.0

(Pwr1.33
(+ (VAR b1)
(SQRT (- (SQR (VAR b2))
(SQR (VAR d))))
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)
)
)
)
)
)
)
;; 1/12.b2.d^2.tmid + 0.68xb1.d^2.tmid
;;

- 130x[ b1 + (b2^2 - d^2)^0.5 ]^(4/3) >= 0

(c6 (b1 b2 d tmid)
(<= 0
(+ (* 0.08 (* (VAR b2) (SQR (VAR d)) (VAR tmid)))
(* 0.68 (* (VAR b1) (SQR (VAR d)) (VAR tmid)))
(NEG (*

130.0

(Pwr1.33
(+ (VAR b1)
(SQRT (- (SQR (VAR b2))
(SQR (VAR d))))
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
;; 1/12.b2.d^2.tbot + 0.68xb1.d^2.tbot
;;

- 130x[ b1 + (b2^2 - d^2)^0.5 ]^(4/3) >= 0

(c7 (b1 b2 d tbot)
(<= 0
(+ (* 0.08 (* (VAR b2) (SQR (VAR d)) (VAR tbot)))
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(* 0.68 (* (VAR b1) (SQR (VAR d)) (VAR tbot)))
(NEG (*

130.0

(Pwr1.33
(+ (VAR b1)
(SQRT (- (SQR (VAR b2))
(SQR (VAR d))))
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
;; --- Plate thickness Constraints ---

;; ttop - 0.012xb1 >= 0.12
(c8 (b1 ttop)
(<=
(-

0.12

(VAR ttop) (* 0.012 (VAR b1)))
)

)
;; ttop - 0.012xb2 >= 0.12
(c9 (b2 ttop)
(<=
(-

0.12

(VAR ttop) (* 0.012 (VAR b2)))
)

)
;; tmid - 0.015xb1 >= 0.12
(c10 (b1 tmid)
(<=

0.12
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(-

(VAR tmid) (* 0.015 (VAR b1)))
)

)
;; tmid - 0.015xb2 >= 0.12
(c11 (b2 tmid)
(<=
(-

0.12

(VAR tmid) (* 0.015 (VAR b2)))
)

)
;; tbot - 0.017xb1 >= 0.12
(c12 (b1 tbot)
(<=
(-

0.12

(VAR tbot) (* 0.017 (VAR b1)))
)

)
;; tbot - 0.017xb2 >= 0.12
(c13 (b2 tbot)
(<=
(-

(VAR tbot) (* 0.017 (VAR b2)))
)

)
)
)
)

0.12
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